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Advertising in My Mac = Good Business Sense!
With over 500,000 website visits a month and thousands of email 

subscribers,
You just can't go wrong!

Send email to advertising@mymac.com for information.

My Mac Magazine ® 1999-2000 My Mac Productions. All Rights Reserved.
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Small Dog® Electronics 
1673 Main Street
Waitsfield, Vermont 05673 USA                                     
smalldog.com

Looking for Macintosh equipment?
Visit Small Dog® Electronics, we specialize in
Apple Macintosh computers and peripherals!

At Small Dog® you'll find friendly service and LOW prices!

 Small Dog Electronics is an Apple Specialist. We are resellers 
of Apple Macintosh computers, peripherals and software. 
Small Dog Electronics offers the complete line of new Apple 
Computers. Small Dog Electronic's also specializes in factory 
refurbished, discontinued and end-of-life products that 
combine performance and price to bring you high technology 
for low prices. Our mission is to offer our customers that 
unique combination of value and superior customer service 
with the express intent of making YOU a customer for life. We 
have been in the Macintosh computer business for over 14 
years as suppliers of hardware through large mail order 
companies, through software development companies and as 
Macintosh enthusiasts since the introduction of the first 128k 
Mac.
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SPECIAL: 

Madden NFL 2000 

Madden NFL 2000 has upped the ante! Today, along with its' 
legendary gameplay and outstanding graphics and realism, 
Madden NFL has added some great features to ensure its' 
supremacy as the number one football game: Multi-Player 
Franchise Mode, You're the coach, the GM, and the owner. 
Build your franchise and compete against your friends 
(up to 8 people) over 30 consecutive seasons to see who's got 
the complete range of skills. 

Price: $49

Please visit this URL for more info:

http://www.smalldog.com/go.lasso?go=http://fm.smalldog.com/browse/Games.lasso

Please mention that you saw our ad in My Mac when 
placing your order (please type in the "Comments" field on order 

form)
And of course, we also LOVE dogs! Check out our "Dog Friends" 
page where you'll find pictures of many wonderful dogs that 
belong to our loyal and fun group of Small Dog customers!

                                        smalldog.com 

 

"Small Dog" and "High Technology for Low Prices" are registered Trademarks of Small Dog 
Electronics, Inc.
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By: Tim Robertson
Publisher, My Mac Magazine
Publisher@mymac.com

The Tool Drawer 
The second drawer in the kitchen, under the counter where the microwave sits, 
is the tool drawer.

“Hey, paper does NOT go in here, only tools and stuff” I tell Julie after pulling 
some of her papers out of the drawer. 

“Tools go in the tool box, your big one” she says. 

“Some do, yes. But they also go in this drawer.”

“Why? That’s what a tool box is for? You have a nice tool box, Tim, and your 
gonna stuff all your tools in a kitchen drawer?”

“I like a tool drawer, okay? I grew up with the tool drawer.”
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Actually, I think it was more affectionately called a “junk drawer” by my 
mother. And that’s really what it is. You can find anything in that thing. If you 
can pull it out first. It must weigh fifty pounds! Why the bottom of that drawer 
has never said “to heck with THIS” and completely fall out is beyond me. I 
think it is a competition, a test of wills between that drawer and my father. How 
much can he stuff in there, and how much can the drawer take before falling 
apart. Right now, it's a tie. 

And while you can find just about anything you could ever think to find, those 
with a faint heart dares not try. Most people stick their hand in a drawer, move 
stuff around until you see what you want. Do that with THIS drawer, and you 
may loose some blood and skin, or even a finger. Last time I looked in there, I 
spotted some old rusty sharp things, ten pounds of nails of all shapes and sizes, 
staples (the big, thick U shaped ones used to hold down heavy wire or 
something, not those wimpy little staplers your teachers always had on her 
desks back in school) screws, wires, rusty razor blades, washers, a broken 
watch, plumbers tape, electrical tape, an empty spool of Duct-Tape, three 
different Vice-Grips (my father could fix ANYTHING with Vice-Grips and 
Duct-Tape) some ceiling-tile wire, little empty clear bags which held some sort 
of washer or other at one time, an old can on Marvel Mystery Oil, and at least a 
three dozen other things. When I say this drawer is full, I mean FULL. 

Of course, when someone says “It’s in the drawer” you KNOW which drawer 
they are talking about. They have the silverware drawer, the towel drawer, the 
napkin drawer, and the DRAWER. 

I have the same thing on my Mac. I call it “Documents.” Everything gets stuck 
in there, and there is no rhyme or reason to the order of it. Saved phone 
numbers, Read-Me files for outdated software, half-completed FileMaker 
Databases, pictures of products I had planned to review but have not gotten 
around to it yet, and anything else I am doing a quick save of. You name it, it 
probably is in there. 

Do a “Get Info” on my Documents folder, and it says there are 1,226 things in 
there for a grand total of 680.8 MB. That means each thing is, on average, 1.8k 
in size. (Or something like that) The truly sad part, though, is I just cleaned it 
out, and only kept those things I felt I needed to keep. 
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“So where do I put my papers?” Julie asks me as I take them out of my tool 
drawer. 

“The one right underneath it.” I say, shoving the papers in that drawer. “But 
not in my tool drawer! Hey, didn’t I just buy some plumbers tape? Damn, I had 
a whole roll of it already in here...And I just found the keys to my old Buick I 
owned ten years ago! Cool! How did they get in here?” 

Oh, did I forget to mention I just bought this house the first of December? 

More Search Strings!

A few months ago, I shared some of the things web surfers were looking for on 
sites such as Altavista.com, Yahoo.com, and other search engine websites which 
led them to mymac.com. I decided to share some more of those with you all 
this month.
(the search string will be in bold) 

From altavista.com:

mac chaets 
First they need to learn how to spell Cheats, then they can do it. 

send a mac
To me?!?

mac where house
mac at my house

mac monitor splitter
Use a sharp axe. That plastic monitor casing is very tough

From infoseek.go.com

beth+lock
Yup, she is here.
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fashion babe
Still looking for Beth, I think...

sex on the net
Looking for me now, I think.

From google.netscape.com

MacIntosh Stereos
None here, but those are some of the very best stereos money can buy. 

benwin babes
No idea what this is. Benwin is a speaker. We have Beth's Babes in Boyland. So 
what's Benwin Babes?

animated gangsters
Editor Russ Walkowich may qualify for this one...

There are a ton more, but I think it is very cool to see what people are looking 
for and how they hit your website. Do you agree, and would you like to see 
more of these types of things in future issues? 
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By: Tim Robertson
Publisher, My Mac Magazine
Publisher@mymac.com

We love to read your email! Tell us what you like or dislike about the 
magazine or website, any thoughts on something you read in an issue, or 
pretty much anything else.  If you have a few moments, fire up your email 
program and drop us a line!

Mygate letter

I have just read the article The Reader Writes (December, issue #56), and would 
like to comment on my dealings with Mygate. I have dealt with them in the 
past, as they are situated very close to where I live and they were always 
efficient and well organised.

I currently run a network of over 50 Macs, and just recently put out my 
maintenance contract to tender. I chose their company because of our past 
dealings and asked for a quotation. Since speaking to the Technical Manager to 
explain my needs, they have not returned my calls, or even followed up our 
conversations.

This is quite a large network that I run, and so I would have expected them to 
be more attentive in their dealings with me. Needless to say, I have chosen a 
different company to use.

Regards,
Damon Casey d.casey@wellcome.ac.uk
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Macworld Expo Tickets 

I want to thank you personally for the Macworld Expo Ticket.....spent a lot of 
$$ in SFO especially at the show....found a good Apple Only store near the 
Moscone (MacAdam) which will probably get more of my $$.....The show was 
an eye-opener for a non-professional like me....I was able to talk to many reps 
from the various companies and services on the floor....saved me quite a bit of 
tech research time: they were right on top of all my questions....probably 
answered the same questions over and over during the run of the show.....Saw 
your photos and read about your near brush with His Greatness, but I guess I 
would have rather liked to have met The Woz myself...Thanks again....maybe I'll 
do it again next year, when I'll have a lot of questions about OS X.

Rick Feldon rikfel@fix.net

For those who don't know, My Mac Magazine was giving away tickets for the 
Expo this year. We have a total of 20 tickets away, and were happy to do it. 

Index?

Enjoy the mag (via Macworld CD)- especially Filemaker101. However, I find 
the lack of an index or any navigational aids baffling. One of us is being 
spectacularly dim - is it me?

best
Phil philhaynes@appleonline.net

Phil,
Nope, not you. In the DOCMaker edition, look at the bottom left hand corner 
of the window. You should see this:

 

The name there reflects the current page your on. If you click the down arrow, 
you will see a list of every page, with the name of that page. Or, if you click the 
menu icon to the left of the name, a contents window will pop up, which you 
can use to navigate each issue. Hope this helps!
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Hello!

Just a note to agree wholeheartedly with your statements referring to the 
opinion column that was pulled by an unnamed site.  I do not know any of the 
people at all, but it is my impression that the Mac OS Rumors powers-that-be 
are known to be attack prone and petty.  I've seen some really juvenile, 
sophomoric stuff on their site before, and I would not be surprised if they *did* 
have the column pulled.  It seems that they can dish it out but they can't take it.  
That's why I do not go to that site at all, nor do I believe one word that is on 
the site.

Now that I've got you all happy that I'm on your side, please put up with a 
nitpick from me.  This is very insignificant to most, but happens to drive me 
completely batshit: typos.

Here's the typo in your column that was missed by spellcheck:

"At the first hint of trouble, they (allegedly) took the easy was out and ceded to 
the demands made by Mac OS Rumors and took it off their site."

Did you see it upon the first read?  It's a toughie to catch.  I'm blessed 
(cursed??) with the ability to catch typos and misspellings in almost everything I 
read.  <sigh> Anyways, there it is, so you may want to fix it.

That's my nitpick.  And my support for your editorial integrity.  All writers 
should be lucky enough to have an editor like you.  :-)

Angela Pratt angela@indigodragon.net

Careful, Angela! The last person who kept correcting my writing was Jim 
Moravec, so I made him a copy editor! :-)
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The Right Mac?

I am a PC user who is interested in buying a MAC.  I will be using it for digital 
photo editing and web design.  Will the special edition iMac be good enough to 
buy or should I look into the more expensive G4?  I especially want to be able 
to show photo slides on a TV screen and save photos on DVD or CD.  I have a 
sense that the G4 may be more power than I need, but I'm concerned that the 
iMAC may be just a "cute" machine.  Any advice you can offer will be greatly 
appreciated!!

Alice Luchini
aluchini@sprynet.com

Alice,
The manipulation of digital images, especially if they are large files, needs as 
much "horsepower" you can afford to give it. You did not say if this venture of 
yours is personal or professional, so let's assume, then, that money is not the 
deciding factor.

The iMac has very limited expansion capabilities, and is more a "home" unit 
than a professional model. If you're going to be plowing snow, you don't get a 
S-10 Chevy, you get an C250 dual-axle The same is true of computers, of 
course.

Will the iMac do what you need? Sure, though you will be limited in the future 
on what you can do with it. For what your talking about, I would go with the 
G4. This means, though, that you will have to get a monitor as well. However, 
if you go with, say, a used 400-450MHz G3, that will serve you just as well, 
and you can then use the monitor from your PC with it. (Saving money is the 
name of the game, right?)

Hope this helps,
Tim
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Tim,

Thank you so much for taking the time to respond.  I'm afraid that I have a few 
more questions and hope you don't mind me taking a bit more of your time.

The digital interests I have are personal.  I've been doing digital photography 
for family trips and am looking for storage and manipulation options.  Also, my 
daughter uses a lot of images to maintain her web sites. So, if I understand you 
correctly, the G4 would provide more power to do this type of work.

I keep hearing that the G4 is expandable, but so is my current Gateway PC. 
The problem, though, is that it is not worth it to increase memory and add 
peripherals when the processor is only 233.  So, here's my naive and 
uneducated question. Would it be better to buy an iMAC as a "disposable" 
computer that I know I'll need to replace in 2 years OR buy a G4 that I can 
expand BUT may or may not be worthwhile to expand because the processor 
is
too slow (after 2 years or so)??  In other words it seems to me that the speed of 
the processor is always a limiting factor in the economic decision of whether or 
not to expand a PC; so the G4 may be no different than my past experiences.  
Does my question make sense to you?  I AM leaning towards the G4 because I 
can get a really good deal through the university, BUT the extra cost for the 
monitor is a bite.  I plan to keep our Gateway because it is still very useful for 
non-graphics work so I won't be able to use its monitor.  I just don't want to be 
facing another upgrade in 2 years with a $3000 investment when I may have 
been able to make a $1500 investment and get the same result.  If you can help 
me with this quandary, I will be VERY grateful.

Alice Luchini
aluchini@sprynet.com

Hello Tim, we need some info.  Our son plays music and wants to record and 
burn his own cd's.  How would he go about this?  We are thinking of 
purchasing a used mac to use as a dedicated machine for this purpose. What 
software would he need to record his music?  Or would it be better to record 
on another piece of equiptment and then transfer to the computer?  We are 
totally new to this and want to help him, but we don't know where to start?  
Any help would be appreciated.
 
Lorie and Armand ritchie@mcn.org
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Re: Rodney's Realist column

I respect your stand for creative freedom, but I won't read another Rodney 
Lain column if I can help it.

I've given him two tries (that I can remember), and in both pieces he was 
unfoundedly arrogant (Steve Jobs being arrogant is irritating but not 
unfounded) and overly critical of those he considers beneath himself. His 
attitude stinks.

He's jealous of the hits that the rumormongers get and has a warped idea of 
what value the different kinds of journalism have.  The rumormongers are 
investigative reporters (without the liberal agenda most have) who are trying to 
ferret out useful info on upcoming products and services so we in the industry 
can better make our development plans, purchase decisions, and stock 
investments.  You have to use them wisely, though, unlike the idiot from 
England Rodney mentions who came to MacWorld "to buy a Pismo, because 
he'd heard from Mac OS Rumors that Pismo was a sure thing at Steve Jobs' 
keynote."  First off, you just plain never depend on a rumorsite to that degree, 
secondly, an announcement usually _precedes_ availability, and thirdly, new 
products from Apple usually aren't available at the convention location (Newton 
was, I think).  Rodney's trying to use one extreme idiot to make his lame case.

Opinion journalism, on the other hand, has entertainment value, along with 
some tendency toward fostering consensus-building and maybe even political 
action, but in general it is much less useful reading than the rumor sites.  At 
least to me.  And his kiss-my-butt attitude is offensive.  Maybe he feels majorly 
put upon, maybe I'll give him the benefit of the doubt.  But adding the race 
card ("the black part" [of his butt]) was going too far.  I'd fire anyone who 
worked for me and spoke like that; writing like that is no different.

So I'm firing him.  At least for a while.  And if he doesn't mend his ways, you 
should, too.

Sincerely,
Randy Boring randy.boring@thursby.com
Thursby Software Systems
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Randy,
While I agree with some of what you say, there is a larger picture which you 
did not hit upon, which is the real reason his column appeared on mymac.com. 
Creative freedom is something I hold dear, and censorship (while needed at 
times of course) is not good. His column first appeared on another website. It 
was my understanding at the time (and I have thus been proven wrong) that 
they pulled it after threats from the focus of his column. This, to me, is what I 
have a problem with. His opinions matter not to me, as long as they are valid 
and truthful (at least from the writer's point of view) But when a website pulls a 
piece for the reasons stated above, I have a problem with that. (Again, I 
recently learned that was not the case here, so I was wrong)

Like a TV or radio station, you can always change the channel when something 
you don't like comes on. The same is true in our digital magazine and website. 
Read what you enjoy and like, ignore that which you don't. But respect the fact 
that you HAVE that choice, because it wasn't always so.

Thanks for the thoughtful letter,
Tim
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By: Tim Robertson
Publisher, My Mac Magazine
Publisher@mymac.com

A grand-time was had by all, it is true. Macworld, San Francisco 2000! This 
was the first time My Mac Magazine officially covered the annual event, and we 
were busy every night updating our web site with all the latest stuff from the 
event. Unlike "news" sites, though, My Mac's coverage was, well, let's say from 
a "fans perspective." 

On the next few pages, you will read some of the columns we posted during 
the event, as well as two pages of pictures. You can also visit our website at 
http://www.mymac.com/reports/mwsf2000 and see even more, including the full 
screen pictures of those shown here. 

I must say, though, that many of the best things that happened to me at the 
event were never reported. I finally met many of the people I had always 
wanted to meet, such as John Farr, John Martello, Del Miller, Shawn King, 
KAP!, and many others. 

Even better, I finally got to meet, in person, members from My Mac! You see, 
My Mac is published completely electronically. The writers send in their 
columns and reviews via email. We don't work or even live anywhere near one 
another. So for me, it was a magical week, one I will never forget. Finally being 
able to put a face to Lyn Price, David Price, Roger Born, Lysa, and Beth Lock 
was great! (Of course, I had already met our webmaster, Adam, in person, but 
it was still great to see him for a whole week.)

I hope you enjoy the next few pages. Sure, I know the Expo is "old news" 
now, but hey, it was fun and I want to share the fun with you all. 
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Pictures!
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By: Tim Robertson
Publisher, My Mac Magazine
Publisher@mymac.com

I left Battle Creek, Michigan at 6:30 a.m. for a connecting flight to Cincinnati, 
Ohio. Julie, my significant other, drove me to the airport and tried her best to 
reassure me the whole time. It worked, and the takeoff and landing were no 
problem for me. Halfway during my flight to Cincinnati, I turned to the person 
sitting behind me and told him it was my first plane ride. "Wow, you picked a 
bad one," he said. I thought it was quite pleasant, if a little bumpy. "This is very 
rough," he said. So, I guess my fear of flying is a thing of the past now.

The four and a half-hour trip to San Francisco was uneventful. Crammed into a 
coach seat next to the window, I simply tried to sleep. The breakfast served on 
the Delta flight wasn't all that bad, certainly better than I was expecting, given 
all that I've heard about airplane food. The in-flight movie was Inspector 
Gadget, a movie I already own at home. Why, though, does the airline charge 
you five bucks to use a headset to listen to the movie? Hey, I paid for my flight, 
I can SEE the screen, but to actually hear it costs extra? Give me a break! So I 
ended up reading the first 100 pages or so of the latest John Grisham novel, 
The Testament. Grisham is a good writer, and this book, while not as good as 
The Client, A Time to Die, or The Rainmaker, is nonetheless entertaining.
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Our flight actually got into San Francisco about fifteen minutes early, which is a 
good thing (especially since I'm a smoker and Mr. Nicotine was calling my 
name very loudly). Unfortunately, I was sitting in the last row on the plane, so I 
was one of the last people off. Then it was a twenty-minute or so wait for my 
luggage to come up the baggage claim. It was driving all the other travelers and 
me crazy, as only one bag per minute would slide down the chute! "Hey, hurry 
it up! I gotta get outside and have a smoke before I pass out!"

Someone told me not to take a cab from the airport, as it would cost $25-30. 
So on advice from others, I took a shuttle bus. BIG MISTAKE. Everyone else 
on the bus was from San Francisco, so the driver took them all home first, and 
again I was last off. I thought at first that it might be a good way to see San 
Francisco, which it was, but the ride almost gave this poor publisher a heart 
attack!

If you have never been to San Francisco, let me explain something to you: It's 
very hilly, and some of the streets seem to go straight down! So our driver is 
barreling down these mammoth hills at 50 m.p.h, bumper to bumper with the 
car right in front of us! My right foot kept pumping the imaginary brake pedal 
in the backseat; it made me feel a little better, but it didn't do much good 
slowing us down.

After three near crashes and two heart attacks on my part, the driver deposited 
me in front of my hotel, the Best Western Americana on 7th St. I had made it, 
alive, to San Francisco! But the fun was just starting.

Adam Karneboge was supposed to meet me outside the Delta Airlines terminal 
at the airport, but due to his flight delay, we actually ended up meeting at the 
hotel. After greeting him, I learned he took a pleasant ten minute cab ride from 
the airport, while I had taken the forty-five minute trip of death with an insane 
stunt driver.

After dealing with a rude guy at Best Western who checked us in, we met Paul, 
the only helpful person at the hotel. Paul was the greatest, and I hope he's out 
there reading this. Paul, thanks much for all your help. You're a great guy!

The Best Western Americana is located in an area where you'd be 
uncomfortable walking around while carrying a brand-new PowerBook G3. 
And our room left something to be desired. 
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My morning shower was quite an experience. Don't get me wrong, I like a cold 
shower every now and then, but I like having a choice in the matter! When 
you're forced to take a cold shower, you quickly decide which parts of your 
body requires the most attention.

No, I was not happy with the Best Western Americana hotel, for many reasons 
I can't get into here. Needless to say, I'm no longer staying there, having moved 
to the Marriott hotel, and to a room with a beautiful view of San Francisco 
from my 35th floor window.

At the Moscone Center today, I finally got to put a face to some of the many 
people I've had correspondence with over the last few years. It was especially 
nice to finally meet Shawn King from "TheMacShow" (see our Day 2 picture 
gallery), who, like me, has to feed the nicotine beast. In San Francisco, you 
can't smoke indoors anywhere, except your hotel room. Thank goodness this 
event is in San Francisco and not Boston in January, or I would have frozen 
my butt off. (Pun intended there!)

I hope to meet more fellow Mac writers tomorrow, as well as more of you. If 
you're here at the Expo, keep an eye peeled for people wearing badges with a 
green ribbon. I'm one of them, so come up and say hi if you see the name Tim 
Robertson on the badge!
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By: Tim Robertson
Publisher, My Mac Magazine
Publisher@mymac.com

Well, Day Three of the Macworld Expo has come to a close, and while it was 
full of fun, interesting, and memorable moments, I'm also glad to be back in the 
hotelroom, nursing a Coca-Cola and giving my poor feet a well deserved rest. 

Our day began with a 4:00 a.m. wakeup call. Just to be on the safe side, we also 
had the alarm set. We needed every minute of sleep, too, because this Expo 
business really tires a person out. I fell asleep as soon as my head hit the pillow, 
totally exhausted.

Last night was wonderful. Once Tuesday's column was written and emailed to 
Jim for editing, we had a nice night out with Beth Lock and Karen Priorie. 
Beth, of course, is My Mac's Babes in Boyland columnist, and Karen is a 
regular on World Without Borders, better known to all as GCSKap, or just 
Kap. It was Karen who originally lured My Mac into hosting chats on WWB, 
and she's a real sweetheart. The four of us had an excellent dinner and great 
conversation at a nice Italian restaurant a few blocks from our hotel. But 
because Adam and I had to get up bright and early to stand in line for the 
keynote address today, we had to say goodnight and head back to the hotel 
right after dinner. 
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By 4:45 this morning we were making our way to the Moscone center, hoping 
we would be among the first people in line. We were, but our new friends beat 
us there. These three diehards had been waiting outside since 3:00 a.m.! We 
posted their pictures on the website yesterday, wearing some of the most 
original clothing seen yet at the Expo. They had journeyed to a local 
CompUSA yesterday to check out their website and see if they were on it, 
which they are, so they treated us to some nice cold caffeine when we got in 
line behind them. (Mountain Dew in my case, while younger Adam can stay 
awake without that heavenly nectar.) 

By 5:15 we were glad to have gotten in line as early as we did, as many of the 
Mac faithful began arriving to queue up for the big event. I met some really 
great people, many of whom had never heard of My Mac Magazine. So I hope 
we made some new readers today! 

Around 7:00 the fine folks at the Moscone center decided to let the press come 
inside early to get in another line. Being "The Press," I was only too happy to     
oblige. Glancing back as I entered, I couldn't help noticing that my new friends 
were none too happy having to remain outside. And I can't say that I blame 
them, either.

We then waited in the new line for a few more hours, meeting and speaking 
with some really nice fellow journalists. Some spoke no English, but were kind 
enough to show off their super-expensive digital cameras. Let me tell you, that 
was some nice equipment.

We also met some Apple employees, the people who volunteered for the event. 
A few in particular talked with us for a while, and it was nice to put some faces 
with "Apple" besides Steve Jobs and the like. 

Finally, it was time to move inside the ballroom, towards the press-only area!

We bobbed and weaved our way through the throng of eager press people. 
Since the first two rows were reserved for VIPs, we chose the two aisle seats in 
the third row. What great seats! The view was outstanding! Then a couple of 
the other press people sitting to our right informed us that someone (they 
weren't sure who) had told them that the VIP section encompassed the first 
four rows, not just the first two. Looking behind me, I saw nothing but full 
seats. To move now would put us in the back of the ballroom! 
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"We have to move, Tim," Adam tells me. 

"Why? Says who?" I ask, my heart racing. I couldn't imagine waiting for hours 
to get this close, only to lose it all now. The horror! 

"Someone told them," Adam replies, nodding towards our fellow press 
members. 

"Yup, we gotta move," one says to me. So I stand, let them and a few other 
members of the press by, and motion to Adam to sit back down. "No one told 
ME that!" I explain to a now nervous Adam. "Just sit back, look inconspicuous, 
and zip up your jacket to cover your press badge." 

Our row starts filling up with many VIPs. While trying to look like we belong 
there, I notice that someone is holding open the seats directly in front of Adam 
and me. Because we're right on the aisle, I keep expecting someone to notice us 
and ask us to move. But you know what? It never happened! So there we 
were, holding down arguably the best seats in the house. Why the best seats? 
Read on.

I had been reading MacCentral's pre-Expo coverage for the past few weeks, so 
I wasn't surprised to see John DeLancie, better known as "Q" from "Star Trek: 
The Next Generation" and "Star Trek: Voyager" series, seated just a few feet 
away from me. I nodded my head his way, smiling. He waved back with a big 
smile and a nod of his own. Cool guy! I really enjoy his work, and consider 
myself a Star Trek fan (though not a Trekkie.) 

"Hey, there's Steve Jobs!" Adam tells me, and turning to my left, sure enough, 
is Mr. Apple himself, Steve Jobs not five feet away from me. Adam takes a few 
quick pictures (without looking like a journalist, mind you) while I wait to shake 
his hand. The chance to actually "meet" Steve Jobs never happened, though. 
When he turned my way, and I started to thrust my hand out to him, someone 
in a coat and tie called out "Steve" from the other direction, and my chance 
was lost. Ah ,well, thus is life. We did, however, get a few pictures of him sitting 
and standing right next to us. Though not the best quality photos ever taken, 
you can see just how close we really were. 
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It was now ten minutes to nine, the start of the keynote. There was some 
activity in front of us, and who should sit down in the seat right in front of me 
but none other than Steve Wozniak himself! Yes, the other co-founder of 
Apple, The Woz! I was stoked, to say the least! I know many of you look up to 
Steve Jobs, as do I, but Steve Wozniak has always been a personal hero of 
mine. (Even before the TNT movie "Pirates of Silicon Valley" and before his 
website, http://www.woz.org , made us a Site of the Month.) To be this close to 
Woz... I was floored. Really! In fact, I'm still a little numb from it. You can see 
from some of our photos just how
close I was. After the keynote speech, as you may have seen from our main 
page, I introduced myself to Mr. Wozniak and asked if he would mind Adam 
taking my
picture with him. Generously, he said yes. I shook his hand, thanked him, and 
made my way outside for some much-needed nicotine. 

If you want to know more about exactly what Steve Jobs said in the keynote, I 
would suggest you go to one of the news sites, such as Macintouch or 
MacCentral. They have much better coverage of that than I will provide. 
Besides, you already read all about it, or saw the QuickTime version of the 
event. I will say, though, that sitting there and actually SEEING Mac OS X in 
action was much different than just reading about it. Mac OS X will truly 
change everything. If you think the Mac
is great now, just wait a year... 

Most of the rest of the day was spent visiting vendors, though there are a LOT 
more I have appointments with tomorrow and Friday. I will go into 
product-watch type of reporting at a later date, but I did want to tell you about 
one other very cool thing that happened to me today.

While talking with the Vicomsoft people, I happened to look behind me. And 
who do I see standing not ten feet away? Sinbad himself, one of my favorite 
comedians! Of course, Sinbad also happens to be a movie star now, and I 
watched him in "Jingle All The Way"--his movie with Arnold Schwarzenegger 
just last week. And there he is, right in front of me. So off I go to introduce 
myself, once he is done talking to the other guy.

"How you doing?" he asks me, to which I say "Great! Tim Robertson, 
Publisher of My Mac Magazine!" Hey, what else am I gonna say? 

"My Mac Magazine? I get that magazine!" he says. 
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"You lie!" I shoot back. No way Sinbad, one of my all-time favorite comedians, 
reads my magazine.

"I do too!" he says, "I get all the Mac magazines! My Mac, I download that!" 
Sinbad has a personality I love, someone easy to get along with. Talking to him 
one-to-one was very comfortable. 

Then he looks at my badge again, seeing where I live. "Battle Creek Michigan! 
I'm from Benton Harbor!" he tells me. I tell him I knew that. "The Battle Creek 
Central Bearcats!" he says, referring to a high school in Battle Creek. 

"Yeah, I went there!" I tell him. Notice all the exclamation points? That was 
how the conversation went at first, very loud and friendly. My kind of guy, let 
me tell you. So we swap business cards, and talk about something you will 
learn about in a few months time here in My Mac. Adam takes a picture of 
Sinbad and me standing side by side, smiling for the camera. But, as always 
seems to happen, the camera was too low on battery power to record the 
scene. While I'm disappointed not to be able to post a picture of Sinbad and me, 
these things sometimes happen. But at least I had a very cool conversation with 
him! 

Tim Robertson, from the Macworld Expo 2000 in San Francisco, California.
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By: Pete Miner
My Mac Magazine
pete@mymac.com

January 1st, 2000
6:03 AM

Sitting in front of the television watching a rerun of an old M*A*S*H episode, 
the scene changes from Colonel Potter's office to the CNN newsroom in 
Atlanta, Ga. Sitting behind the anchor desk is none other than Capt. 
"Hawkeye" Pierce dressed in Korean War-era army fatigues. Looking somber, 
Capt. Pierce reads from a paper he holds in his shaking hands. "This just in 
from the White House: President Clinton has just issued an alert to the citizens 
of the United States of America. The statement reads as follows:"

"My fellow Americans, we have just received confirmation from our NORAD 
facility at Cheyenne Mountain that early warning satellites have detected the 
heat signatures of no less than thirty-two missile launches, all originating within 
300 miles of Moscow, Russia. I am presently in contact with the Russian 
military leaders who are telling us this is a major malfunction they are 
attributing to a total breakdown of their missile launch sequencing as they 
attempted to run routine simultaneous software checks at their launch facilities. 
The Russian military is attempting to send self-destruct codes to the missiles, but 
so far have been unsuccessful. When asked how many of the missiles are 
targeted at the United States, I was informed that they all are. As your 
Commander-in-Chief, I beseech each and every one of you to take what cover 
you can. If your home or building has a basement, go there now, if not, you 
must find shelter wherever you can. Do it NOW! Estimated time of first impact 
is twenty-seven minutes. May God have mercy on us all."
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Hawkeye Pierce looks into the camera and goes into his Groucho Marx 
impression using a pencil for a cigar. 

"Well, that's not good, not good at all. I'd like to stick around and keep you 
folks company but I'm gonna take the President's advice and go find me a 
basement. I'll turn this show over to my lovely but somewhat incompetent 
co-anchor, Martha."

As Hawkeye waddles away from the anchor desk the camera pans right to find 
a red faced, somewhat insulted Martha Stewart standing behind her activities 
table. She collects herself and looks into the camera. “Mmm, that wasn't very 
nice of him, now was it? I think he's just a scared little man. I'll deal with him 
later.

"Meanwhile, now that our worst fears of the Y2K bug have apparently proven 
true, and in recognition of the President's announcement, I think we'll explore 
the always fun topic of the ten most important things to have handy when 
facing nuclear annihilation. First and foremost on the list is, of course, a good 
vintage of red, or if you prefer, white wine. According to this handy little chart 
I've prepared, under the present scenario of less than 30 minutes till 
annihilation, a supply of 1 to 2 bottles should suffice. Next on our list is…"

I find myself sitting up in bed, my heart beating so fast I think it's about to 
explode, my whole body cold and clammy. Lying next to me, startled awake 
by my sudden movement, my wife places her hand on my arm and asks if I'm 
okay.

"I'm fine. I had a bad dream, is all."

But I'm not fine, I'm still scared. The dream seemed so real that I actually grab 
the remote control off the nightstand and turn on the television. I punch in 44 
and watch as the CNN anchorperson reassures me that in regards to any 
anticipated Y2K problems, all is well with the world. Only a few minuscule Y2K 
related glitches have been detected, and none of those have anything to do with 
nuclear missile launch sites. 

Confident now that it really was just a bad dream, I decide to get up and begin 
this first day of the year 2000.
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In the bathroom I turn the handle to start my shower. But no water flows, at 
least not in the shower. Instead, the toilet unexpectedly flushes. What the heck?  
I go to the sink and turn on those faucets. No water but the overhead lights go 
out. Uh oh!  I flip the light switch and water commences to gush forth from the 
shower head but it remains dark in the bathroom. What's going on here, I 
wonder. I feel my way to the toilet and push down on the handle. Instead of 
flushing, the lights come back on but the shower quits. This is too bizarre!  I 
notice my electric razor on the shelf above the sink and take it in my hand 
wonder what will happen if I turn it on. I flip the switch and instantly wish I 
hadn't as cold water comes jetting out of the sink faucet and splashes all over 
me. I turn off the razor and the water stops. I decide to forego my morning 
shower and shave and leave Rod Serling's bathroom.

Downstairs in the kitchen, I attempt to make a pot of coffee but have no more 
luck than I did trying to take a shower. For one, I can't find the right 
combination to get water out of the faucet. The light switch turns on the 
dishwasher, the sink faucets turn off the lights, the Mr. Coffee button starts the 
microwave and the electric can opener turns on the garbage disposal.

That's it, I've had it! My whole world has been turned upside down by Y2K 
glitches that no one warned me about. I can't live like this!

Upstairs I hear water running in the shower. I run up the staircase calling my 
wife's name. "Carol! Don't! There's something wrong!" I burst into the 
bathroom and find my wife, well, taking a shower. Taking a shower like it was 
the most normal thing to do. Startled by my intrusion, she asks what's wrong. I 
try to explain to her what's been happening in the house since I woke up but 
she's not buying any of it. "Will you just get out of here and let me finish my 
shower."

Befuddled, I turn to leave the bathroom. But to prove my point I flip the light 
switch, expecting the water to shut off. Instead, the lights go out and I get 
yelled at. "Peter! Turn those lights on and get out of here!" I do as I'm told.

I can't explain what happened to me on that first day of the year 2000 or each 
subsequent day since, for that matter. Things just don't work the way they're 
supposed to for 'ol Pete Miner anymore. The hardest part is getting someone to 
believe me because the weird stuff only happens when I'm alone. 
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That's right, as long as someone else is in the same room as me things work 
normally, but when I'm by myself there's no telling what will happen when I 
push a button, flip a switch, turn a knob or pull a plug. Take now, for instance. 
I'm alone at my iMac and no matter what I type on the keyboard, nothing 
comes up on the screen. In order for me to digitally reproduce this story I had 
to write it out in longhand on 3x5 index cards and feed each card into the 
CD-ROM tray which when closed opened up a SimpleText document which 
somehow transcribed the index cards into what you see here. Sounds crazy, I 
know, but that's the sort of stuff I've been having to deal with ever since the 
year 2000 came crashing down around my  ears. No one else's, just mine!

I do take comfort, however, in the fact that no matter what Y2K throws at me 
in the form of glitches, it is still better than waking up dead from nuclear 
annihilation. 

I think! 
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By: Susan Howerter 
My Mac Magazine
susan@mymac.com

The Dot.Com Kid
Or,
How those dot.com ads make Cargo Cults of us all

New Years Eve, 1999. While the grownups watched CNN unfolding the Year 
2000, five year-old Dibs played on the floor with his Christmas things. His 
puppet box became a ‘computer’ with an arrangement of Legos for a 
keyboard and Gears for a mouse. He plunked happily away ignoring the new 
millennium.

Neither bad weather, human terror nor Y2K error spoiled the televised 
celebrations as time zone after time zone came and went. In fact, about the only 
computer snafu seemed to be the inability of all those dot.coms to deliver the 
promised goods. What can I say. Amazon.com and I were practically blood 
brothers between Thanksgiving and Christmas. And I was hardly a stranger at 
MacMall. UPS has made a permanent groove in the driveway.

The lack of Y2K excitement left plenty of time to reflect on the past year. How, 
I wondered, had we gotten to the point where the primary excuse for buying a 
computer was not business, not education, not even email. No, the reason for 
getting a computer was so that we could Buy More Stuff.
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Not long ago, computers were big and scary and very, very expensive—best 
interfaced with a good science fiction story. Then we found them creeping into 
our lives to keep track of data, like those financial records stuffed in a shoe box. 
Those of us whose budgets had never quite worked on paper weren’t about to 
commit them to an all-knowing machine even if we’d understood how to go 
about it. But, as time went on, computers got a little easier and a little cheaper.

All at once, schools were desperate to fill their buildings with at least a token 
technology so that the kindergarteners would be ready for prime time when 
they graduated a dozen years hence. Little ones who could not lisp “C:\ 
m-i-c-k-e-y” and press enter without freezing the works were branded 
‘technologically illiterate.’ Oh, we were digital snobs in those days.

Eventually, word processing, data management, desktop publishing (and, okay, 
a bunch of games), kept us glued to our stand alone machines. We printed 
reports, organized our lives, educated our kids and scratched creative urges we 
never knew we had, all in the privacy of our own computers. The media 
deplored our solitary lives and predicted terrible things would happen to those 
who shut themselves off from the real world. 

Then, while the big guys were hyping the mostly non-existent Information 
Highway, the small fry made it happen. Suddenly we were all typing ‘www’ 
and fighting for a phone line. The media deplored our newly connected lives 
and predicted terrible things would happen to those who interacted too liberally 
with the online world.

Surely it was just yesterday that we were admonished to get our kids online 
both at home and at school. Once wired, they would, we were assured, tap 
joyously into reservoirs of knowledge from all over the globe. Word processing, 
data management, desktop publishing and CDs full of info were passé. It was 
the Day of the Internet. The world was ours—and our children would inherit 
this bright new ball if only we brought home the latest Gateway. Or Dell. Or 
(let’s hear a few cheers here—we finally got some catchy ads of our own) an 
iMac. 

Schools that had hocked everything but the sports program in order to fill the 
rooms with computers now began hocking their futures, not to mention 
dislocating their educational programs, to get the old buildings wired for the 
new millennium. As a special ed & reading teacher, my room was appropriated 
three times in three years to make way for technology, each time moving us 
either into smaller and smaller quarters or out of the building altogether. But, 
 by gosh, we were wired!
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(Mick O’Neil makes a great point for schools adopting the iBook as a solution 
to the wiring fiascoes brought about by today's administrative race to get wired 
at all costs. Check out the October ‘99 issue of My Mac, “The iBook / An 
Apple for the Whole School” at 
http://www.mymac.com/archives/oct_99/factor.shtml.)

But could it be too little too late? Instead of bobbing for knowledge (or fishing 
for porn), we may soon find students making use of their computers only to 
connect with the wide world of commerce. It’s in the air. 

If a combination of Crocodile Dundee and modern advertising can do for the 
Subaru what the iMac did for Apple, we are indeed in danger of a relentless 
barrage of dot.com ads turning us into a homespun cargo cult. Cargo cult? 
Thanks to Sherlock and Encyclopedia.com, I was able to come up with this 
succinct, and rather timely, definition.

“cargo cults: nativistic religious movements in Melanesia holding that at the 
millennium ancestor spirits will bring cargoes of modern goods to believers. 
Dating from the 19th cent., these cults expanded after World War II forces left 
surplus goods in the islands and contact with the West increased.”

Think how it must have been. An innocent people suddenly witness to 
manna—literally from heaven. No one labored in the fields, dug roots, fished, or 
hunted. (i.e. fought wind, rain, blizzard and traffic jams to make it to the Mall.) 
And yet, there it was, falling from the skies in great silver ships. (Think UPS.) 
Everything from machinery to clothing to chocolate and chewing gum. No 
wonder then, that when the gods departed, it seemed more sensible to try to 
recreate the good times with mock up runways and aircraft icons than to go 
back to a world of hard work and no chocolate. 

Just then, as the Eiffel Tower erupted in glory and the Pope was giving his 
blessing in Rome, Dibs interrupted these heavy musings with a cry of 
“Dot.Com! Dot.Com!” He had filled his imaginary computer with toys, bubble 
gum and, yes, chocolate.

“What in the world are you doing?” I ask.

“I’m playing Dot.Com,” he says. “See, you just gotta type in what you want. 
You say I want some candy, please, guys. Then you click on your mouse and 
yell ‘Dot.Com’ and it pops right out of the computer.” And, sure enough, with 
a little help from Dibs, out popped a chocolate Marshmallow Santa Claus.
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So, it’s too late. Advertising wins and the brave new world is upon us. I 
understand that some of the Melanesians nearly starved waiting for the 
millennium and for their gods to return bearing that cargo of modern goods.

Websites mentioned:
http://www.mymac.com/archives/oct_99/factor.shtml
http:www.encyclopedia.com/home.html
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By: John Nemerovski
My Mac Magazine
nemo@mymac.com

Steve, David, and the Terminator: Part 1
On New Year’s Day, 1/1/00, Barbara and I were invited to a couples brunch by 
our friends Nancy and David. They live in a stunning older home in Tucson, 
Arizona, with world-class views north over Finger Rock into the Santa Catalina 
Mountains of Coronado National Forest.

During a break between main course and dessert, David asked if anyone 
wanted to see a demonstration of his Christmas gift. Greg (the other 
hot-blooded Mac person) and I said “Sure!” and followed David into his 
well-equipped office, containing:

• Macintosh G4/450

• Apple 15” Studio Display

• Epson Stylus Scan 2500

• Yamaha 4416SX CD-RW
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• PowerBook G3/266 "Wall Street"

• DSL courtesy of US West

plus a new bondi blue headset. This stylish microphone-headset came with his 
gift, which is IBM’s ViaVoice 1.0 speech recognition application.

David didn’t waste any time. He sat in his ergonomic task chair, launched 
ViaVoice, and started talking
at-normal-speed-but-with-deliberate-breaks-between-words-(comma)-and-spoken
-punctuation.

I had been following the news and reviews of this “flawed” application, and I 
was intrigued to have an opportunity to see it in action. A Windozer had 
previously demonstrated Dragon Systems’ voice recognition program for me, 
and ViaVoice appeared at first glance to be the equal of Dragon with respect to 
speed and accuracy.

David explained how he “trained” ViaVoice to record his words correctly. He 
continued to dictate, with his text appearing on the monitor. Greg and I were 
impressed. The price of the package is so reasonable that in spite of its 
limitations, I suggest readers who have available the necessary computing 
muscle purchase and use ViaVoice.

FOUR DAYS LATER

I arrived back at David’s house precisely at 10:00 a.m. on January 5, as Steve 
Jobs was beginning his keynote address at the San Francisco Macworld 
convention. 

Watch this space, one year from today: I’ll be attending the conference next 
January!

In two clicks we were using QuickTime 4 to view and listen to Steve’s remarks. 
We learned how many Macs per second had been sold during the previous 
quarter, an all-time record. The transmission was erratic, so David decided to 
watch later via delayed broadcast, because we had other items on the day’s 
agenda.
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OUT OF THE CLOSET

David disappeared into the cedar closet, returning with a small grey metal box. 
We had a plan.

Do you remember the problems he and I had attempting to install his used 4.2 
GB internal drive into my 7200/120? (See the January, 2000 Nemo Memo for 
a full report.) Since then, with his old 2 GB SCSI disk working perfectly as my 
second internal drive, I kept brainstorming how to bring the larger, neglected 
IBM disk back into service.

My brilliant (read “highly questionable”) idea was to obtain an empty external 
hard drive case and use it for the 4.2 GB disk. David remembered he had such 
a case, containing a 110 MB unit. Does anybody currently alive recall when 
that size would have appeared to be enough external storage for a loooooong 
time?

SWS TO THE RESCUE

David logged into http://www.sws-electronics.com, a local supplier of computer 
cables and accessories, looking for a 68-pin connector that would allow the IBM 
drive to communicate with the Adaptec card in my 7200/120. He couldn’t 
locate precisely what he wanted, so he picked up the phone and called the store.

Phill (yes, with two L’s) was knowledgeable and helpful. He understood what 
David needed, and said the parts were in stock. We dashed down to SWS in my 
mighty ‘86 Toyota Tercel wagon. The showroom is clean, neat, and full of parts 
and accessories I will never understand if I live to Y3K.

After much geeky conversation between David and Phill, I purchased two 
68-pin SCSI cables: one to go inside the case, between the disk and the rear of 
the box; and one to connect the drive case to the Adaptec card in my CPU. 
More geekspeak followed on the topic of termination. My eyes glazed over, and 
I wandered through the showroom until David and Phill came up for air.

BLOOD, SWEAT, AND TERMINATION

David and I arrived in my home office with enthusiasm for our successful 
project. We securely screwed and plugged all the components and cables, 
booted up the external drive and the CPU, and were delighted when the 4.2 
GB disk mounted on my desktop.
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We were not so happy a few minutes later, when we realized we were unable to 
copy successfully files onto the IBM disk. David played around for an hour, 
attempting to create a software solution using the Adaptec controls, with no 
success.

“It’s termination, I’m sure of it,” he stated emphatically. “Those little jumper 
plugs on the bottom of the drive don’t provide the termination we hoped for.” 

We went to the website for IBM hard drives, and then downloaded and printed 
out the installation instructions for our unit. We appeared to be doing 
everything as specified. Being a weekday, we wished one another GOOD 
LUCK and phoned the toll-free number for IBM.

After a reasonable wait, a tech support person told David that what we need is 
an inline 68-pin terminator between the ribbon cable connector and the thick 
cable that runs to the CPU. We couldn’t find one on the websites for 
Outpost.com, MacConnection.com, or SWS Electronics here in Tucson, and 
called Outpost.com on their toll-free number. The phone rep tried to be helpful, 
but also was unable to locate what we requested.

OUT TO LUNCH

My stomach was grumbling and David was becoming frustrated. I treated him 
to lunch (we each ordered pad thai and an egg roll). Our conversation was 
dominated by David’s narration of changing his mind about the Canon 
multi-function printer/fax/scanner/copier he had just replaced with the superior 
Epson unit, plus an extensive basic explanation on the whys and hows of SCSI 
termination.

For a thorough, concise treatise on termination, read pages 144-146 of 
Sharon Aker’s Macintosh Bible, 7th Edition, from Peachpit Press; or pages 
1130-1132 of Pogue and Schorr’s Macworld Mac Secrets, 5th Edition; from 
IDG Books Worldwide. Reviews of both titles can be found in our Book Bytes 
Archives, linked from the home page at http://www.mymac.com.

David and I parted company in surprisingly good spirits, given half a day of 
moderate frustration. Later that evening he sent me the following email 
message:
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Eureka!

Archimedes would not mind that I have plagiarized his phrase when I 
say that I believe that I have found the component that we are looking 
for.

I searched the Internet and found approximately 80 hits for “68 pin 
AND terminator”. I looked through all the major terminator 
manufacturers and vendor web sites to no avail, and then found a 
small firm in New Jersey, called RAM Electronics. I believe that I found 
the proper pass-through the terminator that you need. 

Here is the URL: 
http://www.net-gate.com/~ramelec/html/scsi_terminators.html

Part way down the page, look for the link for APT 32014.

This appears to be the proper terminator. I would recommend that you 
the bookmark this link for safekeeping, and then you can use the 
CONTACT US link to call the people and ask for sales. 

Personally, if I were you, I would call to make sure that this is a proper 
component. If you like, I would be more than happy to do it. 

Best regards,

David

Seems we are getting closer, don’t you think? Let’s end Part 1 here, and pick 
up the story next month, or whenever there is good (or more frustrating) news 
to report. I welcome your comments and suggestions.

 

Websites mentioned:
http://www.sws-electronics.com
http://www.mymac.com
http://www.net-gate.com/~ramelec/html/scsi_terminators.html
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By: Mick O'Neil
My Mac Magazine
mickoneil@mymac.com

Gateshead: The Screenplay

Final Draft is an important program for a very specific purpose. It provides all 
the formatting and structural tools you need to create a professional screenplay. 
More importantly, the tools are easily accessible, thereby making their 
application less obtrusive and bringing the writer’s creativity to the fore. Next 
month, I’ll include a full-featured review of Final Draft. 

What follows is Episode 2 of The Why Files series, imported into Final Draft 
and rewritten as a screenplay. (The whole series is available on MyMac.com.) 
After exporting the original story as a text file, it was relatively easy to open it 
with Final Draft and apply the built-in styles and macros to transform the 
document into a screenplay. Please note, however, that the Final Draft 
document is a fully formatted screenplay with Scene numbers, character lists, 
locations, and so on, while what you see below is Final Draft’s ASCII text 
export file. It’s quite readable as is, but does not fully depict Final Draft’s 
power.

This particular episode finds the Starship Gateshead, plagued with computer 
problems, traveling back in time to attempt to try to change the course of 
computer evolution on Earth:
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INT. GATESHEAD BRIDGE - AFTERNOON

The Starship Gateshead had been exploring the Strata-9 
Galactic Ring for some time now and the crew was ready 
for a break having just completed an in-depth spectral 
analysis of several binary systems collapsing towards 
Strata-8.  It was tedious work that was exacerbated by 
the continuing failure of TADA, their WIN2240-based 
android, and the intermittent failure of many of the 
ship's onboard systems. The two RESTWIN specialists 
were putting in 20 hour days and Jean Louis, the ship's 
Captain, knew this couldn't go on much longer. He was 
assured by Admiral Dimwitz, the IT Chief on Starbase 
11, that WIN2241 was a vast improvement over WIN2240 
and although the final release of the operating system 
had been delayed, it would be possible to load a beta 
version once the Gateshead returned to station.

The ship's bridge is abuzz with activity. On the aft 
side, several crew members pore over manuals trying to 
reinstall communications software, while astern, 
Commander Warp works on assembly code for a new Pong 
game to be introduced on the 'Holideck.'

Dozing off in his recliner on the bridge, the Captain 
waits patiently for yet another computer glitch to be 
ironed out so that he could resume communications with 
StarFleet Command. First Officer Striker addresses 
Ensign Flusher. 
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(Note: 'Flusher' was a nickname given to the young 
Ensign for causing a mess by not attending to the fine 
details in the shuttle's weightless toilet facilities.)

FIRST OFFICER STRIKER
Ensign Flusher, set in a course
to Starbase 11.

ENSIGN FLUSHER
My system's on the blink, sir.
What are the coordinates?

FIRST OFFICER STRIKER
Flusher, I'm tired of hearing you
whine about your computer being
down. Look the darn thing up.

ENSIGN FLUSHER
But sir, I keep getting this
restore WIN2240 error message and
the RESTWIN specialists are both
in sick bay.

FIRST OFFICER STRIKER
Ask TADA, then.

Flusher looks over at TADA and as if to prove a point:

ENSIGN FLUSHER
TADA, er, what are the
coordinates of Starbase 11?
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TADA
Sorry, Ensign Flusher, I am
experiencing a WIN256 error.
Please reinstall the WIN256's or
restore WIN2240 from the original
media.

ENSIGN FLUSHER
Commander Striker, sir, I asked
TADA and he seems to be
experiencing another downtime.

FIRST OFFICER STRIKER
(Showing considerable
irritation,)
Flusher, we pay you to navigate
this ship. Set in a course for
Starbase 11.

ENSIGN FLUSHER
(coyly responds)
Sir, can you give me a hint as to
the possible direction? 

FIRST OFFICER STRIKER
Yeah, Flusher, it's that way, 

Striker points toward a distant star.

ENSIGN FLUSHER
Setting in a course for 'that
way.'
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Treanna, the ship's counselor and a Deltazoid, noted 
the rising tension among the crew. Deltazoids could not 
only read emotions, but also knew instantly when 
members of the crew were 'distracted.' She enjoyed 
wearing her uniforms one size too small and then 
scanning the bridge to measure her impact. Lately, her 
impact was negligible and Treanna concluded it was time 
to talk to the Captain about the crew's other 
distractions.

She walks over to the Captain's chair, leans down, and 
whispers.

TREANNA
Captain, can I see you in your
quarters, NOW?

The Captain opens his eyes and sees two beautifully 
formed...

JEAN LOUIS
Why...eh...yes... make it so.

Upon entering his quarters, the Captain asks the 
counselor to have a seat, goes to the food dispenser 
and orders:

JEAN LOUIS (CONT'D)
Tea, Earl Grey, two cups

The dispenser console responds:
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DISPENSER CONSOLE
Tea, Earl Grey, two cups 
Missing UKTEA.DLL, please insert
media containing that file.

Jean Louis closes his eyes, sighs, and sits on his 
living room love seat...

TREANNA
That's exactly what we need to
talk about Captain,I sense that
you and the crew are becoming
emotionally strung out by all of
the shipboard errors.

Treanna sits next to the Captain, her uniform skirt 
rising well up above the knees.

JEAN LOUIS
Yes, that's true Treanna, but
things will get better when we
upgrade our ship's software.
Plus, StarFleet will soon enforce
a new directive that every
starship will be accompanied by a
technical support ship... and
that should eliminate many of our
problems.
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TREANNA
But Jean Louis, who will keep the
technical support ship running?

JEAN LOUIS
Why, I assume eventually another
technical support ship. 

Treanna senses a stirring in Jean Louis as their eyes 
lock. She
becomes flushed with excitement. 

TREANNA
Jean Louis, you need to relax.

She leans closer and his hand finds hers.

JEAN LOUIS
Treanna...

At that very minute, as if on cue, R appeared. R is a 
creature from the R Continuum who has visited the ship 
on previous occasions just when things had gotten 
really dull. He is dressed in what appears to be late 
20th Century Earth clothes and is sitting in one of 
Jean Louis's chairs with his feet up on the dining room 
table. His appearance startles both Treanna and the 
Captain.
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JEAN LOUIS (CONT'D)
(with some disgust in his
voice)
What are you doing here and damn
it, take your feet off my table.

R
Now, now, Captain. No reason to
be unfriendly. Are you having a
bad hair day? Oh sorry...

JEAN LOUIS
Listen R. We have enough problems
around here without having to
deal with your sarcasm.

R
I know...I know. Jean Louis. I've
come to help.

JEAN LOUIS
Yes, you always come to help, but
it never turns out that way.
Besides, I thought you were
expelled from the Continuum.

R
Now who's not minding their own
business, Jean Louis?
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JEAN LOUIS
Sorry R, but I am just not ready
for any more of your stunts right
now.

R
Captain, just what stunt are you
ready for right now?

JEAN LOUIS
(somewhat embarrassed)
That's none of your damn
business. What are you doing
here?

R
Actually, Captain, the Continuum
contacted me and asked if I'd
come to see you because of our
previous relationship.

JEAN LOUIS
What is you talking about R?

R
Is that good English, Jean Louis?

JEAN LOUIS
I don't know how else to put it.
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R
Okay Captain... enough frivolity.
I'm here to talk about your
troubles. And they're more
serious than you know.

JEAN LOUIS
What is they R?

R
Stop talking like that!

JEAN LOUIS
What are you talking about R?

R
Your computer systems, Captain.
If we don't take some sort of
action, the Galactic Empire will
never evolve and StarFleet will
decay into a very small regional
power.

JEAN LOUIS
What kind of action, R?

R
Bear with me Captain, and let's
go on a short journey.
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TIME WARP SPECIAL EFFECT

At this point, the Gateshead is transported through 
space and time to Earth orbit in the late 20th Century. 
Jean Louis finds himself standing on the observation 
deck with R, the Earth clearly visible in the distance.

JEAN LOUIS
R, exactly what are we doing
here?'

R
I brought you here to change the
course of computer evolution on
Earth. There was a point during
this period when your Information
Technology industry made a major
blunder that continues to haunt
your systems even today... and
that's why nothing on the
Gateshead works properly. Your
mission is to isolate that
blunder and undo it.

JEAN LOUIS
But R, how are we to make that
determination? None of our
systems work and no one on board
is familiar with the local
history of this period.
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R
Yes, Captain. I thought you might
be frustrated. I could simply
undo the blunder myself but as
you know this would be contrary
to the Continuum's Code. And I
have stretched that code to bring
you here, but that's as far as I
can go... except to suggest you
detain an individual who might
through their absence affect the
turn of history. The name is
Mutter.

And with that last piece of information, R disappears 
into thin air, as it were.

JJFADE OUT.

FADE IN:

INT. WOLF'S BEDROOM - MORNING

CLOSE UP OF SCRABBLE BOARD. LONGEST WORD SPELLS:
EXTRATERRESTRIAL

Wolf Mutter sits at the game table poring over his 
Scrabble pieces. Directly across from him sits his 
eight year old sister, Asthmantha.  
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Wolf is dressed in a pair of old levis, a T-shirt, and 
a green Boy Scout belt. His dark hair is cut very short 
except for a small tuft in the front that has been 
waxed straight up. Asthmantha wears a yellow sun dress 
and sports horn rimmed glasses with smudged lenses. Her 
sandy hair is laced into two long pigtails that frame 
her narrow face.

'Asty' as Wolf is fond of calling her, is a mean 
Scrabble
player. In fact, though Wolf is a full four years 
older, he has never beaten his little sister at any 
board game. This game is close and Asty has seven 
letters left. Wolf has only four. If Asty can't use her 
letters, the points will be deducted from her score and 
Wolf is sure he will win. He is noticeably excited.

Wolf studies his four tiles: an F, two O's, and an M, 
while Asty hums some silly song she learned in Music 
class. Wolf is sure she has the high scoring 'Q' and 
perhaps a 'Z' that she can't use.

WOLF
(Looking at Asty with an air
of superiority in his voice
and manner)
It's your move and if you can't
play any letters the game is over
and I win.
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Just as Asty begins to respond, an incredible thing 
happens. Over a period of about two seconds and 
accompanied by the strangest sound, Asty seems to fade 
into thin air. Wolf can hardly believe it. His emotions 
run the gamut from fear to disbelief and denial to 
disappointment, and finally back to fear. He screams at 
the top of his lungs, and only after this emotional 
release does he notice with some disgust that his four 
Scrabble tiles are also gone and therefore his Scrabble 
set is ruined.

FADE OUT.

INT. GATESHEAD BRIDGE - SOME 10 YEARS LATER

For years the Gateshead continuously orbited the Earth.
Commander Warp and the Security Detail kept a discrete
surveillance on the Mutter family in the event some 
sort of further intervention was necessary.

Meanwhile, Earth monitoring systems had reached a level 
of sophistication that kept the Gateshead crew busy. On 
occasion, it was necessary to create distractions like 
Warp's crop circles and TADA's abductions. The crop 
circles occupied the curious and TADA only abducted the 
'intellectually challenged' and returned them almost 
immediately. As predicted, the Earth's popular media
debunked these stories and provided the Gateshead cover 
in the event of accidental detection.
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Clearly, Wolf Mutter had something to do with the 
evolution of technology on Earth, but it seemed 
increasingly difficult to predict why. When he joined 
the FBI, Warp wanted to intervene, but the Captain said 
no. 

R had mentioned a possible conspiracy, and perhaps, 
Wolf was to be instrumental in uncovering it. An FBI 
job could place him in the ideal position.

ENSIGN FLUSHER
(Apparently startled)
Captain, sensors are picking up
another ship heading away at warp
speed.

JEAN LOUIS
(puzzled and somewhat
irritated)
Why can we detect it heading away
when we never detected it in
Earth's orbit, Ensign?

ENSIGN FLUSHER
(sarcastically)
Well, Captain, it might have
something to do with the fact
that our sensors have been down
for several days due to computer
error.
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FIRST OFFICER STRIKER
(in a severe command voice)
Ensign, you are being
insubordinate.

JEAN LOUIS
Later, Number One. Ensign, what
was the signature of that
vehicle?

ENSIGN FLUSHER
Sir, my system just went down
again, but before it froze, it
identified the ship as GORB with
a 60% probability.

Treanna sensed enormous anxiety growing on the bridge.

JEAN LOUIS
(to everyone on the bridge)
I fear Mr. Mutter has his work
cut out for him.

FADE OUT.

I/E. PARKING GARAGE, ALEXANDRIA, VA - EVENING
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Wolf never got over that childhood loss Q both the loss 
of his sister and his failure to collect his Scrabble 
win. These incidents were deeply disturbing. 
Subconsciously at first, and now consciously, Wolf 
pursued the truth. He spent his first years as an FBI 
Agent exploring the world of the paranormal, 
inexplicable, and unbelievable, and he had been joined 
in this mission by his somewhat skeptical partner, Nada 
Sulky. After all of those searches through countless 
lies and exaggerations, Wolf finally felt he was on the 
right trail.

It had all started with innocent speculation about the
domination of the computer industry by one megalithic 
company despite far superior technology offered by 
another, and it had almost ended with an attempt on 
Wolf and Nada's life on Highway 1 outside of the 
District. Fearing that their work and home computers 
were being monitored via the Internet, Sulky and Mutter 
stayed strictly off-line. Using special contingency 
funds, the Why Files office hired college students 
around the country to do research and to FedEx it back 
to their office. On Tuesday evening of the week 
following the attempted murder, Sulky stayed at the 
office sifting through data and attempting to piece 
together a profile of the 'Chairman.' Meanwhile, Mutter 
rushed to a last minute meeting with CIGAR SMOKING MAN 
in an underground Alexandria garage.
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Mutter leaves his car, looks both ways, and walks 
gingerly toward the black Cadillac. He then does one 
more visual scan of the area, opens the front right 
hand door, gets in, and gently closes the door behind 
him. CIGAR SMOKING MAN, sitting in the driver's seat, 
never looks over. He seemed to be sweatingm profusely 
and Mutter glances down at his seat belt lifting up and 
under his enormous belly. Mutter's gaze moves up to the 
outline of a snub-nosed Smith & Wesson Detective 
Special as it sits holstered on one of CIGAR SMOKING 
MAN's voluminous breasts.

CIGAR SMOKING MAN
(groaning and then labored
breathing)
You're getting close, but your
course needs some adjustment.

WOLF
What do you mean by 'some
adjustment?

CIGAR SMOKING MAN just sat there for what seemed to 
Mutter to be an interminable period of time, staring 
ahead into the darkness, and Mutter waited.
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WOLF (CONT'D)
(musing to himself)
What is with this guy anyway? He
asks to meet with me and now he
just sits there like some sort of
jerk. On top of that he smells
like an enormous clove of garlic.

CIGAR SMOKING MAN
(sensing Mutter's disdain)
Get out Mutter. You're not ready.

WOLF
You don't get off that easy. If
you've got something to tell me,
let's hear it.

CIGAR SMOKING MAN
Get the hell out of the car.

As Mutter opens the door and begins sliding out, CIGAR 
SMOKING MAN hands him a small sticky note. Mutter 
pockets the note, hurries to his car, and watches the 
Cadillac drive off at high speed.

INT. FBI HEADQUARTERS - EVENING

Upon his return to the office, Sulky quizzes Mutter 
about his meeting.
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WOLF
I don't know... CIGAR SMOKING MAN
said we were getting close but
implied that our 'course needed
some adjustment.'

SULKY
What do you think he meant,
Mutter?

WOLF
I just don't know, Sulky. Wait,
he also gave me a note.

Mutter fumbles around in his coat pocket, pulls out the 
yellow sticky, and is shocked to see four letters F, O, 
O, and M - the same letters, he explains to Sulky, that 
had disappeared from his Scrabble game with his sister 
many years earlier. He looks again at the note to 
confirm that for the very first time, he has an actual 
lead to his sister's fate.

WOLF (CONT'D)
Sulky, there's no one else on
this planet who knew about those
letters. I feel like it's finally
coming together.
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SULKY
Wait a minute, Mutter, this could
all be a giant coincidence. Maybe
they stand for the name of an
organization or a password? Let's
see if the computer can come up
with a match...

WOLF
No, Sulky, don't. I have a
feeling they're important, but I
don't want to tip our hand.
What have you discovered from
your office research?

SULKY
Well...it seems that most of
Apple's woes appear self-inflicted.
There were the obvious blunders like 
not licensing the operating system until 
it was too late, marketing the equipment
like they were out to save the world, 
confusing the market with dozens of 
different models, making a hash 
of production, giving the 'look and 
feel' of the Mac to the Chairman, getting
distracted by the 'Knowledge Navigator' 
crap, and so on. But, Mutter, listen to this: 
there was one major blunder that Apple
committed early on and never fully recovered from.
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WOLF
What was that Sulky?

SULKY
Apple never released a Macintosh
with the industry standard
parallel port.

WOLF
So what? Wasn't the Mac's serial
port just as fast?

SULKY
When the company introduced the
Mac, the whole rest of the
industry,  including many Apple
II owners, used dot matrix
printers that attached to their
computer via a parallel port.
This meant that in order to
switch from a PC to a Mac, a user
had to buy a serial port-based
ImageWriter printer from Apple.
This was a positive disincentive
for anyone already owning a
printer to buy Macintosh.

WOLF
Now why would they do such a
thing, Sulky?
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SULKY
Sorry to disappoint you, Mutter,
but I figure it was just bad
business.

WOLF
That's one explanation, Sulky.
There's also the possibility that
someone at Apple sabotaged the
Mac intentionally. We leave
tomorrow for Cupertino, Sulky.

FADE OUT.

INT. APPLE HEADQUARTERS - AFTERNOON

That Wednesday afternoon, Sulky and Mutter arrive for 
their appointment with the 'acting' Apple CEO at the 
Secret Research and Development Lab at Apple's 
Cupertino headquarters. The two are ushered through 
several security checks, forced to turn in their 
weapons, and finally are accompanied to what appears to 
be an ultra-secure area through iron-reinforced doors. 
Mutter is taken aback by the harsh clang of the doors 
as they slam shut.
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The Venetian blinds on the hall window have been left 
open but otherwise they are bathed in artificial light. 
Mutter just catches the glimpse of a balding 
fat-joweled man in a rumpled black suit and bare feet 
hustling through open doors to a helipad. The security 
guard attempts to hamper his view, closes the blinds, 
and then proceeds down the hallway to what appears to 
be a vacated receptionist's desk. The guard ushers 
Sulky and Mutter into a small waiting room and explains 
that they'll be seen real soon now.

SULKY
(glancing at the bulletin
board covered with outtakes
from the company's
advertising campaigns)
Mutter, what do you think's going
on? 

WOLF
I'd swear that was the acting CEO
who just left on a helicopter.
Sulky, do you smell something
odd...?

SULKY
As a matter of fact... but I
can't put my finger on it - sort
of a farm-like smell. 
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SULKY (CONT'D)
(pointing to a picture that
appeared to show a Cray
Super Computer)
What's this, Mutter?

WOLF
I read about that somewhere. The
company bought a supercomputer
some years ago and no one quite
knows why.

SULKY
What could you use a supercomputer
for?

WOLF
Well... I suppose anything from
playing solitaire to creating
genetic maps.

SULKY
Say, Mutter... have a look at
this. 

Sulky had pulled the photo of the supercomputer off the 
board only to find another picture behind.

WOLF
What is it Sulky?
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SULKY
I'm not sure, Mutter. Some sort
of animal... but nothing I've
seen before.

Their conversation is interrupted by a loud noise down 
the hall that sounds like a dog bark but is much louder 
and sort of muffled at the same time.

SULKY (CONT'D)
(alarmed that the sound
seemed to be getting closer)
What is that, Mutter?

Mutter ignores the sound and stares down a the photo 
that Sulky had uncovered. Beneath the picture of what 
appears to be a genetically engineered dog/cow 
combination is the single word, "MOOF."

WOLF
Wait a minute, Sulky, take
another look. 

Mutter feels an enormous rush of adrenaline. He's so 
flushed he can hardly breathe. The four letter tiles 
that had disappeared so long ago are linked 
inextricably to the creature approaching their room.

By now the sound is deafening 
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DOGCOW
MOOF... MOOF 

Both Sulky and Mutter back away from the door. Perhaps 
in shock, Mutter appears frozen by fear and an 
overwhelming sense of sadness and loss. Sulky looks 
frantically around the room for a weapon.

DOGCOW (CONT'D)
MOOF. MOOF, 

The sound is literally shaking the building.

Sulky finds a pair of scissors in the desk drawer... 
The door swings open and Sulky and Mutter gaze in 
horror at the real intelligence behind Apple 
Computer...
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By: Tim Robertson
Publisher, My Mac Magazine
Publisher@mymac.com

Lesson 3: Memory and Extensions
Memory 
Some users new to computers have a very tough time with the concept of 
memory, so I wanted to write about it before I forgot. (Ha! I kill me!) 

As I wrote back two issues ago (December 1999), adding memory is one of the 
most important upgrades you can do to your Mac. If you bought an iMac that 
came with 32MB of memory, you must buy at least another 32MB. No, in fact, 
you should buy as MUCH memory as you can. 

Why is memory important? No, it does not help your computer remember 
anything, really. To keep it simple, memory is where you actually put your 
programs (including the Operating System itself) when you're using them. For 
instance, if you want to launch a game such as Age of Empires, your Mac must 
have at least 31MB of FREE memory, memory not being used by any other 
program. Let's take a look at the information for Age of Empires. To get this 
information, simply click the icon once to highlight it, then go to your File 
menu and select Get Info and Memory, like this:
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The next window you will see is called, appropriately enough, the "Get Info" 
window. In our case, Age of Empires, this is what you see.

 

You have a lot of control over this program from this one window. Let's 
continue talking about memory for a moment, though. 
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Suggested Size is the amount of memory the program really needs, though you 
can see there is also a Minimum Size and a Preferred Size. The Minimum is the 
least amount the program can have to actually work. The least amount, though, 
is never the best. You are asking for crashes and other problems when you only 
allow a program to have the Minimum amount. 

Preferred Size is how much the program really wants, to perform at optimal 
and stability level. If your Mac has a lot of memory, therefore, your program 
will run much better, have less problems, and allow you to have more than one 
program open at one time (though with Age of Empires, that is not really 
something you would do anyway).

So, if you have extra memory in your Mac, and one program is giving you 
problems, simply go to this info screen, and increase the Minimum Size as 
much as you can. It will help, and will make many of those problems you're 
having go away.

Extensions
Does your Mac freeze up halfway through startup? Do you wonder what the 
heck is going on, and how to fix it? Well, chances are 99% that you have an 
Extension problem. But what are Extensions, what do they do, and how can 
you get rid of the problem?

First, lets talk about what an Extension is. Extensions are stored in the folder 
inside your System Folder called, of course, Extensions. Think of an Extension 
as a very small program that allows your Mac to do more things. For instance, 
in your Extensions folder is a Extension titled "Audio CD Access" and looks 
like this:

 

The only thing this Extension does is allow your Mac to recognize and play 
audio CDs. That's all it does (to my knowledge) but without it, your Mac could 
not play your favorite music CD. 

Extensions load (launch) when your Mac is starting up. This is what you see as 
it boots up, crawling across the bottom of your screen. Each Extension takes a 
little part of your computer memory to operate. Sometimes, though, Extensions 
can conflict with one another, which is why you keep freezing at startup. 
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You can get your Mac to start with no Extension on by simply holding down 
your Shift key and restarting. Hold it until a note pops up saying "Extensions 
Off." Of course, with no Extensions on, your Mac is very limited. You cannot 
play CDs, connect to the Internet, launch some programs, use contextual 
menus, and a lot of other things. But this will at least allow you to boot up your 
Mac and try to fix the problem. 

You have a control panel titled "Extension Manager" which will allow you to 
turn Extensions on and off. This is an easy way to figure out which one is 
giving you problems. And remember, when your Mac boots up, Extensions 
load in order of their name. No ATI Extension will load before Default 
Calibrator. 

If this method does not work for you, randomly turning on and off Extensions, 
here is something that usually works for me. I watch during startup, looking 
closely at each extension as it loads. If I see one which takes longer than the 
rest, I try turning that one off first. If all else fails, I start playing the on-off 
game. 

Next month, we will look more closely at the Extension Manager, and why this 
powerful control panel should be used more often. 

And remember, if you have any questions, feel free to drop me a note!

Tim

Check out our sponsor!
http://www.smalldog.com
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iTools Member?
Directions

Go to http://apple.com
Click iTools

Click iDisk on the bar below the iTools tab.
In the section labeled "Accessing a Public Folder," type the member name 

(mymacmagazine) of the iTools member whose folder you want to see and 
click Open a Public Folder.
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Review Information:

Whether it's hardware, commercial software, a shareware title, or even a free 
item, you want people to use your product. One of the best ways to get the 
word out about your product is to have it reviewed in a magazine. Reviews 
cost you nothing in advertising and can make the difference between a 
successful product and a failure. 

My Mac Magazine http://www.mymac.com has the users you want to reach. 
Not every Macintosh user reads Macworld, Macaddict, or MacHome. And 
unlike the Macintosh print magazines, our reviewers write as users who need 
and use the software/hardware we review, not simply citing facts, numbers, and 
figures. We're honest with our readers, and they have come to trust our 
opinions on the products we review.

Industry leaders like Apple Computer Inc., Microsoft, Adobe Systems, 
FileMaker Inc., B & E Software, Corel, GoLive, Aladdin, 3M, Insignia 
Solutions, Global Village, and Blizzard Entertainment already send us 
software and hardware for review.

Can you afford not  to?

My Mac Magazine has been in publication for five years and only continues to 
grow and acquire new readers. We have some of the very best writers and 
reviewers in the Macintosh arena, and we're always happy to receive software 
or hardware whose reviews we can share with our readers all over the world. 

If you would like to see your software, hardware, or other product reviewed in 
My Mac Magazine, please contact our review department at 
reviews@mymac.com, or send your product to:
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My Mac Magazine
Attn: Review Dept.
110 Burr St.
Battle Creek, Mi. 49015-2525

Be sure to include as much documentation you feel would be necessary for our 
staff to give an honest and fair review. If the product is modified or restricted in 
any way (e.g., password protected), please be sure to provide either a 
temporary registration or a full working copy. If you would like the item 
returned to you, be sure to include your return address. 

(Products submitted without return postage, FedEx, UPS, or any other 
shipping company paperwork and materials will not be returned.)

Thank you for your dedication to the Macintosh market. Mac users are very 
faithful to companies that provide tools to allow them to better use their 
computers, and they reward those companies with their loyal patronage. As a 
magazine dedicated to Mac users worldwide, My Mac is looking for products 
we can tell our fellow users about—products we feel comfortable suggesting 
they spend their hard-earned money on.  Don't take the chance it's your 
competitor’s product that gets all the attention.  Send your product for 
review today!

Advertising Information:

My Mac Magazine has the users you want to reach. Not every Macintosh 
user reads Macworld, MacWeek, or MacHome. My Mac Magazine offers 
readers around the world a chance to kick back, relax, and put their feet up 
while they read.

And what better way for you to let them know what you have to offer! My 
Mac Magazine is a monthly electronic magazine for everyday Mac users, 
dedicated to bringing its readers commentary, product reviews, information, 
humor, great links to other Macintosh resources, and a renewed dedication to 
being a Mac enthusiast. We feature reviews of commercial, shareware and 
freeware products, showcase a professional cartoonist, have interviews with the 
most influential Mac users in the world, and publish some of the finest 
columnists in the ezine Mac community.  Apple Computer along with all the 
better Mac-centered websites have made clickable links to our state-of-the-art 
website.
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In short, we have the "hottest" Mac ezine being published today. We are, as a 
national Mac columnist recently put it: "The only real good Mac ezine left."

With a subscriber base of well over 25,000, hundreds of thousands of hits on 
our Web page http://www.mymac.com monthly, and now entering our fifth 
year of producing a top quality online and downloadable magazine for 
Macintosh enthusiasts, advertising on My Mac Online is a worthwhile 
investment for very little cost.

With special introductory rates, including text-only advertising, My Mac 
Magazine is exactly what you need to reach new customers. Your advertising 
banner would be added to a random rotation on every page of the website. It 
would also be added to our sponsors page, on both the website and the 
DOCMaker edition (which ships with a bookmark of each advertiser).

For pricing information, contact Tim Robertson Publisher@mymac.com or 
write:

Advertising Information
My Mac Magazine
Attn: Review Dept.
110 Burr St.
Battle Creek, Mi. 49015-2525

My Mac Magazine ® 1999- 2000 My Mac Productions. All Rights Reserved.
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By: Mick O'Neil
My Mac Magazine
mickoneil@mymac.com

Canvas 7.0
Company: Deneba
Estimated Price: $375.00 (new) $99.00 (upgrade)
http://www.deneba.com

Graphics Powerhouse

A Review
by
Mick O’Neil

A graphic artist requires the control over precise image detail offered by 
bit-mapped graphics, the flexibility provided by vector-based objects, and an 
effective means of handling text in both environments. Until recently, that 
meant mastering several disparate programs like Adobe Photoshop, Adobe 
Illustrator or Corel Draw, and Adobe Inline Design or Quark Xpress. 
Unfortunately, each of these programs has a unique interface and so mastery 
can be problematic; fine-tuning a publication using three or more software tools 
can be time consuming, and the cost of purchasing a software suite is unwieldy. 
The sum of the parts can significantly detract from the whole.
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In contrast, Canvas 7.0 is a complete graphics package that includes much of 
the functionality of the Adobe suite, breaks new ground in terms of graphics 
and text manipulation, offers impressive desktop publishing, desktop 
presentation, web authoring capabilities, and sports an uncluttered, elegant 
interface.

Though Canvas 7 will appeal to the graphic artist, it also is an important tool for 
the average computer user who needs to create a publication, modify a scanned 
image, edit a web page, or prepare a presentation. The program is relatively 
inexpensive, easy to learn and easy to use, and is a natural fit for the education 
and consumer markets.

The Interface

Canvas 7.0 offers an enormous number of options via twenty-one ‘graphics 
palettes.’ Instead of cluttering the screen with overlapping toolbars sporting 
dozens of icons, the program lets you drag a palette up to a Docking Bar and 
‘dock’ the palette temporarily there. After docking, a palette is mapped into a 
simple tab that can then re-accessed without resorting to the Palettes menu. 
Thus, it is possible, for example, to select a handful of tools, dock their palettes, 
and work on a tidy screen emphasizing your work area rather than extraneous 
clutter. Our friends at Microsoft and Corel could learn a lot from the Canvas 
interface. 

Canvas provides the user precise control over layout. For example, you can 
display a customizable grid and then autosnap objects to x-values or y-values, 
giving you fairly exact control over object location. You can also display object 
sizes to the nearest thousandth of an inch; show rulers, guides, page breaks, text 
boxes, text invisibles, spelling errors, text flow bars, text rulers, and display 
graphics as wire frames. A ‘Gamut Warning’ option shows potential problems 
printing with CYMK colors and an ‘Ink Coverage’ display option shows what 
colors will print using an excessive amount of ink.

Context sensitive menus can be summoned at the click of a mouse and these 
menus offer only commands that currently can be executed. If an object is not 
currently visible, you can point at the location, and the pop-up menu lets you 
choose it by name. 
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With the Customize command, you can assign keyboard shortcuts to 
commands, tools, attributes, object styles, and font styles. You can also place 
buttons for these items on the Toolbar at the top of the screen. The Preferences 
dialog box lets you set the number of ‘undos’ that Canvas will support.

Objects and Attributes

Canvas supports four object categories including vector objects (Figure 2), paint 
objects (Figure 3), text objects, group objects, and each type of object 
incorporates unique properties. Vector objects consist of geometric shapes such 
as lines, circles, polygons and smooth curves, and Canvas defines these 
internally by formula. Paint objects are rectangular containers that contain 
pixel-based images such as scanned images, clip art, digital photos, and so on. 
Text objects are containers for text that can be formatted at the character or 
paragraph level and these can be empty or contain text and can be linked 
together. Group objects are collections of objects that have been united by the 
group command and groups can contain objects of any other type including 
groups themselves.

(Figure 2)
 

(Figure 3)
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One advantage of using objects is that they are easy to select, modify, and 
manipulate. When you point and click an object with the Selection Tool, the 
object displays its bounding box and handles for resizing. Usefully, Canvas also 
provides a Direct Selection Tool that can be used to select an object even after 
it has been grouped with other objects. Holding down the shift key allows you 
to select multiple objects by pointing and clicking.

Double-clicking an object places it in edit mode. When you put a vector object 
in edit mode, you can modify anchor points and segments to reshape the path. 
Making a paint object editable, lets you apply paint commands to the image that 
it contains. Editing a text object lets you employ a full range of word processing 
tools.

Objects can be duplicated or replicated, and the replicate command provides 
options to rotate replicas by a given angle and increase or decrease size by a 
given percentage. Canvas also lets you copy attributes of an object and paste 
them into another object. This is useful for maintaining consistency from one 
object to another.

Objects can be aligned vertically and/or horizontally, distributed over a given 
distance, rotated freeform or in precise increments, flipped, and scaled. You can 
also choose object attributes and define them as a style that can be saved and 
applied to other objects.

Drawings

Graphic artists will relish the rich range of Canvas drawing tools, while 
beginners will appreciate some simple algorithms that make Pierre Bézier seem 
like the kid next door. Canvas 7 features a new Bézier editing engine that is 
precise and easy to use. An Auto Curve tool generates smooth curves as you 
click, and a Reshape tool makes editing curves straightforward. Simulating a 
pull or a push on a rope, the Push tool can be used to modify any path and, for 
users with more expertise, the Freehand tool can be used to sketch paths. A 
Reduce Points command can later be used to minimize points and handles and 
the Fit Bézier command converts polygons to smooth curves.
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Painting and Image Editing

Canvas lets you create Paint objects from scratch or ‘render’ existing vector 
objects. You render an object by using the rendering command, copying and 
pasting an image to and from the clipboard, using the camera tool to take a 
rasterized snapshot of an object, or saving a graphic using one of the many 
paint formats Canvas supports. The rendering command and the camera tool 
provide optional controls over the color mode, size, resolution, visibility, and 
transparency of the rendered graphic. 

Once in a Paint environment, a host of customizable paint tools can be 
accessed. Paint tools include pencil, marker, brush, airbrush, neon tool, paint 
bucket, a blend tool, a blur tool, a sharpen tool, a ‘Rubber Stamp,’ a smudge 
tool, a dodge tool, a burn tool, and a sponge, and all of these tools are 
configurable

While in edit mode, you can apply painting tools to the whole image. Canvas 
also lets you select pixels in various ways and apply filters, tools, or other 
adjustments specifically to a selection. Selection tools include the standard 
rectangular marquee, an oval marquee, column and row selectors, and a lasso. 
Keyboard modifiers let you use these tools to add, subtract, or choose an 
overlap with existing selections. In addition, you can use the Wand tool and the 
Color Range command to select parts of an image based on color.

Canvas uses up to twenty-four image channels, alpha channels, and channel 
masks to store information about a paint object and the Channels Palette 
displays the channels of an image. An alpha channel is like a mask that selects 
some areas and protects other areas from painting and image editing tools, and 
alpha channels can be created from selections. There are a host of editing 
options related to Canvas channels.

Text

If a picture or a graphic is worth a thousand words, then a picture with 
embedded text, text annotation, or surround text can be worth a whole lot 
more. Accompanying text often focuses the viewer, thereby maximizing the 
impact of a drawing, photograph, or chart. Thus, the interaction between 
graphic elements and text is an important feature of any graphics software.
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Canvas 7 offers a range of text manipulation features giving the user extensive 
control over both ‘text as text’ and ‘text as graphics.’ The former means that 
Canvas can be used to accomplish sophisticated desktop publishing, while the 
latter adds significantly to its use as an illustrator. 

Canvas differentiates between the Text Tool, that generates a standard insertion 
point and lets you enter text, and the Text Objects Tool, that allows you to 
create containers that can later be filled with text. The Text Link tool links text 
objects so that text flows from one to another, and text can also auto-flow into 
other Canvas objects like ovals and polygons. There is also an Unlink Text tool 
and a Link Info tool that displays arrows showing the direction of text. 

The Section Tool is used when you need to change the number of columns or 
custom formatting within the same document. For example, a newsletter might 
juxtapose a half page section of two-column text with another half page section 
of three-column text. The Section Tool can also be used to modify the size of 
existing sections.

The Path Text Tool assigns text to the ‘path’ of any vector object like an oval 
or a curve. Text on a path includes handles to arrange the orientation, distance 
from the path, and to link any overflow text to another object. Clicking 
anywhere in the text and choosing Select All from the Edit Menu selects all of 
the text on a path. 

When you enter text within Canvas, the program maintains the current text 
settings for font, style, type size, justification, kerning, and leading, and also 
applies the current fill ink. Once you have entered text, there are two types of 
selections. You can highlight text by dragging over it with the cursor and then 
change a setting to that specific selection, or you can select the text object and 
apply a change to all text within that object. The latter option can save you lots 
of text formatting time and greatly adds to the utility of this software.

The program includes a spell checker that lets you to check your text against a 
100,000 word dictionary and it suggests replacements in a pull down spelling 
menu. When you replace a word with a Canvas suggestion, the program 
automatically adds the original spelling and the replacement to the AutoCorrect 
facility. Unfortunately, the program does not offer a universal replacement and, 
at times, I found the dialog box that purports to show you a misspelling in 
context often lost the misspelling at the top of the box—just barely legible to 
the user.
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Usefully, you can ‘Find’ text by text string or by attribute and the ‘Replace’ 
command includes a global option. Canvas highlights the word it finds, but 
sometimes fails to adjust your window so you can see it. The program also 
includes an extensive ‘Find Objects’ option that will search for object by name, 
attribute, or type. You can, for example, find all lens objects, lines, ovals, and 
SpriteEffects.

Sprite Effects

Canvas 7 introduces an exciting new graphics technology called ‘SpriteEffects,’ 
that provides an organized approach to applying image filters and extends the 
range of most filters to cover vector objects, images, text, and grouped objects. 
In previous versions of the program, you could convert a vector object to an 
image and then apply an image filter, but you permanently lost its vector 
attributes. SpriteEffects lets you apply filters directly to an object, edit the 
vector object or text, and then automatically reapply the filters. You can also 
re-edit an image and then reapply filters.

SpriteEffects works with Canvas plug-ins as well as most third party plug-ins 
compatible with Photoshop 4.0. Plug-ins are installed by copying them to the 
Canvas Plug-in folder.

When an object is selected, the SpriteEffects palette shows a list of filters applied 
to that object. Double-clicking on a filter in the list summons the controls for 
that filter which can then be modified. You can also drag a filter up or down in 
the list to change the order, turn a filter on or off, and delete a filter from this 
palette. Most filters offer a preview facility and so the SpriteEffects palette 
provides an interactive environment for fine-tuning your effects.

Filters and adjustments can be applied directly to a vector, text, paint, or 
grouped object. Direct Effects impact on the entire object, including its fill ink, 
pen ink, and stroke.

SpriteEffects introduces a new kind of object called a Lens object. After you 
create a Lens object, you apply effects to the Lens, which will effect other 
objects that you view through the Lens. You can move the Lens around your 
illustration to assess the corresponding impact of filters.
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A Lens object can also be used to magnify a part of your illustration and you 
have the option of setting a relative or absolute viewpoint. A relative viewpoint 
changes as you move the lens, while an absolute viewpoint stays focused on a 
specific reference point. You can also freeze your viewpoint, which is analogous 
to taking a snapshot of the lens view.

Inks and Strokes

The software includes an impressive array of different types of inks and strokes 
that correspond to the traditional fill or pen tools. The color palette, for 
example, features a full range of RGB, CYMK, Pantone, and TOYO colors, and 
you can view the colors by name, color icons, or small tiles. You can also use 
the Color Manager and HSL wheel to define your own. There are also 
numerous options for applying ‘Hatch,’ ‘Gradient,’ ‘Symbol,’ and ‘Texture’ 
inks and using corresponding managers to tailor these inks to meet specific 
needs.

Strokes are lines that outline vector objects and text. You can define the shape 
of a stroke by using standard or calligraphic pens, parallel lines, ‘neon tube’ 
effects, dashes, or arrowheads. The full range of inks available for fills can be 
applied to pen strokes.

Transparency Tools

Sprite Layer Effects (as distinguished from simply Sprite Effects) allows you to 
apply transparency to objects and text and the Transparency palette serves as a 
kind of control center. This palette includes controls to manipulate opacity, 
masks, transparency, and transfer modes.

When an object’s opacity is adjusted to less than 100%, it becomes translucent 
and Canvas lets you modify the opacity of any object by setting the opacity 
slider in the Toolbox or in the Transparency palette. Of course, when an object 
becomes translucent, anything in the background becomes at least partially 
visible. Canvas also gives you control over the scope of transparency where the 
scope refers to fill ink and the pen ink on the object’s stroke.

The sophisticated transparency tools in Canvas 7 add an impressive level of 
sophistication to Canvas illustrations. Transparency options combined with 
Sprite Effects and the other accessible power of this program lets the personal 
computer user create graphics that rival those produced by graphic artists or 
professional graphics bureaus.
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Document Options

As integrated software evolved, it seemed that loads of programs claimed they 
could do an adequate job of desktop publishing and presentation graphics. That 
is, word processors were extended to do multiple columns and wrap text 
around graphics and staked a claim to at least low-end desktop publishing. 
Similarly, outline processors and some word processing software eventually 
incorporated presentation features. These all inevitably fell short of the mark 
because they were mainly text-based and so required outside graphics support. 
Canvas, on the other hand, is integrated software with a built-in graphics engine 
complemented with sophisticated text handling. Thus, it is perfectly suited to 
accomplish desktop publishing, desktop presentations, and web authoring.

Canvas supports the creation of animation documents. These are the digital 
equivalent of a stack of pages with drawing changes made on each subsequent 
page. Flipping through the pages give you the illusion of movement on the 
graphic. One challenge in creating animated frames is ensuring that a graphic is 
positioned exactly the same on each page except for that part that’s supposed 
to be in motion. Canvas addresses this problem by providing ‘onion skin view’ 
that lets you see the grayed-out facsimile of the preceding page. That way, 
graphics on the current page can be exactly aligned with that on the preceding 
page.

The Document Layout palette shows a list of all the animation frames and 
includes options to modify the duration time for a frame, show or hide the 
master page or any other frame, create new frames, and create new layers 
within a specific frame. This palette also lets you lock or unlock a frame, apply 
an override color to a layer, and determine which frames may be sent to the 
printer.

Once an animation document is completed, you can save it as an ‘animated gif’ 
that is compatible with most web browsers. While saving as an animated gif, 
you are given several choices that effect the behavior of the animation in a web 
environment. You can also open an existing animated gif file and edit it within 
Canvas 7.
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The program provides a range of web publishing features including the ability 
to create hyperlinks from vector or image objects, text selections, buttons, and 
animations. A URL Attachment palette lets you attach URLs to objects or text, 
find objects that have specific URLs attached to them, display the URL of a 
selected object, attach sound and animation controls, format hypertext, and 
specify the path of a URL for relative links. I found creating links to files on my 
hard drive confusing and I struggled to make the pertinent dialog box 
(Directories for Server Aliases) work properly.

Canvas also includes a Button tool and a Button palette that lets you assign a 
different image or separate object for each of the button’s three states: when a 
pointer is not on a button, when the pointer touches the button, and when the 
button is depressed. There is also a preview option that activates the various 
states and an option to save buttons within the palette and paste them into 
multiple pages.

Though you can save pages as HTML and publish pages to a website, Canvas 
lacks a web preview facility that is a crucial part of any serious web publishing 
software. This is particularly important when you are assigning absolute or 
relative URLs to text, objects or buttons and need to test the links.

Input and Output

Canvas 7 has extensive input and output options. The program can place 
objects in all major graphic formats and pages or selections can be saved in an 
equally impressive range of file formats. There is also a comprehensive set of 
printing options that supports regular printing or the printing of color 
separations. A print preview dialog box provides even more alternatives.

Performance

In the bad old days when processor speed was measured in the 5 Mhz range, 
software performance was an important issue. I recall doing a series of word 
processor reviews for Byte Magazine, for example, and the editor asked me to 
perform benchmarks on how fast the document scrolled, how quickly you 
could do a global find and replace, and how briskly a program opened and 
closed. Today, with processors like the G4 executing over a billion instructions 
per second, software performance may seem like a superfluous issue. I tested 
Canvas on systems running from 80-450 Mhz and, clearly, with the versatility 
of SpriteEffects encouraging you to apply and reapply graphics filters, it is 
important to have a fast machine.
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Much more important than program speed, however, is reliability. I used 
Canvas 7.0 several hours a day for a couple of weeks and the program rarely 
crashed, froze, or displayed an error message. For a ‘dot 0’ software release, 
that performance is very impressive indeed.

Documentation and Support

Canvas 7.0 comes with a useful 94 page ‘Getting Started’ guide a well-written 
550 page reference manual. The program also includes detailed on-line 
documentation along with a reference to the Deneba website. The Deneba 
website offers tips about using Canvas, updates, technical notes, profiles of 
users, and contact information and the Canvas library lets you download free 
plug-ins and palettes.

Conclusions

Canvas 7 is more than a ‘Swiss Army Knife’ of graphic applications software. 
Each Canvas Tool is competitive with higher priced and yet more narrowly 
focused software, and the combination of state-of-the-art paint, draw, and text 
manipulation tools under a simple, uncluttered interface, offers unparalleled 
accessible power to both Windows users and ‘the rest of us.’ 

Graphics Background (Sidebar)

When the Macintosh was introduced back in the mid-80s, the first two 
important Mac graphics programs were MacPaint and MacDraw, both from 
Apple Computer. MacPaint was bundled with the Mac and offered some basic 
bit-mapped graphics options. Bit-mapped graphics were ideal because the user 
could edit them down to the pixel level. On the other hand, differences between 
the resolution of the screen image and printer resolution added a level of 
complexity to printing bit-mapped graphics.

MacDraw, on the other hand, offered a vector-mapped object 
environment—that is, draw objects were based on geometric figures that could 
be resized without distortion, assigned new attributes, aligned and grouped, and 
printed with some degree of predictability. For a brief period, it seemed like 
never the Twain (so to speak) would meet.
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Text in a bit-mapped and vector-mapped environment behaved differently. 
MacPaint gave the user one shot at editing text and it had to come immediately 
after the text was entered, while MacDraw treated text as an object that could 
be edited at will. In those early days before TrueType Fonts, the treatment of 
text was also complex as the user had to distinguish between screen fonts that 
looked nice at specific sizes, bit-mapped fonts, and printer fonts.

SuperPaint — Where Have All The Flowers Gone (Sidebar) 

Silicon Beach’s SuperPaint presented both bit-mapped and vector-mapped 
layers and provided the facility to cut and paste between layers. That is, you 
could edit a bit-mapped image, select the graphic with the lasso tool, and cut it 
to the vector layer. Though you were limited in what attributes you could 
change in the vector layer, you could accomplish some things. SuperPaint’s 
handling of text was particularly important because the vector layer allowed 
you to change text formatting on the fly. The powerful text editing tools 
combined with ‘vector bit-maps’ was an important step forward for computer 
graphics. Almost inexplicably, Aldus bought the rights to SuperPaint, Adobe 
bought Aldus, and SuperPaint has virtually disappeared.

Canvas: The Review (Sidebar)

The conventional wisdom is that to write columns or reviews for the web, you 
should keep them brief as the average surfer does not have the interest or 
attention span to read a lengthy article. I’ve never subscribed to this point of 
view because I don’t believe that My Mac readers are average, and it’s 
impossible to adequately review a piece of sophisticated software like Canvas 7 
in three or four hundred words. A superficial review is unfair to both the reader 
and the company that produced the software, and though editorial space in the 
print magazines may be limited (see the 350 word review of Painter in the 
January MacHome Magazine), My Mac Magazine has no such artificial limits. If 
the choice was between providing a vacuous short summary of a piece of 
software or doing no review at all, I would always choose the latter.

MacMice Rating: 5

Websites mentioned:
http://www.symantec.com

Check out our sponsor!
http://www.inno-tech.com
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By: Tim Robertson
Publisher, My Mac Magazine
Publisher@mymac.com

Contour Designs
Company: Contour Designs
http://www.contourdesign.com

While walking the show floor at Macworld Expo San Francisco, I stopped by 
Contour Designs' booth to have a look. They had a wide variety of very nice 
looking products. But looks have little to do with how a product actually 
performs and holds up in the real world. Taking home a collection of some of 
their flagship products, I set about testing and using them all.

 
UniTrap (for Apple hockey-puck mice)
Price: $14.99
http://www.contourdesign.com/unitrap.htm

This is a simple idea, and Contour Designs is not the first company to offer such 
a product. Simply put, the UniTrap is a cover for your standard iMac or 
PowerMac G3 and G4 mouse. You open the UniTrap mouse, slide in your Mac 
mouse, snap it shut, and it works. No more hockey-puck mouse! 

The UniTrap ships with slap-in color button inserts, so that you can match the 
mouse color with your iMac. It now ships with Graphite as well, so those of 
you with a iMac DV Special Edition need not be left out. 
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Installation was simple, and the mouse cover works very well. I was surprised 
afterwards how natural the mouse felt. It does not feel like a mouse cover, as 
some other products do. The UniTrap mouse works, and works well.

MacMice Rating: 4.5
Pros: Very inexpensive, will match your iMac colors.
Cons: Makes the mouse a little bulky for those with smaller hands. 

 

UniTray Mouse Pad
Price: $ 19.99
http://contourdesign.com/unitray.htm

What can you say about a mouse pad? Well, in this case, I can say it works well 
and is very comfortable. The UniTray sports a nice Gel wrist rest, which for me 
at least is perfect in size. The area in which the mouse rests is plastic, however, 
and I wish it had some sort of fabric covering. I prefer a fabric mouse pad over 
hard plastic over a hard surface one, but not everyone does. 

One of the nicest features in this mouse pad is its adjustable gel wrist pad. The 
Gel pad pops out very easily, and you can insert plastic risers to make the pad 
more easily fit your preference. 

The design is very nice, and you can buy one to match your iMac or 
PowerMac G3/G4. Even the Contour Design logo at the top of the pad is 
tasteful! 

MacMice Rating: 5
Pros: Nice fit, good selection of colors, works well.
Cons: Personal, but I would like a fabric area for mouse movement. 
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UniRiser
Price: $29.99
http://www.contourdesign.com/uniriser.htm

This is a product long needed, and Contour Designs comes through. The iMac 
is known for its small footprint on the desktop, but it still wastes the space right 
under the machine. The UniRiser solves this, though, in a very neat and 
convenient way. It is a tray which you put your iMac on, raising it about 4 
inches off your desktop. The new UniRiser fits both first generation iMacs, as 
well as the newer DV models. 

The UniRiser is not simply an iMac stand, as you can see from the picture 
above. It gives you a very convenient tray under the iMac, a perfect place to 
put your Zip drive, external USB hub or hard drive, or anything else. (I use it 
to put the case of whatever CD I happen to be listening to.) 

The UniRiser is very sturdy and well built, very important qualities for a 
product your iMac will be sitting on. 

MacMice Rating: 5
Pros: Gives your more space, raises the iMac to better eye level. 
Cons: Only comes in clear, no colors

The Special Holiday Bundle
I don't know how long this bundle will be available, but it is well past the 
holidays and they are still selling it on their website. For only $49.99, you can 
get all the products listed above, saving a good chunk of change in the process. 
After meeting some of the people from Contour Design at Macworld, such as 
Tim Donaghy, I feel even better recommending their products. I know the 
people behind these products, and they really do care that you get quality stuff 
for your iMac. They are Mac people, not just a vendor looking to cash in on the 
iMac's raging success. 
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Websites mentioned:
http://www.contourdesign.com

Check out our sponsor!
http://www.inno-tech.com
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By: John Nemerovski
My Mac Magazine
nemo@mymac.com

BOOK BYTES RATING SYSTEM:

MacMice Rating: 5 = AMAZING book, one of a kind, sensational

MacMice Rating: 4 = OUTSTANDING book through and through

MacMice Rating: 3 = GOOD book, worth every penny

MacMice Rating: 2 = OKAY, but nothing special

MacMice Rating: 1 = NOPE, forget it and read something else

 

 
The Photoshop 5/5.5 Wow! Book
by Linnea Dayton and Jack Davis
Peachpit Press 
http://www.peachpit.com
ISBN 0-201-35371-7, 360 pages plus CD
$49.99 U.S., $74.95 Canada

Book Bytes has been awaiting the arrival of this latest “Wow!” series title for a 
long time. Now that it's here, the authors deserve credit for being among the 
first to cover creative approaches in the latest version of the the application, 
Photoshop 5.5. If their text and graphics are as much fun to use as the book is 
to examine, you Photoshoppers are in for a treat.
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With a similar format to its predecessors, the content has been completely 
reworked, with special YELLOW highlights for features new to version 5.5 of 
Photoshop. Pages utilize a dynamic 2:1 column format, having primary text and 
examples within the larger inside columns, and enhanced sidebar images and 
tips in the outside columns. The hundreds of illustrations are beautiful to behold 
and perfectly conceived to keep readers inspired. Seeing is believing, and I'm a 
believer.

Design of the chapters is stunning, including liberal use of bulleted and 
numbered itemized material, with bold type for headings enabling rapid 
observation of terms and concepts. Newcomers to Photoshop should be 
thoroughly familiar with the basic operation of their powerful application before 
attempting the projects in this intermediate-advanced guidebook.

From the opening look at Photoshop’s feature set to Unit Nine’s “Photoshop 
for the Web,” these authors are brilliant. Other chapters deal with creative tools 
and techniques in lucid detail. Excuse the hyperbole, but I am having a hard 
time setting this breathtaking book aside in order to complete my review. 

The CD contains tutorial material, with "beginning" versions of the files for 
many of the techniques shown in the book so readers can start where the 
authors started. Linnea and Jack also included "ending" versions of the lesson 
files so users can examine the actual blending modes, layers masks, adjustment 
layers, layer effects, and alpha channels that go into creating an effect. 

The disk also includes teaching and study guides, plus extra goodies such as 
images and plug-ins which add value to the book and Photoshop itself. I can’t 
wait to pop in the CD and take it for a test drive, once this review is submitted.

I keep six other Photoshop books handy here in the Book Bytes library. Digital 
artists are fortunate to have premier cross-platform authors and designers 
creating such a plethora of exceptional titles. It is an honor to add The 
Photoshop 5/5.5 Wow! Book to our list of HIGHLY RECOMMENDED 
books. If you are serious, creative, and intelligent, you owe it to yourself to 
have this one in your toolbox.

MacMice Rating: 5
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Mac OS9 Visual QuickStart Guide
by Maria Langer 
http://www.gilesrd.com/mlanger
Peachpit Press 
http://www.peachpit.com
ISBN 0-201-70004-2, 360 pages
$17.99 U.S., $26.95 Canada

Somebody has to arrive first to the party, and Maria Langer is one of our 
favorites. With each version and major revision to the mighty Macintosh 
operating system, she promptly delivers a new Visual QuickStart Guide. 
Newbies are well advised to consider buying and using her books. Is Mac OS9 
different enough to warrant experienced users purchasing this title?

Maria begins at the beginning, with OS9’s new and legacy features, followed by 
a detailed installation and setup chapter. She then walks readers through the 
basics of Macintoshiana, with introductory and advanced Finder techniques and 
tips, plus advice on managing your files.

It’s all here, from SimpleText and printing, to networking and browser 
essentials. The multiple user aspect of OS9 for both desktop and traveling Macs 
receives hearty treatment, and lucky Chapter 13 is devoted to Sherlock 2. My 
personal pick is Chapter 14, “Fine-Tuning Functionality, which intermediate 
users will consider worth the entire cost of Mac OS9 Visual QuickStart 
Guide.

The book wraps up with troubleshooting advice, and a quickie appendix on the 
iBook. I am not a neutral observer, because I consider Maria Langer to be in 
the highest ranks of Mac authors. Book Bytes expects the very best from her 
on any and every subject.

Owners of previous editions in this bestseller series will feel at home, as the 
author anticipates the similarities and differences from earlier versions of the 
operating system. First time users will appreciate Maria’s attention to detail and 
the hundreds of screen shots she includes to illustrate the text.

Punch line: if you are using OS9 and are not yet at the advanced level, buy this 
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED book, read every word, then send me a thank 
you note.
 
MacMice Rating: 4
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The Little iBook Book
by John Tollett and Robin Williams 
http://www.ratz.com
Peachpit Press 
http://www.peachpit.com
ISBN 0-201-70093-X, 232 pages
$18.99 U.S., $28.50 Canada

Just like the Macintosh it describes, this book is cute, smart, and full of goodies. 
The authors aim their text and illustrations at a special group of users (see 
Robin’s comments, which follow mine).

First come photos and screenshots of ports for setting the AirPort, synching 
with a Palm Organizer, and for logging into the Internet. Next we learn about 
the iBook’s keyboard and its modifier keys. Pages in The Little iBook Book 
are designed to make best use of outside columns for a steady stream of tricks, 
tips, and graphics. The method is effective, and the look is attractive. Hardware 
and software are covered together, which makes sense for most readers. 

John and Robin’s detailed chapters on the finer points of Internet connectivity 
and file sharing should be memorized by all iBook owners, as should the 
subsequent in-depth sections covering email. Chapters Eight and Nine are my 
personal favorites, in which a range of gizmos and procedures for using the 
iBook both at home and on the road are pictured and described. 

This book concludes with units on mobile printing and faxing, on using the 
computer in foreign countries, plus additional helpful hints. What's missing? 
Plenty! There is no tutorial material on the iBook’s Mac OS system software. 
Readers new to the Macintosh will need to obtain another book to learn how to 
get farther than first base.

Should we complain? No, because the information in The Little iBook Book is 
solid and the price is reasonable. Total newcomers to the Mac need lots of help, 
and there are several outstanding books and websites dedicated to their 
education. (Let me know if you need suggestions.) Experienced users can hit 
the ground running, armed with this straightforward book.
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Robin Williams explains to Book Bytes:

The book is really for Mac users who are getting this machine as a 
second computer, and so are familiar with the basic Mac hardware 
and software. John Tollett and I really did not aim this book at 
newbies. That's why the user level on the back cover says 
"Beginnerish" instead of "Beginner," and that's why we left out all the 
system stuff. The point of the book is really how to travel with the 
iBook, since that's the major purpose for getting this particular 
computer. 

Our preferred slant on the material is not how it appeals to brand-new 
users, but on how it appeals to people who want to connect from 
school, from home, or from the office; then how to send a fax from the 
plane, email from France, surf the web in your hotel, or log on through 
a pay phone. (In fact, the book is useful for anyone with any Mac 
laptop.)  

I didn't do application tutorial stuff because, after all, the iBook is still 
just a Mac and the application stuff is exactly the same as on any other 
Mac, and I've already written that in other books. Rather than write an 
iBook book like all the others (or repeat information I've already 
written in other books), John and I decided to focus on what's 
different, and more importantly, the "i" for Internet and the "Book" for 
portability--let's hit the road with this thing! There is extensive 
information about how to use FAXstf, and lots of info about using Palm 
Organizer, Apple CD Audio Player, Netscape, Internet Explorer, and 
AOL. 
 
Hope that clarifies things. I would just hate for brand-new users to think 
this was the best book for them. It's really for road warriors (or as 
John T. prefers, road rats).

MacMice Rating: 3
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Adobe InDesign Classroom in a Book
by “the staff of Adobe”
Adobe Press 
http://www.adobe.com/adobepress.main.html
ISBN 0-201-65893-3, 437 pages plus CD
$45 U.S., $68 Canada

Now that Peachpit Press is handling distribution of Adobe’s books, Book Bytes 
has the opportunity to examine many titles in this series. Previous reviews 
covered the strengths and weaknesses of the Classroom in a Book concept. 
InDesign is the new kid on the desktop publishing (DTP) block, and its users 
may benefit from such a comprehensive tutorial approach.

Each of the twelve meaty lessons has a valuable visual counterpart on the 
enclosed disk. Chapters take readers through every step necessary for the 
designated project. The itemized text instructions flow into the software work 
files from the CD.

The most valuable part of Adobe InDesign Classroom in a Book is the least 
auspicious. The first hundred pages cover introductory and fundamental 
material that every user should know. Remaining chapters include lessons on 
the most common items an InDesigner works with, including text, typography, 
graphics, colors, frames, and a whole bunch more.

Pages are printed on high-quality paper, with loads of white space for scribbling 
and doodling. The plentiful illustrations and screen shots are first-rate. Chapters 
conclude with “on your own” lessons, followed by review questions and 
answers. A center section features brilliant, helpful color images from the book 
and disk, itemized by chapter. I am impressed by the production quality and 
attention to detail.

Last time I visited Amazon.com, I noticed that books in this series are big 
sellers. This is the best title from Adobe which I have had the privilege to 
review, and Book Bytes certainly RECOMMENDS Adobe InDesign 
Classroom in a Book for newcomers to InDesign, especially readers who learn 
via itemized lessons linked to CD content. 

MacMice Rating: 3
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The Cathedral & the Bazaar: 
Musings on Linux and Open Source 
by an Accidental Revolutionary
by Eric S. Raymond 
http://www.tuxedo.org/~esr/
O’Reilly and Associates 
http://www.oreilly.com
ISBN 1-56592-724-9, 268 pages
$19.95 U.S., $29.95 Canada

Open source means collaborative, non-proprietary software development. Its 
most famous living example is Linux, an industrial-strength application which is 
undergoing 24/7 coding and revision by talented volunteer software engineers.

The title refers to opposing approaches to software creation. A cathedral (think 
“Microsoft”) keeps all code and bug testing secret until the company is ready 
to release a commercial product into the marketplace. A bazaar is an open, 
self-selected team, in which people’s contributions reinforce one another, under 
the watchful eye of a “benevolent dictator.”

Eric Raymond told me that the cathedral builders “keep the code 
secret after release too. If all you have is the binaries, you can't tell 
what it's doing -- or how it might be broken.”

In a series of thoughtful, well-written essays, Raymond takes readers from 
“Why You Should Care” and “A Brief History of Hackerdom” to “Beyond 
Software?” and “How to Become a Hacker.” He uses the term “hacker” 
fondly, in reference to computing’s unsung heroes who work all day then code 
for fun all night, or vice versa.

Book Bytes rarely dips into these waters. If you are looking for the quickest 
way to perform the latest trick on the snazziest new Macintosh application, try 
one of the other titles reviewed this month. If you are interested in a true 
behind-the-scenes look from one who was, and continues to be, near the center 
of code creation, The Cathedral & the Bazaar will make delightful fireside 
reading.
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I admit to knowing nothing at all about the powerhouse mainframes and Unix 
kernels Raymond discusses, but I enjoy feeling the reflected glow of very smart 
people who join together informally to make our world a better place. It will 
take me several readings to grasp the book’s nuances and feel the impact. If 
your local library doesn’t have a copy of this title, ask them to purchase one. 
Alternatively, buy one as a gift for your favorite open-minded programmer.

MacMice Rating: 3

 
REALbasic: The Definitive Guide
by Matt Neuburg 
http://www.tidbits.com/matt
O’Reilly and Associates 
http://www.oreilly.com
ISBN 1-56592-657-9, 660 pages
$29.95 U.S., $43.95 Canada

A few months ago I received a personal challenge from Matt Neuburg. He 
wondered why Book Bytes didn’t review his previous book on the powerful 
Frontier scripting language. I explained that I have neither the expertise nor 
inclination to learn anything so difficult. 

Matt then told me about this REALbasic book, written to help people use its 
object-oriented language to “Create Your Own Macintosh Applications.” When 
I again pleaded ignorance, he countered with: “But it's a beginner's book. You 
are the perfect Test Subject. Either I make you an expert or I don't. Come into 
my laboratory...!”  How could I not rise to the bait?

I have been spending short bursts of time with REALbasic: The Definitive 
Guide, and the material is starting to sink into my thick skull. My interest in 
become a software author hasn’t grown, but my appreciation of what goes into 
making an application from scratch is huge. Even better, I am enjoying reading 
Matt’s plainspoken, literary prose, in which he takes a complicated subject and 
makes his companion feel comfortable at every stage of the journey.

For example, in the opening pages the prospective programmer creates a 
dummy application, with a trial button that beeps and opens a message box that 
proclaims “Sorry, this application doesn’t do much!” Matt’s use of humor to 
soften the blows to the brain makes the book feel much more personal than 
typical programming literature. (Later in REALbasic: The Definitive Guide, 
he gives readers a philosophical blast from the past, in “Three Pillars of Zen.”)
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In 32 chapters, delving deeper from units on the fundamentals and user 
interface through “Time: Ticks and Microseconds” and “Game Animation: 
Configuring the SpriteSurface” and “Apple Events and AppleScripts” and 
much, much more, the patient, diligent reader will become an expert by the 
time this substantial volume is completed. Read it and reap.

My conclusion is if you are thinking about using REALbasic version 2 as your 
software development tool, you have an exceptional friend in Professor 
Neuburg. The software is good, its official manual is less than perfect, and this 
third-part book is a delight to the eye and brain. Our Book Bytes rating is for 
people who intend to take the plunge:

MacMice Rating: 4

 
Harley Hahn Teaches the Internet, 2nd Edition
by Harley Hahn 
http://www.harley.com
Que / Macmillan 
http://www.quecorp.com
ISBN 0-78897-2093-0, 528 pages
$19.99 U.S., $29.95 Canada, £14.50 U.K.

I admit it: I like Harley’s books very much, even when they are aimed toward 
Windows users. I have given copies of the first and second editions of this book 
to friends and family when they have needed to learn about the Internet from 
ground zero. If they are MacPersons, I advise them to ask for help when the 
author’s Windows references are confusing.

Harley is a a friendly, helpful hand-holding guru who pledges to teach his 
readers the basics of successful Internet participation. He offers his website and 
a mini yellow pages section, and lots of personal tutorial advice. The 26-page 
glossary is one of the best ever, including terms for both newcomers ("Web 
server") and more advanced users ("H.323" international standard for voice 
transmission).

The opening chapters provide background and current information on the 
Internet and what you can do on it, followed by a lengthy discussion on 
connectivity. Harley and I part company when he suggests that readers use 
Windows systems and avoid AOL, but at least he lets you know where he 
stands.
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By Chapter Four the content gets a bit dense, and if you are a casual first-timer, 
you may have to put on your wading boots to make sense of “How DNS 
Works for You” or “Case Sensitive  Pathnames.” I enjoy reading this stuff, but 
I’m not sure about the intended audience. The next two units on email have me 
convinced this book should be subtitled “The Thinking Person’s Guide to the 
Internet,” because Harley is more of a full-service educator than a 
Dummies-style kindergarten teacher.

Harley Hahn Teaches the Internet is almost all text, with many tips and 
sidebars, but no cute graphics. As you read the book, you will receive plenty of 
value for your money, page after page. 

Much of the remainder of this book deals with the web experience, from search 
engines to personal web page creation; plus an extensive section on Usenet 
discussion groups. Harley recommends all readers go through his book 
systematically, but a pick-and-choose approach may work well for you.

Harley is a good teacher, but he might be aiming a bit higher than necessary, in 
spite of well-researched content. Thumb through the book before making your 
personal decision. Book Bytes is straddling the fence on rating this title. Harley 
Hahn Teaches the Internet will be appreciated most by serious Windozers 
who want to get it right the first time, and it is for them that we rate it:

MacMice Rating: 3

Harley has just published a pipsqueak text that also is geared toward the 
intelligent newcomer to the net. Note the price and size of this tiny volume:

Harley Hahn’s Read Me First Guide to the Internet
by Harley Hahn 
http://www.harley.com
Que Corporation 
http://www.quecorp.com
ISBN 0-7897-2314-X, 124 pages (and 4 inches square)
$5.99 U.S., $8.95 Canada, £4.50 U.K.

For readers (primarily Windows) who like their information smart and 
concise, Book Bytes is comfortable with a rating of:

MacMice Rating: 2
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Net Slaves: True Tales of Working the Web
by Bill Lessard and Steve Baldwin
http://www.netslaves.com
McGraw-Hill
http://www.books.mcgraw-hill.com
ISBN 0-07-135243-0, 246 pages
$19.95 U.S.

Here we have a hardcover time-capsule, capturing the mid-decade years when 
the web was beginning its upward thrust. From personal experience and 
individual interviews, the authors created composite profiles of a range of 
Internet professionals being burned severely by their work.

One message rings clearly: DO SOMETHING ELSE! If you are young and 
talented and ambitious and energetic and lucky, you may (fat chance!) find 
yourself in a fulfilling employment situation leading to prosperity. The odds are 
slim at best, with much greater probability of a gruesome grind than of a gilded 
glut of stock options.

Net Slaves is full of potential, both from the hapless burnouts and the gutsy 
authors, who have been down the same road as their subjects. With its catchy 
title, attractive dust jacket, and terrific font (Concorde BE), the book promises 
its readers a heavy dose of reality-check. Does it deliver?

When I was in the music business thirty years ago, I realized many songs were 
more enjoyable for the performer than the listener. The same feature holds 
here, because in spite of sizzling zinger introductions to each chapter, the 
semi-fictitious profiles start out strong and end weakly.

I wanted Net Slaves to be more of a satisfying experience, rather than 
yesterday’s sad truth. Most potential readers are aware of the pitfalls of sticking 
one's tootsies too close to the candle of Internet fortune and fame; those of you 
who have stars in your eyes will probably not be deterred by the strong 
inherent warnings in the book (but your family and friends certainly will be 
alarmed, if they read it before you do).

I don’t want to be too hard on Lessard and Baldwin. Instead, I’ll direct readers 
to their website and encourage these two plucky journalists to aim for a Silicon 
Valley update in a year or two, delivered closer to the time frame of the events 
described.
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Bill Lessard tells Book Bytes:

We've attempted to rewrite the history of this industry. Instead of the 
well-documented winners, we've focused on the losers, the people 
you'll never read about in Wired magazine. If the book seems 
one-sided, it's because we wanted to go to the other extreme and 
allow people to find their own happy medium.

We are not interested in creating literature. The book has the style and 
tone of pulp fiction. That was purely intentional, right down to story 
endings, which may seem weak from one angle, but from our 
perspective, were necessary to bring each chapter to as outrageous a 
conclusion as possible. Remember, these are "tales" not stories.

Our goal is not to not to discourage people from entering or 
remaining in this industry. Rather, it's to show them the other side of 
the story, to make them feel less alone in their own failures and to 
drive home the point that they shouldn't buy into the hype and 
empower themselves to deal with a "Gold Rush" mentality.

MacMice Rating: 2

 

Websites mentioned:
http://www.gilesrd.com/mlanger
http://www.peachpit.com
http://www.ratz.com
http://www.adobe.com/adobepress.main.html
http://www.tuxedo.org/~esr
http://www.oreilly.com
http://www.tidbits.com/matt
http://www.harley.com
http://www.quecorp.com
http://www.netslaves.com
http://www.books.mcgraw-hill.com
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                   From Macintosh cover artist, Mike Gorman, comes...

 

A word from Mike...

                            air guitar #4
                            Finally, after 4 freakin' years, I got another
                            issue done! Issue #4 reprints the first 20
                            installments of my weekly comic strip, "You Do
                            the Math." It also includes "the Barfly
                            Chronicles," which follows the path of some of
                            my more colorful experiences with beer, and "My
                            Life in the Hood," which is a collection of lame
                            newspaper clippings and ridiculous police logs
                            from my hometown paper. This is my best issue
                            yet. Send for your copy now!
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                            air guitar #4

                            20pgs, mini-comic format, $2.00ppd

                            Send $2.00 CASH to:

                            Mike Gorman, 6 Brown Street, Westbrook, ME 04092

Check it out at     http://airguitar.homepage.com

                            What are others saying about air guitar? 

"This, as they say, is the stuff." - Peter Bagge, HATE #19

"Mike Gorman kicks out some of the coolest, most distinctive comics ever." - 
Megan, Besmirched

"It may be printed on newsprint, but his art is "fabulous, darling."
- Bridget Evans, SCREW

"...it's just wonderful seeing it all here in the glory of zinedom."
-R. Seth Friedman, Factsheet 5 #59
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By: Jack Miller
jackm@infoXczar.com
http://www.infoxczar.com/atat

My Mac is privileged to present the best from As the Apple Turns, a 
Macintosh news and insight website presented in the style of a continuing 
saga.  But culling the best of Jack Miller is no easy task, and we wish we 
could reprint them all.  While we can't do that, we are at least able to 
choose a small sampling of his work and present them here as they 
appeared on his website. Enjoy the ongoing Mac soap opera, and when you 
get a chance, be sure to check out his website for your daily dose of drama!  
http://www.infoxczar.com/atat

That Syncing Feeling (1/23/00) 

And so we must bid adieu to one of the most entertaining little men ever to 
grace the AtAT cast: Dr. Hanoch Shalit, the man, the myth, the legend. This is 
the guy who filed a ridiculously overinflated $1.1 billion lawsuit against Apple 
Computer, Inc. for allegedly infringing his color management patents in the 
product known as ColorSync, and then issued a press release every week or so 
to try to sponge as much investor attention as possible out of the suit. 
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Well, here's a press release for Hanoch: according to an Apple press release, 
that lawsuit is now over, relegated to the Great Frivolous Lawsuit Dustbin of 
History; "the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York has 
dismissed the Imatec, Ltd. and Hanoch Shalit patent litigation suit against 
Apple." Thanks to faithful viewers Adam Farstrup and Jim Joyner for being the 
first to share he joy.
 
And it sounds like Hanoch really took a pounding in the decision: "the Judge 
determined that Imatec and Shalit do not own the patents on which the suit was 
based and, furthermore... ColorSync does not infringe on these patents in any 
case." Ooooh, that's gotta hurt; given that Imatec doesn't make a single product 
but apparently only licenses out its now-worthless patents, it sounds like 
Hanoch's left with nothing. So much for the path to easy money. But hey, you 
mess with the bull and you get the horns. Schadenfreude, anyone? And it could 
have been lots worse: Judge Wapner would also have had Rusty the bailiff 
smack Hanoch upside the head and told him to get a real job, so we figure he 
kinda got off easy.

Just for fun, we thought we'd mosey on over to the Imatec web site; it still 
focuses on the lawsuit, with nary a mention that the suit's been thrown out of 
court. We figure Hanoch's still reeling from seeing his get-rich-quick scheme 
pull a Titanic. Any bets on what his next press release will say? "Today, Dr. 
Hanoch Shalit found out that karma does exist,
uch to his professional and financial chagrin..."

The iCEO's Makin' Bank (1/23/00) 

You know, it's amazing what a difference a couple of weeks can make. A 
fortnight ago, Steve Jobs was probably the lowest-paid CEO of a billion-dollar 
company in history. For two and a half years, the man accepted $1 a year as 
his only salary as he turned a sinking ship into the darling of the computer 
industry. No bonuses, no stock options, no nothing-- just a single measly buck 
so he was officially on the company payroll. And now he's arguably pulling 
down more crazy ducats than anyone else of his ilk. Oh, sure, his salary is still 
the same old buck a year, but it's the bonuses that have the media paying 
attention: the stock options for ten million shares of AAPL and the Gulfstream 
V jet.
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Of the two components, the jet is the flashier; a $45 million private plane that 
lets Steve keep up with the Ellisons. Bad Boy Larry's been a Gulfstream V 
owner for a while, now, notes faithful viewer Robert Jung-- and according to 
Marc Messer, he regularly ticks off the locals by using it to violate local noise 
ordinances. Like John Haytol, we can't wait to see what happens when these 
two drag-race.

But while the jet's extravagant, it's the stock options that really have people 
blinking in disbelief. Ten million shares of AAPL is worth an amount of money 
known in financial circles as "a royal buttload." According to the Los Angeles 
Times, Steve made over $200 million on paper just in the past week. That's led 
"compensation expert" Graef Crystal to call Apple's Board's decision 
"irresponsible"; "it suggests a board that is just consumed with hero worship," 
he says. And he says that like it's a bad thing...

Okay, sure, if Steve uses his already-considerable wealth to exercise his options 
to the tune of the full ten million shares, he'll become the company's largest 
shareholder. But is that such a bad thing? Personally, we'd be thrilled to see 
Steve become a bigger shareholder than Microsoft. We've been edgy ever since 
the 1997 Stevenote when Gates announced that freaky $150 million 
investment, so we say, hey, more power to Steve.

"They Killed Hanoch!" (1/24/00) 

Silly us! Yesterday we bade adieu to Dr. Hanoch Shalit, an occasional AtAT 
cast member for the better part of two years by virtue of his dramatically 
overinflated $1.1 billion patent infringement lawsuit against Apple. If you've 
been tuning in, you're aware that the judge just tossed the case out on its 
proverbial ear, claiming that Hanoch didn't even own the patents that Apple 
was alleged to have infringed, and even if he did, Apple never infringed on 
them anyway. Like dorks, we assumed that such a one-sided decision from the 
judge would put this case to rest once and for all-- but we failed to reckon with 
two factors: Hanoch's shameless and desperate need for attention, and a legal 
system that, for better or for worse, gives litigants more lives than Kenny from 
South Park.
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That's right; Hanoch has long been King of the Press Release, and the one he 
issued in response to his case's dismissal is a doozy. Faithful viewer Guy 
McLimore was the first to point out Hanoch's latest masterpiece, in which he 
makes the brilliant move of calling the judge "misguided" and announces his 
plan to appeal. Says Hanoch, "with due respect to the court, the dismissal of 
our Complaint leads me to question how well the presiding judge understood 
the highly technical issues involved." Way to insult the judge, buddy. See, 
Hanoch's beef is that the judge "did not allow a trial by jury to proceed." 
Because as we all know, a jury is much more likely to understand those "highly 
technical issues" than a judge is. Or could it be that a jury would be easier to 
dupe, thereby representing better odds in Hanoch's grab for cash? In any case, 
it sounds like we'll have him on the show for a while longer.

We suppose we should take this opportunity to issue a public apology to Dr. 
Shalit; in the past we've surmised that Imatec is a one-man shakedown 
operation-- Hanoch and his patents. (Sounds like a Woody Allen movie, doesn't 
it?) But AAPL Investors corrects our false assumption: Imatec is, in fact, a 
two-man shakedown operation-- CEO Hanoch, and his CFO named James 
Smith. Which doesn't sound at all like an alias, so stop casting aspersions. 
Incidentally, AAPL Investors has lots of interesting little tidbits about Imatec; 
for instance, did you know that the company's total revenue over its 
twelve-year history amounts to $134,000? Or that for the past two years it's 
had zero income and a net loss of $6.3 million? Or that four months ago, 
Hanoch himself sold off 835,000 shares of his own company, representing 
"over 95%" of his holding and "22.4% of total outstanding shares"? When 
Hanoch finally fades into oblivion, we at AtAT will be sorry to see him leave 
the show; after all, what's a soap opera without financial strife and desperate 
measures?

Old Dog, Old Tricks (1/25/00) 

Tsk, tsk-- you'd think Microsoft would have learned something from all those 
"creatively enhanced" test results they wheeled in for the "Redmond Justice" 
trial. Remember the faked videotapes showing how Windows 98 supposedly 
runs slower when Internet Explorer is removed, and the hilarity that ensued 
when government mouthpiece David Boies spotted the proof that the before 
and after results involved two different computers? Remember later in the same 
trial when Microsoft delivered test results showing Internet access speed 
comparisons between two operating systems and neglected to mention that one 
computer had a much faster modem? Check it out-- some folks just never learn.
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The latest bit of skullduggery to issue forth from Redmond comes to us 
courtesy of faithful viewer Jerry O'Neil, in the form of an article in The 
Register. It seems that Microsoft got a bit overzealous in its marketing efforts 
for the forthcoming Windows 2000. Evidently the company feels that the 
much-delayed successor to Windows NT 4.0 needs a bit of a hard sell to pump 
up the sales numbers, especially after such a long wait. That's why they're 
claiming that, according to a ZD Labs speed comparison, Win2K 
"outperforms" NT 4.0 by "up to 24 percent" and is therefore "significantly 
faster." There's just one problem: the ZD Labs report apparently doesn't say 
that at all.

In fact, what ZD Labs found was that on systems with 64 MB of RAM (the 
vast majority of workstations would have at least that much, we imagine), 
Windows NT 4.0 was actually faster than Win2K. And the speed gap actually 
widened when the same tests were conducted on systems with 128 MB of 
RAM: "Windows 2000 was three per cent slower than Windows NT 4.0." 
Sadly, ZD Labs didn't test higher-RAM systems, which are very likely to be 
used in real-world scenarios, but if you'd care to extrapolate from those two 
data points, it sounds like NT 4.0's performance advantage grows as more 
RAM is added. And why bother with a 32 MB test at all, when Microsoft 
recommends a minimum of 64 MB for Win2K, unless it's just to provide at 
least one scenario in which Win2K is actually faster, albeit marginally so? Then 
there's the little issue of NT 4.0 being deliberately crippled in the tests by using 
a slower file transfer mode. The part that kills us, though, is that even with 
every advantage stacked towards Win2K, the test results were so lackluster that 
Microsoft still had to spin them for the marketing hype.

Rolls Off The Tongue (1/27/00) 

Are there certain words in your vocabulary that you just don't get to use very 
much anymore? Well, if you're a tech journalist, you're probably accumulating 
a nice thick layer of dust on "beleaguered" these days. Even the most fervent 
Apple critic would have to be strung out on PCP to call the company 
"beleaguered" after nine consecutive profitable quarters, a hit product line-up, a 
soaring stock price, and a hefty pile of cash in the bank. Oh, sure, occasionally 
you can take the word off the shelf, dust it off, and stick it in front of 
"Compaq," but it's just not the same. "Beleaguered" sort of belongs to Apple, 
even though it no longer fits. It's kind of like retiring an athlete's number.
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But here's our proposal: let's use it for Dell instead. It's no secret to anybody 
that Mike Dell has a dangerously unhealthy fixation on becoming Steve Jobs; 
just look at the way he runs his company. There's the available-in-five-colors, 
"easy Internet" WebPC, trying to be the iMac. There's the 
available-in-two-colors, consumer-targeted Inspiron 3700 laptop trying to be the 
iBook. Heck, now Dell's even pushing an 11 Mb/sec wireless home networking 
system-- AirPort, anyone?

So given that Dell's trying so hard to be Apple, the "beleaguered" tag should fit 
just right. Especially given Dell's second earnings warning in a row; faithful 
viewer Russell Maggio steered us towards a Reuters article describing Dell's 
latest woes. Apparently "parts shortages" and "Year 2000 computer bug fears" 
led to a sales shortfall. But after Dell went public with the news, its stock 
dropped only slightly in extremely heavy trading-- and some analysts even 
upgraded the stock. Hmmm... okay, so maybe it'll be a little while before Dell is 
actually "beleaguered." But it's good to know that there's hope for that word 
yet...

Jack Miller 
jackm@infoXczar.com

Websites mentioned:
http://www.infoxczar.com/atat

Check out our sponsor!
http://www.inno-tech.com

As the Apple Truns ® 1999-2000  All Rights Reserved. Reprinted and presented here with authority and 
permission of Jack Miller and As the Apple Turns. No reproduction authorized without permission of Jack 
Miller and/or As the Apple Turns.
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By:Jay Timmer
My Mac Magazine
jtimmer@tuna.net

Well, another expo has come and gone, leaving nothing but postmortems in its 
wake.  A lot of the predicted announcements failed to materialize, an Internet 
strategy did (though not in any of the expected forms), and a preview of OS X 
appeared unexpectedly.  Once again, a lot of observers have been left guessing:  
why did they get so many things wrong in the first place, and what does all that 
was announced mean?  What follows is my take on things; since I carefully 
avoided making any predictions, I could probably claim that my analysis of the 
Expo has a higher degree of credibility than many, but that doesn't mean what 
I'm saying below isn't just rampant speculation.  

What Steve didn't say may be more important than what he actually 
said: 

The early parts of the keynote were nothing surprising.  Jobs plugged the usual 
Apple technologies and repeated the usual statistics regarding new buyers and 
Internet usage of iMac purchasers.  The primary new wrinkles in the statistics 
were the addition of figures on the prevalence of QuickTime usage and the 
frequency with which new buyers of iMacs are making home movies.  These 
two statistics, of course, are related; by making QuickTime the standard output 
format for iMovie, Apple is hoping to expand the use of QuickTime.  In 
essence, iMovie is another weapon in the war against RealNetworks and 
Microsoft.  Apple needs to do more to get the word out to people who weren't 
at the Expo, though shortly after it ended, a NY Times article actually claimed 
that QuickTime being in second place in these stats was irrelevant, since it 
couldn't handle streaming!
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Noticeably absent however, were statistics on the use of AirPort.  This might 
imply that the statistics weren't that favorable.  It's partly likely to be due to the 
fact that AirPort took longer than the iMac DVs to actually arrive on the 
market.  An interpretation I feel is worth considering, though, is that Steve was 
responding to several negative reviews of AirPort, in which columnists describe 
the difficulty they had in getting and maintaining stable Internet connections.  
Why praise an Apple technology until he was certain they got it right?  In 
contrast, the reviews of iMovie have been uniformly positive.  So, although the 
two products were introduced at the same time, the video statistics were the 
only ones that made the cut.  Expect to see wireless networking statistics as 
soon as a software update brings AirPort up to the same level as iMovie.  

Also absent was the introduction of any of the predicted hardware.  The simple 
explanation for this would be that it just wasn't ready, but that didn't stop Jobs 
from introducing the G4s last year, or OS X at this Expo.  My guess is that 
with all the hardware product lines in place, Steve decided it was time to focus 
on software.  Apple has many people convinced that they make exciting and 
innovative hardware now, but on the software side they've been focusing on 
things peripheral to the operating system, such as QuickTime and Sherlock.  
Ever since Apple claimed that they conceded in the operating system wars, 
they've been reluctant to argue against the frequently stated (at least in many 
computer magazines) opinion that the Mac OS is only marginally superior to 
Windows.  It's inevitable that this truce would come to an end; there's only so 
many ways to say you've got a superior product without pointing out the flaws 
in your competitor's.  Apple's Internet and OS announcement, however, 
indicate that they may be ready to rejoin this battle.  

Software everywhere

The vast majority of the keynote was dedicated to software announcements: an 
Internet strategy and OS X.  I'll get to the Internet strategy first.  Overall, it 
disappointed a lot of people who were expecting more than a partnership and a 
portal.  The partnership with Earthlink isn't such a bad idea, though.  As 
pointed out at The Register, worrying about network hardware is something 
Apple doesn't need to be distracted by.  In addition, there is increasing pressure 
for Internet access to be provided for free.  If that practice becomes widespread, 
at least Apple won't be stuck with the bill now.  
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The portal portion was a disappointment for some because it didn't break any 
new ground.  Free cards, web space, email, and storage space have all been 
available for a while now.  Apple can claim they do it better all they want, but 
we all know how far having superior products can get you.  The obvious 
advantage I saw for Apple is that it would drive sales of OS 9, since the features 
supposedly require this version to work.  Given time to look things over, 
though, I'm impressed with how fully it integrates many of Apple's technologies 
and thus makes each more likely to increase the use of the others.  The reliance 
of Kid Safe on the multiple user capabilities of OS 9 increases the chance that 
parents will use that.  The cards and Web page can rely on images stored in the 
iDisk, and people can also place movies created on their iMacs there.  As they 
encourage their friends and family to view them, they encourage more people 
to download and install QuickTime.  Every aspect of iTools seems to be 
designed to push the acceptance of some other Apple technology.

One interesting subtext to the portal strategy is that Apple didn't have to do 
much work to implement Kid Safe; rather, they simply bought the company 
that developed it.  Part of the good financial news at Apple is that their revenue 
has led them to accumulate large reserves of cash.  My initial reaction to this 
was, "Great, more R and D," but Apple has found several examples of other 
ways to use the cash wisely.  Apple bought the technology of Kid Safe, licensed 
the technology for file sharing via TCP/IP, pumped money into Samsung to 
make sure they had enough screens for the iBooks, and invested enough in 
Akamai to make a small fortune.  These are the added bonuses that being a 
prosperous company allows.

Overall, the synergy between the OS and Apple's Internet strategy may help to 
convince more people that you can do more things easily and simply if you 
own the latest version of the Mac OS.  If that isn't enough to convince you to 
buy it, however, there's always OS X, which took a major step away from its 
prior vaporware status.  Apple did everything it could to make OS X 
everything that Windows is not.  In contrast to the boxy look of Windows, 
Apple has made OS X smooth, fluid, and vibrant.  Instead of producing three 
operating systems, Apple's putting all their effort into making one.  Welcome 
back to the OS wars.  
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But is it any good? 

A lot of the discussions about the new interface have focused simply on its 
visuals.  These don't concern me; as the people who brought us Kaleidoscope 
have shown us that things such as menus, window bars, and close boxes are 
nothing more than small images.  Once you find out where these images reside, 
they can be replaced.  The really interesting aspects of the interface, such as the 
shadows and translucence, seemed to be functions of Quartz .  

Quartz is also probably the reason Apple has moved to a single OS strategy.  
Having markets for both Quickdraw and Quartz would distract the attention of 
both hardware and software developers.  As it is, some developers claim that 
the Mac market is too small to be worth their attention; nowhere is that more 
obvious than with games and graphics accelerators.  If these markets were split 
between two operating systems, the situation would be even worse.  By 
focusing all efforts on a single operating system, Apple makes it more likely that 
Mac users will have all the latest toys.  

There were some aspects of the OS X that did disturb me, though.  The Apple 
menu has long been a convenient and obvious place to put frequently needed 
items.  The control strip performs a similar function for systems settings.  Both 
of these appear to be absent in the new OS.  Worse still, the desktop no longer 
performs its expected functions.  As Steve himself pointed out while 
demonstrating iDisk, Mac users expect available volumes to appear on the 
desktop; working with various forms of Unix has strongly reinforced the value 
of the desktop for me.  Although the mechanism Unix uses for handling 
volumes would make the desktop difficult to implement, I can't believe that the 
programmers at Apple couldn't solve this problem.  The lack of a desktop will 
force Mac users to deal with things they have ridiculed Windows users for.  
Finding out whether a Zip disk mounted properly will require a trip to the 
Browser.  If you put aliases of your volumes on the desktop, they'll be there 
even if the volume isn't available.  These are all annoyances users of other 
operating systems face; they shouldn't be things Mac users struggle with.

In place of all this and the Finder, we will be given the browser and the dock.  
The browser appears to be a partly acceptable solution, although I would need 
to try it out to know for sure (anybody want to send me a copy of DR-4?).  
The dock, however, worries me, as it tries to be too many things.  Although 
visually stunning, the appearance actually interferes with function.  Applications, 
minimized windows, files, and websites all become indistinguishable when 
collapsed in to the dock.  In the end, one item just isn't enough to handle all the 
features that Apple's not retaining from its current OS offering.
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I can't imagine I'm alone in having these complaints.  What I expect to see this 
time next year is a situation similar to that around the time when System 7.5 
arrived.  At that time, no system was complete without the addition of 
third-party software utilities  most people buying a Mac also invested in 
software such as Now Utilities, and a number of shareware solutions.  Over 
time, Apple worked a lot of the equivalent functionality with their operating 
systems.  This process seems likely to be repeated.  I feel certain that software 
will be released which makes OS X behave more like OS 9 (I'm already 
planning an AppleScript that could replicate the Desktop's behavior), and other 
software will extend the user experience using technology that is only available 
with OS X.  After a few years, Apple will sort through what works and what 
doesn't, and incorporate those things which work.  They even have enough 
money to buy any software they like the look of.

I shouldn't give the impression that there is nothing I like about OS X; Apple 
seems to have harnessed the capabilities of Unix to do something other than 
serve Web pages.  They also seem to have recognized that abilities such as 
pre-emptive multitasking and multi-threading require compensations in the user 
interface.  Simple matters such as associating dialogues and warnings with the 
windows and programs that have spawned them is an obvious feature that 
somehow escaped the authors of Windows and many other Unix interfaces.  
The animated interface looks likely to make working with a computer a bit 
more exciting, and some of the Unix features, like multitasking and protected 
memory, seem to be well implemented.

Overall, I think the trend towards pushing the advantages of the Mac OS, both 
in its present and future incarnations, is the most significant trend that appeared 
at MacWorld.  I also think it's one of the things that helped convinced Steve to 
drop his interim CEO status; he's not satisfied with having staved off 
extinction—he wants to win.  He's probably beginning to wonder how glowing 
the articles on his leadership of Apple would be if he actually got it to prosper.  
I think Apple's ability to use its large cash reserves and increasing stock value to 
cut deals and obtain technology it wants will be critical to that prosperity; it's 
allowing them to add features with minimal effort, and many allow some 
surprises in the future.  As far OS X, though, the jury will be out until the day it 
is released.  It's a work in progress that has already changed somewhat after 
outcries of the past, and I expect it to change even more in the next couple of 
months as the work that's been going on on its plumbing moves more towards 
work on its interface.
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Websites mentioned:
Apple's Internet strategy analyzed at The Register:  
http://www.theregister.co.uk/000105-000024.html

Check MacFixit for some AirPort nightmare stories:
http://www.macfixit.com

Some glowing reviews of iMovie:
http://www.nytimes.com/library/tech/00/01/circuits/articles/06pete.html
https://commerce.boston.com/bg_archives/retrieve_arch.cgi?login=yes&session=
9475
22360&chrg=2.95&dmd=b77a67df12c33429a49dcd5c512548e8&DBLIST=bg
99&DOCNUM=58299

Apple buys up Kid Safe
http://www.pioneerplanet.com/tech/ptk_docs/020966.htm

The fine folks who bring you Kaleidoscope:
http://www.kaleidoscope.net
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By: Roger Born
My Mac Magazine
Roger@mymac.com

Here's to the crazy ones, the misfits, the rebels, the troublemakers, the round 
pegs in a square hole, the ones who see things differently.  They're not fond of 
rules, and they have no respect for the status quo. You can quote them, 
disagree with them, glorify or vilify them.  About the only thing you can't do is 
ignore them, because they change things. They push the human race forward, 
and while  some may see them as the crazy ones, we see genius, because the 
people who are crazy enough to think they can change the world, and are the 
ones who'll do it. -- Apple Computer TV Ad 9/29/97

WHO ARE YOU?
Tough question for some of us, and an easy one for a few others.  But this is 
more than a question of our individuality. We want to ask who we are as a 
group of people who love the Macintosh. First of all, we are a motley crew. 
Apple once had the Jolly Roger on its flag pole for a good reason. That isn't a 
bad icon for us, either. We a are brash, independent, individualistic, and 
outspoken bunch. Why is that?
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WE ARE MORE THAN A FAMILY
Matthew Ruben wrote in his column, 
http://macopinion.com/columns/curmudgeon  that we are an emotional 
dysfunctional family. He was rightly upset over all our 'in-fighting' which we 
displayed over Apple's tendency to send in their lawyers every time some 
'editorial' website leaked a picture of the new iMac DV.  Those sites were not 
ethical in doing that, even in the name of 'freedom of the press.' Nor was Apple 
acting rational in what they did, even though they had a perfect right to protect 
their property. We do act like a large, noisy, opinionated family, don't we? I 
think he is right on target. 

But although 'our ' Apple Computer company gives us a locus for inciting all 
our joy and anger, the real issue here isn't about who is right, or whose feelings 
got stepped on. The issue is not even about how great the Mac has gotten to 
be, or even which of us has the newer, faster or more colorful computer.

WE ARE MORE THAN COMPUTER LOVERS
Think about it!  You loved the Mac from the day you discovered it. That might 
have been way back in 1984, with an ancient 512k beige box. No hard drive. 
Single-sided floppy which contained the operating system, the application, and 
all your files. Or you might be a recent 'convert' who runs a creaky 7100/80, 
like me. (And I build websites and do animations on mine!)
 
It isn't the box, it's the interface we are so in love with. Del Miller calls it "the 
interface and the industrial design, the parts of the computer that actually touch 
the human user." Perfect!

I believe the real reason we love the Mac is because that interface gives us 
freedom. Freedom to explore, to create, to invent, and to just have Fun! Such 
an open environment is so rare in the world.  A lucky few of us might have had 
that in a parent or a teacher. Someone who allowed us to try, and to fail, 
without recrimination. The Mac gives us exactly that.

WE ARE A CONTINUUM
Therefore, we are way more than a family, even a dysfunctional one. We are a 
Continuum, or a new Order.  I call us a Continuum because I believe there has 
been a fundamental shift in humanity, brought on by the Macintosh personal 
computer. Those things that make us different from everyone else have always 
been there, but with the Mac our side is empowered, and we are coming 
together at last, both in our awareness of each other, and in our validation as a 
creative and thinking people who love being expressive and free!
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WE DON'T JUST THINK DIFFERENT, WE ARE DIFFERENT 
I believe that the present dichotomy, or division between Mac and Windows 
users, is a natural and normal division between people who are fundamentally 
different, based on how they think. 

Again, I ask you to think about it. Some of us love freedom. We love an 
environment where we can 'open up and fly.' But not everybody does. Others, 
the majority of Mankind, shun that openness. They love the security of 
structure. They do not want to have to think, or to create. They want their 
environment to tell them what they can do, and no more. In fact, it is a 
necessary security to them. Beige is their color. It is safe. It is quiet and 
unobtrusive. They need it to be. 

Like I said, this division has always been there. The Mac just made it obvious to 
everyone. But more than that, the Mac and the Internet has served to give us a 
collective voice. One that is growing, as we become more conscious of what we 
can do, and how many of us there are in the world! 

Still, there are a lot more of them than there are of us. Schools remind us of 
this fact. Their environment is rigid and highly structured. It is geared to that 
majority who do not think outside the box. Sameness and uniformity is the 
watchword. Those few of you who hated and endured this environment know 
exactly what I mean, don't you? Conformity is rewarded. Creative thinking and 
independent activity is punished. Most people conformed. It was easier to do. 
This is exactly the way of the Windows world, isn't it? This is why so many 
people are not just content to live in it, they hide in it, and they resent us if we 
try to liberate them from it. Perhaps it is because that was how they were raised 
in those schools. Some of them might have once wanted to be creative, or 
expressive of their individuality, but at a young age it was crushed by some 
well-meaning teacher, or their peers. Now they belong to the great mass of the 
business troops, the bureaucrats, and the bean counters who keep our world 
running. 

This is not simply some right-brain, left-brain division between us, or some 
division between "Creative-Types" and "Mundanes." Somehow I know there is 
a permanent and fundamental difference between Us and Them that probably 
cannot be crossed. It is because of our differing World Views; Free and Open 
verses Closed and Safe. Where do you fit, in all this? Did the Mac help you get 
where you are today? 
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Even the Internet is different for Us and Them. To Them it is a tool. To Us it is 
a new world to explore! It has become our nervous system that binds us Mac 
people, and our ideas together. The Continuum, sparked by the Macintosh, has 
found its highway, its forum in the Internet!

A FUNDAMENTAL DIVISION
This division, illumined, sparked by the Macintosh, will only grow in the future.

We don't really love our Macs. We love the Freedom that they give us. 
Freedom that the other side does not want, but in fact they even fear.  
Therefore, the Mac Continuum will continue, once it has been born. Even if 
there might possibly be no Apple Computer somewhere in the future. It doesn't 
matter. You and I, and those who find what we have found, are coming 
together, and we, in our collective lives are forever changed by each other. We 
are more than a family. We are a Continuum. We do not need to fear the 
Windows people, nor do they need our pity, or our conversion. But we need to 
know, and we need to be able to express who we are. We need to be able to 
put into words what it is that makes us different, and why that difference is so 
right and necessary in this world. Answering this question is made more urgent 
by our coming together. 

We don't need to fight. We need to create solidarity out of our diversity. You 
are probably an independent thinker; tell me if I am right. or if you disagree.

At the risk of sounding like Laurien, of Babylon Five, the question for us is: 

"Who are we?"  

That question then should be followed by another, more urgent question:

"Where are we going?"

Thanks for your time reading this. We are coming together. We are much more 
than a family. We are starting to use our voice. Therefore, it is so important that 
we each begin to understand this unique mystery about who we are, both 
collectively and individually, and then decide where it is we are going.

Thank you for your input. Somehow I think that this is important.

Websites mentioned:
http://macopinion.com/columns/curmudgeon
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By: Lysa
My Mac Magazine
mysticforest@earthlink.net

Alternate Zone

San Francisco. Five days of Macworld. Bookstores to discover, places to 
explore. People to meet, minds to connect.

Expectations maybe. Yeah just a few. I recall a very different San Francisco. It 
was full of animated people. Eye contact was common, smiles flowed in 
abundance. There was an openness, an acceptance that was refreshing. 
Midnight excursions were cloaked in fog. Figures would appear out of the 
swirling mists only to recede once more as we passed them. Fear never entered 
into my thinking. Our conversation kept up its rambling pace after exchanging 
pleasantries with these strangers in the mists. At times the silence would 
embrace us, hand in hand we walked along with this mysterious companion.

We ended up in an all night diner. Sipping coffee and tracing patterns in the 
beaded watery circles left by our glasses. Silken strands of conversation teased 
our tired minds, like a windblown spider's web. The dawn crept up behind our 
weary happiness. Suddenly the sky was pewter soft grey. Tapping upon the 
glass window, beckoning us to new adventures. Sleep evaporated like the warm 
steam curling up from our coffee cups.

6 A.M. skipping down the streets of San Francisco like kids.
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It's changed. San Francisco isn't a place I would naively walk about anymore.

I spent three weeks in a loft in downtown LA near skid row. I was working on 
a series for a client who kindly lent me space. Mornings were rituals of coffee, 
gathering of the many keys to the fortress, and a walk to the paint store around 
the corner. I have a lot of fond memories of that time. Even walking down the 
stairs opening the second series of doors to be slammed by an overwhelming 
stench of warmed trash. Summer there isn't exactly full of summer blossoms 
perfuming the air. After the doors came the long stretch down a crumbling 
asphalt road fenced in till one reached the three-padlocked gate. One for each 
tenant. His was the middle one with a yellow splotch.

Freedom and a pocketful of keys. A quick glance to the left showed a group of 
people around last night's barrel that held a flaming fire, now smoldering in the 
daylight. To the right a used car lot. Connecting it all was a gray strip of 
concrete dotted with gum, dirt, and general grime. My own personal gray 
concrete road to a borrowed land of oz.

The street people there were friendly. Even if you didn't have anything to give 
to them. I never felt threatened or anxious. A few of them went on rampages of 
drunken binges, even then there was a certain mood of 'I am doing my thing, 
you are doing yours, and it's ok.'

A lot of commentary was made about where we were staying in San Francisco
for Macworld. At first I just let it slide. I mean what could possibly be so terrible 
about staying in a bad section of town in San Francisco? Sure I had seen people 
throw chairs out of windows onto a condom carpeted car lot the last time I was 
there, but no big deal. When we arrived I soon realized that what was, was no 
longer. The street people were pissed. Not just one random soul but a lot of 
pissed street people. And no, one can't blame them. It's a hard life. Not one I 
would choose. How many of them did choose it? How many of them were 
forced out into it?

How far can your compassion go when every street has at least one if not more 
homeless person panhandling? When the streets are splattered with alcoholic 
vomit and curses.  What happens to your compassion when you know that the 
odds of that spare change are closer to them feeding an addiction instead of 
basic human comfort of warmth and a full belly?
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Beth Lock was an inspiration. True to her Aquarian nature, she not only 
stopped, she spoke with kindness that is rare. She gave of herself by giving not 
just money, but respect. Treating other human beings no matter what they 
looked like, how they smelled, or sounded with dignity. With compassion. She 
went beyond the exterior, and looked for the diamond soul that all human 
beings have whether we cloak it in material possessions, bad luck, addictions, or 
fear. Thank you Beth, for spreading hope.

Reflecting mirror pools of life lived there, cities evolve. The bay area, once a 
hippie refuge, now a hip place for the new web community. The high dollar 
web mover and shakers. A place that once was affordable for an average joe is 
now so out of range it's surreal. Very real to those that once lived there. Lived 
there with dreams and hopes for the future. Dreams that are as elusive as the 
once animated friendly face of San Francisco. As money pours in San 
Francisco becomes more exclusive. The divide between the classes more 
distinct. Haight Street is no longer a cheap place to hang out. It's trendy and 
rapidly moving away from the programs that helped the down and out regain 
scraps of dignity.

San Francisco was to me a reflection of the changes occurring in today's 
society. When the world turns to modems for sustenance. We reach out and 
travel these thin wires, making friends, learning about new things and old. We 
live and shop through the Internet. But what about those with out the Internet? 
Online they may not be, but they are still human. Are we still so tribal that we 
can't do something?

Check out our sponsor!
http://www.inno-tech.com
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By: David E. Price
My Mac Magazine
david@mymac.com

Retrospective/Internet Security and Safety 
This month's column is a two parter, due to some very moving personal 
experiences at Macworld Expo.

Nearly two years ago, my wife and I were looking for a way to keep in close 
contact with our daughters who live on the east coast of the USA. We 
investigated applications that let us actually talk over the Internet, but we could 
find nothing but sex-related rooms to connect through, and weren't very 
comfortable talking to our family in that setting. We also tried AOL chat rooms, 
but had a similar problem.

Then we found World Without Borders (WWB), a "G"-rated Internet 
conference and chat site, at http://worldwithoutborders.com. We had no idea 
how that event would change our lives. We found some wonderful people and a 
great family-oriented site which has online interactive conferences, games, and 
general chat. 

We liked the WWB site so well, we decided to shift from some of our 
community volunteer efforts such as Court Appointed Special Advocates for 
abused children (also called Guardians ad Litum http://www.casanet.org and 
nearly full-time involvement with foreign exchange student programs to 
becoming volunteer staff members at WWB. You can see the WWB events that 
my wife and I host listed on our website at http://www.palmettobayinc.com.You 
can see the entire WWB event schedule at 
http://worldwithoutborders.com/calendar/wwbcalendara.shtml
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One of my first assignments at WWB was to host a weekly guest interview 
conference called My Mac Magazine Presents (Wednesdays at 8 P.M. Eastern, 
5 P.M. Pacific). This is sort of like a talk show, where I introduce the guest, ask 
a question or two to set the tone, then start prompting the audience to ask 
questions. This gave me a chance to "meet" lots of movers and shakers in the 
Mac Internet and software worlds.

Then I talked Brighid Brady-de Lambert, Apple's User Group Manager, into 
starting a monthly Macintosh User Group Leader conference, also on WWB 
(the first Tuesday of each month at 9 P.M. Eastern, 6 P.M. Pacific). This gave 
me the opportunity to meet even more new friends from the Macintosh 
community. When Brighid moved to Japan, Diane Cohn took her place at 
Apple. Visit http://www.apple.com/usergroup for more info on user groups, and 
to find a user group near you. Come to the User Group Chat at 
http://worldwithoutborders.com to find out what the top user groups are up to 
and to find out how to further develop your own user group.

Then I started submitting software reviews, and then a column proposal, to My 
Mac Magazine. That gave me the opportunity to meet even more of you. My 
wife also started reviewing children's educational software for My Mac, and has 
made some wonderful friends as a result.

My wife and I got to meet several of the World Without Borders staff members 
at the 1999 Macworld Expo in San Francisco, than met others at the wedding 
of the WWB founder and Community Director, Cys Bronner. We met more of 
the WWB staff later at the annual WWB gathering in Las Vegas. It was very 
interesting to be able to meet the people who had been our friends and 
co-workers on the Internet for some time.

My wife and I attended this year's Macworld Expo in San Francisco. While 
there we got to meet lots of other people I have interviewed and met on the 
Internet over the past year and a half. And we got to meet the publisher, 
webmaster, and some other columnists of My Mac Magazine at the first 
Internet Authors Party. This was a great event, organized by John Martellaro (a 
columnist at Applelinks http://www.applelinks.com and macopinion 
http://www.macopinion.com and sponsored by Metroworks 
http://www.metroworks.com. We also got to talk in person with several staff 
members of World Without Borders, most of whom we had met in person 
previously.
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While working as a volunteer at the Apple Booth User Group Area at 
Macworld Expo, I met several user group leaders and members with whom I 
had talked during the User Group Leader chats. Then, at the Macworld Expo 
Apple User Group volunteer's dinner I got to meet even more. 

But one of the events with the most impact on me was meeting a User Group 
President and newsletter editor with whom I had never talked, Len Kaufman, 
from Jacksonville, Florida. He sat across from me at dinner, recognized my 
name on my Macworld Expo badge, and told me that he had been using my 
software reviews in his User Group Newsletter! Talk about a small world! I was 
amazed to meet someone who had no idea I would be at Macworld Expo, and 
to find out that our paths had crossed in this way. 

Meeting all these wonderful people in person after "meeting" them on the 
Internet was a very memorable experience!

Now, on to Internet Security and Safety.

Note that I talked quite a bit above about meeting people in person that I had 
talked with on the Internet. 

This can be dangerous if not done correctly!!!!!

I knew the affiliation of each of the people I was meeting, I met them in public 
places and I met them in groups. I am not so casual meeting someone I know 
nothing about other than what they told me, and you should not be either 
(anyone can fib on the Internet). Never give out your address or information 
that would let someone you don't know locate you (such as school names or 
local school sports team mascots). I discourage people from meeting one-on-one 
with strangers they have "met" on the Internet, but if you do so, please have at 
least one friend or family member with you, and meet in a public place. If the 
person you are meeting is truly a friend, they will want the same precautions. If 
the person objects to these precautions, that should raise a big red danger flag 
in your mind!

I often help User Group members with their computers. I am often asked if 
anyone can come in through the Internet to their computer. If you use file 
sharing, setting it up so that each user has a name and password will give you 
adequate security against outside connections from almost all users (there is no 
such thing as foolproof security). 
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Please be sure you use a unique password (something that is not a dictionary 
word), such as id4Ah%o. Base your password on a word that has meaning to 
you (Idaho, in this example), but throw in a capital somewhere other than the 
beginning, and add a punctuation mark or a special character, and/or a number. 
This makes the password harder to remember, but makes it much more secure.

For those of you with young children (or curious preteens) who are concerned 
about inappropriate content in websites, Apple http://www.apple.com has just 
introduced several new free services on their website, including an Internet site 
filtering service that gives access to only sites that have been reviewed and 
approved as safe. In my opinion this is a great service. It functions at the 
operating system level, and so is much harder to bypass than software that 
works with just your web browser. Apple says you need Mac OS 9 to use the 
new services (although I have seen reports that many of them work with older 
versions of the Mac OS also), and I feel they alone are a good reason to 
upgrade to Mac OS 9. There are also several commercial software packages 
that perform filtering. I have never used any of these commercial packages, and 
so cannot make recommendations.

Everyone using the Internet eventually gets unsolicited email advertisements 
(called spam). You can just trash them, but it just doesn't seem right to let the 
people who engage in this practice get by with no adverse consequences. I use 
a service http://spamcop.net that ferrets out the sender's information from the 
spam and automatically prepares a complaint email for sending to the 
administrator of the appropriate Internet Service Provider(s) to complain. Often, 
the spammer's accounts are terminated within minutes or hours! SpamCop has 
a free service, or you can pay a small fee of one or two pennies per email (as I 
do) to get some extra services, such as an email address from SpamCop. If you 
post messages in UseNet News Groups, I strongly encourage you to get a 
SpamCop account and email to use in your postings. It eliminates tons of spam 
that you would otherwise receive.

While there are many fewer viruses that infect the Mac OS than there are that 
infect Windows, there are some. I work at the largest Macintosh site in the USA 
http://www.llnl.gov, and have seen two infected files in five years at work. If 
you download files or exchange files with other users (and who doesn't?), you 
should invest in a commercial anti-virus software package. Symantec's Norton 
Antivirus http://www.symantec.com/mac and McAffee's Dr. Solomon's Virex 
for Macintosh  www.mcaffee.com/products are two with which I am familiar.
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Finally, I would like some email feedback on my columns. Feedback has been 
trickling in, but I want to hear from more of you. Send me your favorite 
Internet knowledge and/or information sites. Send me suggestions for the type 
of information you would like me to find and discuss here. Just don't send 
spam.   ;-)

Next month we will see more of the best knowledge and information sites on 
the Internet.

And now, KnowledgeSpider's Knowledge/Information Resource 
recommendation of the month:

Internet Security: Use common sense to protect yourself, and use 
appropriate tools to protect your computer and files. Virus protection 
software is a good investment in peace of mind.

In each column I will grab knowledge or information resources from the web 
and share them with you. If you have a learning or knowledge resource or a 
teaching technique that has proven particularly useful to you, share it with all of 
us by tossing it into my web!

Websites mentioned:
http://worldwithoutborders.com
http://www.casanet.org
http://www.palmettobayinc.com
http://worldwithoutborders.com/calendar/wwbcalendara.shtml
http://www.apple.com/usergroups
http://www.applelinks.com
http://www.macopinion.com
http://www.metroworks.com
http://www.apple.com
http://spamcop.net
http://www.symantec.com/mac
http://www.mcaffee.com/products

Check out our sponsor!
http://www.macbookshop.com/stevebook2.html
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iTools Member?
Directions
Go to http://apple.com
Click iTools
Click iDisk on the bar below the iTools tab.
In the section labeled "Accessing a Public Folder," type the member name 
(mymacmagazine) of the iTools member whose folder you want to see and 
click Open a Public Folder.
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                                                              Part 23
By: Fenton Jones
My Mac Magazine
manavesh@mymac.com

Auto-Enter or Lookup?
Example file: Constant.fp3 
(ftp://ftp2.inno-tech.com/mymac/special/constant.hqx)

This month I'm going to revisit the problem of marking the first entry of a 
unique value in a field. There are several reasons you might want to do this. A 
common one is to show only unique entries in a portal, by relating a "1" 
constant field to the marking field.  Otherwise you often have duplicates 
showing, making the portal useless as a value list for making choices.  I've 
recently discovered another method, using an Auto-enter by calculation, one of 
the Auto-enter Options available in Define Fields.

Lookup Method (earlier article)
In the earlier article, I showed how to use an Auto-enter Lookup to put a 1 in 
the marker field for the 1st entry, then lookup a null value (nothing) for any 
subsequent duplicate entries.

This works well enough, but it has the serious limitation that you absolutely 
cannot reset or Relookup the key* field later. If you do, for some other use, 
forgetting about the 1st Mark lookup, the mark will be erased.  All the records 
having that value will no longer be visible in the portal.
*A key field is a field used to define a relationship.
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Auto-enter by Calculation Method
This new method solves that problem. Auto-enter by calculation is a little tricky 
to implement, but once you understand the timing, it's pretty easy. The problem 
is that auto-enter by calculation is normally triggered immediately upon creating 
a new record.

Marking the first entry relies on a self-relationship based on the key field you 
are marking for uniqueness. The field is empty when you create a new record, 
so there is no self-relationship to evaluate.

Delaying the Auto-enter
The trick is to stop the auto-enter from calculating until the field(s) is filled in. It 
is similar to a more basic trick used to make an auto-enter of a concatenated* 
field wait until both fields are filled in. All that is needed is to stop it from 
occurring if one of the fields involved is empty.
*Two or more fields put together.

In this case we also want to stop it from happening if the self-relationship is 
valid; because this would mean there was already a match, an earlier duplicate 
value.
In the example file, the field we want to mark is Job ID.
The marking field is FirstMarkCalc =
Case(not IsValid(Self\Job ID::Constant) and not IsEmpty(Job ID), 1,
Case(SerialID = Self\Job ID::SerialID, 1, ""))*

*The second line is not totally necessary for the mark to occur the first time, but is useful if 
the record is deleted (more below).

Deleting 1st Mark!
There is one problem with any of these methods. If you delete the first record 
of the group of records containing one unique value, you'll delete the mark (of 
course); and it won't re-evaluate. Neither method will.

You might think, "Just use a calculation that will re-evaluate." Unfortunately, 
because it would depend on a self-relationship, such a result could not be 
indexed. It couldn't be used as the target of any relationship, making it useless 
for many purposes, such as portals.

The only thing you can do if the mark is deleted is to run an operation on those 
records to reset the mark into the first of them. It's easy to isolate them, using;  
Go To Related Record [Show, "Self-Job ID"]. 
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Replace 1st Mark, Lookup
With the Lookup method you can run a Replace, by calculation, on the 
FirstMarkLook field, using; 
If (SerialID = Self\Job ID::SerialID, 1, "")
The mark field must be on the current layout and enterable!

Replace 1st Mark, Auto-enter Calculation
I added this step directly into the definition for the auto-enter calculation 
method. So all you have to do is Relookup on the Job ID, or Replace it with 
itself (these are pretty much the same operation), and the mark will be reset. In 
this case, the Job ID must be on the current layout.

It comes to the same thing, but I like it built directly into the definition. Another 
advantage is that if have more than one mark field (more later), they will all be 
re-evaluated and reset. 

Button for Deleting Records
It is important that you make a button on the layout for deleting records, so 
that it can check for the mark before deleting, then perform one of the above 
operations afterwards if needed.

Since the Job ID of that record will no longer be available to use in the 
self-relationship after it's deleted, we need to set it into a global field first. Then 
we'll check for that after deletion.

[This time we are using the Job ID g field only as a "flag" field. It isn't doing 
anything else but letting us leave a flag before we delete the record. We could 
also create a new global flag field to do it. It is very important to "initialize" (set 
to nothing) such a flag at the beginning of the script.]

The subroutine would look like this:

Set Field ["Job IDg", """"]
If ["JobMarkCalc"]
    Set Field ["Job IDg", "Job ID"]
    Exit Record/Request
End If
Delete Record/Request [No dialog]
If ["not IsEmpty(Job IDg)"]
    Go to Related Record [Show, "Self\Job ID g"]
    Set Field ["Job ID", "Job ID"]*
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End If
Exit Record/Request

*This step will only work with the Auto-enter calculation method, not with the Lookup method 
(which will not lookup a new mark). With that method you'd have to explicitly set the marking 
field, using this step instead:
Set Field ["Marking Field","1"]

Set vs. Replace
Notice, in the script above, that I just used a simple Set Field on one record 
instead of Replace on the whole group. This works because going to the 
self-relationship automatically puts you on the first record of that group.* As 
long as you are just deleting one record at a time and have only one marking 
field, you can just reset that one. It's much faster than a Replace on the group.

*If, however, you've sorted  that relationship, as you can now do in v.4 or 5, it will go the first 
record in that sort order, which probably won't be the first record that was entered. In the case 
when you just want to mark one of each group, but don't care particularly which one, this 
doesn't matter. 

If it does matter, you can duplicate the relationship, but make the new one 
unsorted; use that one for the Go To Related Record ["Self-relationship"] steps. 
Or, if this is the only place where the problem occurs, just add these steps 
before setting the Job ID field:

Unsort
Go to Record/Request/Page [First]

One other advantage of using Set Field, rather than Replace or Relookup, is 
that it doesn't require the key field to be on the current layout. The auto-enter 
by calculation doesn't require the mark field to be on the layout, either. This 
makes it even safer.

Imports or Mass Deletions
If you import or delete many records at a time from different groups, or if you 
have multiple marking fields from different combinations of self-relationships 
(see below), then there is usually no alternative but to run one or more Replace 
operations. If multiple groups are involved, you can still do each separately, if 
you know which ones. If not, you'll have to do it on all  records, which can 
take awhile.
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Concatenating Fields for Multiple Marks
Since Replacing into the one key field will reset the marks, it is possible to have 
more than one mark field, and still be able to reset them all if one of the marked 
records gets deleted.

The other mark fields would be based on concatenations with the key field. In 
the example file, there is the field, Job\Person ID = If(not IsEmpty(Job ID) and 
not IsEmpty(PersonID), Job ID & " " & PersonID, "")

The "not IsEmpty(Job ID)" parts ensure that the field is only filled when both  
its part fields are filled. This is important, as otherwise the mark calculation 
could not tell which was the first entry of both  parts.

Its marking field, Job\Pers\MarkCalc =
Case(not IsValid(Self\JobPers ID::Constant) and not IsEmpty(Job\PersonID), 1,
Case(SerialID = Self\JobPers ID::SerialID, 1, ""))

This is the same as the earlier calcs, but in this case it uses a concatenated field.

Replace Deleted Mark with Concatenated Fields 
This is basically the same as Replacing into the Job ID field for the single mark, 
since we built the "Serial ID comparison" step into the definition again.  It is 
different, however, because with 2 fields being used as the key, if a record is 
deleted, it's more difficult to tell which records to go to before running the 
Replace.

The general rule is go to the related records for the "encompassing" key field. 
In the case above you'd go the records for the Job ID, and do all the records 
for that job. Basically, it works easily if there is a "one-to-many" relationship 
between the two groups. In the case above, many people work for a company, 
but each person only works for one company. 

If each person can work for several different companies, you've got a 
"many-to-many" relationship(s), and things are considerably more difficult to 
mark; though not by any means impossible. You'd have to capture the IDs of 
all companies the person worked for, and do the Replace on each company 
group separately; or just do all records. You'd probably want separate files as 
well.
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New Records Methods
By the way, the example file is also good for an earlier article on creating new 
records. It was such a simple file that I didn't bother to post it earlier. If you 
didn't read the article, you can download it from the FileMaker 101 Collections 
page. It was Part 17. Earlier articles on creating 1st Marks were, I think, Parts 9 
and 10. There were also articles on Portals, etc.. You may as well just get the 
whole shebang :-)

Websites mentioned:
http://www.filemaker.com

Check out our sponsor!
http://www.inno-tech.com
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By: Ralph J. Luciani
My Mac Magazine
ralph@mymac.com

Mac OS 007, (7.5, 8.0, 8.5, 9.0) is not enough!

Ian Fleming, writer of the James Bond adventure stories, never envisioned in 
his wildest imagination that the movie industry would out-Bond him in 
proficiency of story product. In fact, even James Bond himself, apparently, 
cannot last without a change of, at last count, 5 1/2 IDs. Continuing his quest 
to destroy world evil for her majesty’s government while maintaining a heated 
hormonal attraction to the opposite sex, his suave, cool manner under fire (no 
pun intended) is the envy of every red-blooded male. Hopefully, the ‘next’ 
Macintosh OS will mirror James’ panache under fire and its own built-in 
cool.

He drove through Picadilly Circus fast. Fast was normal for him. The intricate 
pattern of traffic and its congestion did not cause him to ease up on the 
accelerator. The silver Aston-Martin growled with almost sexual pleasure as it 
hurtled past the statue of the Angel of Christian Charity. The driver was one of 
Great Britain’s super sleuths, James Bondi, agent 010. The Aston-Martin 
screeched to a stop outside of #10 Downing Street at a parking area designated 
‘PM’. He cut off the engine as its 12 cylinders died in complaint and he twisted 
his large torso out of the front seat with the agility of a contortionist. He walked 
past the Queen’s Guard in his flaming red tourist uniform and through the 
door.
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“Oh, James, thank God you’re here.” It was Miss Pennywise, personal assistant 
to M, the Inspector General of LTK. “Everyone is here and you are late.”

“Tut, tut, my dear,” he answered. He flicked his hand and there was a swish as 
his hat sailed across the immense foyer to land jauntily on a bust of the Queen. 

“You-are-late,” Miss Pennywise scolded, emphazing each word. Then,with a 
glance at the final destination of his hat, she added with a smile. “And you 
haven’t lost your touch, either.”

“Pennywise! Confound it. Has he arrived?” M stood at the door to the inner 
sanctum, his face flushed with agitation.

“At your service, sir,” James spoke up immediately and passed quickly into the 
room. Inside was the PM and Agent Harry S. Nixon of the FBI. The PM, a 
nervous man, was pacing behind his massive oak desk while the FBI agent 
looked on in bemused detachment.

“It’s about bloody time,” M muttered through clenched teeth behind him. 
Then, with smiling cordiality, he patted James on the back, “Our absolute best 
man, sir,” he said, directing his words to the PM. The introductions were 
cordial yet curt.

“We have no time to lose,” the PM began. “One of the most monstrous 
conspiracies of modern times is happening under our noses, and it must be 
stopped. Do I make myself clear?” He looked around at the three men and sat 
down heavily into the soft leather of his chair. Before anyone spoke he turned 
to Nixon and added, “I just talked to the President a half hour ago and he is in 
agreement. You will be receiving confirmation directly from your superiors. In 
the meantime, M will brief you of our two governments concerted plan. Thank 
you, gentlemen, and good morning.” He nodded to M who led the two agents 
into an anteroom next to the PM’s office.

When they were seated at the small table, M said quickly, “We are taking 
Michael Soft down.” The silence was broken by Nixon who blew a soft whistle 
of amazement. Michael Soft was the richest man in the world. He had gained 
his billions by monopolistic practices in the software industry. The Nasdaq stock 
index worshiped him with the fervour of a demigod. 
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His company, Monolithic Software, was presently under siege by American and 
EU anti-trust proceedings which threatened to break up the company into 
smaller units. This was only one of the possibilities. This new twist, the 
elimination of Michael Soft himself, was bound to cause much mayhem in the 
financial and secular world.

“Does this mean the standard LTK agenda?” James Bondi asked, coolly 
balancing on the rear legs of the Louis XIV chair. “And where does my friend, 
Mr. Nixon, fit into this intrigue?”

“That,” answered M, “is for both of you to decide. You are to work 
independently, but your goal is the same. Michael Soft is to be eliminated as 
quickly and as economically as possible. As to how,” he stopped midsentence, 
“that, too, is an interesting dilemma. However, you are both well-seasoned 
veterans and I am sure you will think of something. You should leave here 
separately and not be seen together in the future.”

“I’ll check with headquarters in Washington. James, I wish you luck. If you 
would like to make a wager on who gets him first, it might make it more 
interesting.”

“I don’t believe in luck,” Bondi replied, “and I don’t bet on sure things.” 
Nixon left with a shrug through a special hidden panel in the wall. “Really, M, 
you should seal all these old priest holes. It makes a for a very drafty PM’s 
residence.”

“Agent 010, your remarks are spurious. It would be better if you saw Q in his 
labs below stairs. I understand he has some very interesting gadgets that may 
help you in the task at hand.” Bondi exited through the same panel door. He 
had been through this before and knew his way through the maze of 
passageways. After several turns and a flight of stairs down, he pushed another 
panel and entered the environs of Q and his starkly white Frankenstein 
laboratories.

“Ah, agent 010, I was expecting you. What do you think of this?” Before him, 
on the lab table, were three IBM think pads, each running a different version of 
Monolithic’s WordPro. “Watch what happens when I try to save the application 
on each machine,” said Q, barely able to control his glee. As the keyboard save 
command was entered, each unit crashed.

“Amazing. How did you do it?” Bondi asked, impressed.
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“I did nothing,” Q chuckled, “Monolithic built it into the application. The only 
way to get it to work is to purchase the WordPro upgrade.” He chuckled again. 
“That upgrade has another built-in bug that does not allow you to transfer files. 
The transfer bug upgrade will be released shortly... for a price.”

“Well I’ll be bug****d! That’s a neat trick. Has no one caught on, as yet?”

“Of course, but it’s considered the price of doing business with Monolithic. 
Now here is what we propose to do to help you out. This vial contains a 
synthetic substance that induces alterations to the mind of the recipient. It is 
from the truth serum family but is much more potent and yet harmless to the 
body.”

Twenty-four hours later, Bondi was traveling through the the grandeur of the 
American northwest. He was headed for the small town of Ridgemount and the 
headquarters of Monolithic. His American-made, mid-size, Japanese automobile 
purred along quite adequately on eight cylinders less than he was used to. 
Pennywise had made all the arrangements for him. In fact, they had been 
completed weeks before. Only the final arrival date had been left unfilled until 
today. He pulled into the the main parking lot and minutes later was at the 
security desk. His contact name was Heidi Htzenbanger.

When she approached the reception area, she appeared to sway rather than 
walk toward him. Her languid body language was very sensual, and her blonde 
hair and flawless complexion added to her allure. She wore a dark suit tailored 
to accentuate her voluptuous figure. Her white open neck blouse was cut as low 
as the Monolithic dress code would allow, which was more revealing than the 
accepted standard. “No surprises here,” Bondi thought. “You get what see.”

“Mr. Bondi,” she said, extending her hand, “it’s a pleasure to meet you. Your  
recommendations from our German office are outstanding.” She spoke with 
the little girl breathlessness that was somewhat passé and her head was tilted 
downwards so that, when she looked at him, her eyes were almost hidden by 
her long lashes. Her perfume was quite strong, but not strong enough to 
camouflage the fact that she was a heavy smoker.

“You must know many powerful and influential people, Mr. Bondi. I have been 
with Monolithic for five years and have never witnessed such a last minute 
reshuffling of appointments to accommodate a new visitor. Usually, it is Michael 
Soft who has the visitor wait to accommodate him”
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They were in the elevator on their way up to the penthouse office suite. Heidi 
had turned to face him and their bodies were in close proximity. Her head was 
tilted down again and the smoldering eyes were watching him intently. He 
raised both hands and pulled her towards him and kissed her. She gasped at his 
roughness but did not object.

“Let’s just call this an abuse of power, shall we?” he said. At that moment, the 
elevator door opened into the sumptuous penthouse foyer.

“This is as far as I go,” said Heidi. “Michael Soft’s office is through the double 
doors in front of you.”

“Pity,” replied Bondi. “Are you speaking of the kiss or your escorting 
services?”
She did not answer, but pushed the down button and the elevator doors 
slammed shut. 

He walked to the double doors, knocked twice and entered, not waiting for an 
acknowledgement. Floor to ceiling windows offered a breathtaking vista of the 
Cascade Mountains. Michael Soft was apparently enjoying the vista himself. His 
chair was turned away, so Bondi could not see his face. Bondi circled the large, 
uncluttered desk. A premonition of unease flooded his consciousness. Michael 
Soft made no movement. The large, thick lenses of his glasses were fogged up 
and it was hard to make out the closed eyes. The deep red slash of blood that 
dribbled from his mouth was the only indication that he was dead.

“Damn. This is Harry Nixon's handiwork. He beat me to him. Well, perhaps it 
is only right that the FBI should be involved in his death. He was, after all, an 
American citizen.”

Suddenly, alarm sirens started to blare. Bondi slipped out of the office and 
made his way to the roof access. On the roof, he made contact with his 
helicopter backup. The sirens were deafening. Then, on the horizon, he saw the 
copter approaching. He relayed his exact location and waited patiently. The 
copter hovered then landed on the roof, and he jumped inside. Behind the pilot 
sat Harry Nixon.

“Sorry, Bondi, but this was our responsibility.” The helicopter jerked into 
motion and headed west towards the Pacific just as Monolithic’s security rushed 
onto the empty roof.
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Check out our sponsor!
http://www.inno-tech.com
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By: Barbara Bell
PR Director, My Mac Magazine
pr@mymac.com

Happy Valentine’s Day!
I hope everyone has a wonderful holiday this month. The best part is spring is 
right around the corner and that means warm weather. Not that I have too 
much to complain about this year. Those of us in the Northern Hemisphere 
have, by and large, been fortunate to have an extremely mild winter. We may 
still get a snowstorm or two, but the weather has basically been spring-like. No 
coats on Halloween, light jackets for New Year’s Eve (at least early in the 
evening!) and many days in the high 50s. Wonderful!

I thought I’d tell you about some of the ups and downs I’ve experienced with 
the cable modem. Not as smooth as I had hoped.

About two weeks after I was hooked up, I wasn’t able to access the Internet. I 
looked under my TCP/IP settings (located in the Control Panels under the 
Apple in the upper left hand corner of the screen) and found that the Router 
Address contained no information. Now, that information, along with the IP 
address and the Subnet Mask (all found in TCP/IP settings) are provided by my 
service provider, through the Internet. It is nothing I can type in. (This may be 
different with other Mac Operating Systems; I have 8.5.1.)

“So, I thought, maybe the service was down. It happens.” I call up. After the 
usual meandering through voicemail, plus a lengthy wait on hold, I was 
connected to a service tech. He told me that my Ethernet card, which is a 
necessary item to connect to a cable modem and I believe now comes standard 
on all Macs, was not recognizing the cable modem. Okay. Fine. How do we fix 
it?
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To make a long story short, we ‘forced’ my iMac to recognize the modem. We 
did this by: 

•Going back to the TCP/IP settings
•Move the Connection Via drop box from Ethernet Built In to something else
•Move the Configure Using drop box from DHCP Server to something else
•Close and Save
•Reopen TCP/IP settings
•Change Connection Via drop box back to Ethernet Built In
•Change Configure Using drop box to DHCP Server
•Close and Save
•Launch the browser (I use MS Internet Explorer as my service provider 
supports nothing else.)

Well, that was easy. No problem! Everything is running smooth and another 
two weeks pass by. Same problem, three days in a row! However, I try the 
above and it doesn’t work. So, we try other things. We unplug the modem for 
two minutes and let it reset itself. We trash the TCP/IP preferences (located in 
the Preferences folder in your System Folder). There were other steps and I 
should have written them down for you, but frankly, I was too distraught. My 
service provider, Media One (http://www.mediaone.com), was pointing the 
finger at my Ethernet card. Before I went and spent money on a new one, I 
wanted to work through all the other options first, including swapping out the 
modem, if need be. (I would like to say that all the techs were helpful and 
supportive, if not all-knowing!) Besides, I was not convinced it was my Ethernet 
card.

Well, after three days, I wrote My Mac’s brilliant Webmaster, Adam 
Karneboge. I told him what happened and asked if he had ideas. He did! I  
outlined the steps he gave me at the end of the column for those of you who 
care know. It did solve my problem, so far, permanently. Let’s keep those 
fingers crossed!

One final note:  On New Year’s Day, I again could not get up on the ‘net. I 
went through Adam’s steps and they didn’t work! So, I called tech support at 
Media One. After trying a couple of things, I was transferred to a higher level 
tech. This tech confirmed I was on a Mac. He then proceeded to tell me that the 
Mac portion of their service was down. No problem. It happens. “However,” I 
asked him, “why couldn’t I have been told this an hour ago?” I got an 
apology, but no real response.
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My opinion: While the cable modem itself lives up to its reputation, the tech 
support is lacking. Right now, Media One can get away with it because they are 
the only game in town. How
ever, when competition moves in, it will be a different ball game. I look forward 
to it!

Reader David King  from Canada added his thoughts from my original article in 
January. I’ve included it for your reference as another watch-out:

As a loyal Mac user I want to point out one very important fact that affects 
Mac users who want to move to cable modems. Are you sitting down? OK, 
here goes: the Mac does not handle DHCP leases well.

There! I said it!!

A friend and I both went to cable modem. Up here in Canada the cable 
companies offer us connections thru @Home servers. We both found that we 
could not get the DHCP leases to stabilise. Frequent freezes and hangs were 
driving us crazy. We were both using PowerMacs, OS8.6 with enough RAM 
and all that ... this was an issue relating to the way the Mac handles DHCP 
leases.

Both of us researched the subject and came to the conclusion that while Apple 
(http://www.apple.com) is aware of the problem, they have not fixed it.

Our solution — note the shameful looks here with heads hanging low — we 
put NT servers in front of our Macs! Yup. Ever since we used NT to connect to 
the cable modem and run a network to the Macs, we're both experiencing rock 
steady DHCP leases. No more irritating hangs and freezes and restarts.

If only Apple would fix this problem, we would have no use for the NT servers.

I think its important for Mac users who, like my friend and I, may experience 
great frustration with cable service, to know the reason behind bad connections. 
And one possible (tried and tested) solution!

Cheers

David C King
raga@the-wire.com
Toronto, Canada
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The friend David referred to, Ranjit Singh, added the following:

I can confirm that the Mac OS TCP/IP component does not handle "DHCP 
leases very well." Especially when the cable companies are using Windows 
boxes on the other end. Before frontending my Mac with the NT 4 Server 
(running Winroute ) every morning I would have to spend at least 10 to 15 
minutes with the Cable company up here in Toronto (Shaw using the @ Home 
service) trying to obtain a DHCP lease. The technicians would tell me that if 
their DHCP server was "recycled/rebooted during the night" the Mac would be 
unable to establish a connection. However on mornings when they DID NOT 
"recycle/reboot" their DHCP servers I still had the problem and it was 
ascertained that it had to do with the "Mac TCP/IP not being able to negotiate a 
lease."

On speaking to Apple Technical Support, they acknowledged that there were 
"problems" associated with Cable Modems and DHCP leases, however they 
claimed that it was due to the fact that Apple was "following/implementing the 
TCP/IP protocol" by the book and that "others (i.e. Windows) was not. (I don't 
know enough to say who is right on this one and would love to hear from an 
expert) .As a user I was left wondering who was actually right. Anyway to cut 
a long story short and to end my frustration, I purchased an inexpensive 
Pentium clone running Windows NT and installed Winroute Pro on it, and 
hooked my Mac up to the Pentium and have never had the DHCP lease 
problem again.

I believe that that Apple knows more about about this problem than they are 
letting on and why they have not come up with a "fix" or at least an 
acknowledgement that this problem exists is anyone's guess.

I remain a loyal Mac user, dragged into the Windows world, but Apple's 
inability to rectify a problem they have known about.

Please feel free to quote my name and address and any part of this message.

Regards

Ranjit Singh
Email: ranjit@amlic.com

Very interesting information. If anyone has something they want to add, please 
write in. I’ll include it in my next column.
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Before I jump into Helpful Hints, I to make you aware of a print article I found. 
I foolishly forgot to write down the name of the journal, but I think it was 
Design. It was published in June 1999, titled “Color experts give Apple’s iMac 
an A+.” They spelled iMac, IMac, but other than that, the article was a very 
nice round of applause and support for Apple’s decision to expand the color of 
their product from beige to rainbow. It goes even farther and analyzes the iMac 
color options people choose. If you find it, read it. It’ll provide insight into your 
personality!

Helpful Hints

Changing desktop background: I wrote about this in January 99, but it’s so 
good and so easy I had to recycle this Hint. Click off of this document and click 
on your desktop. Then, Control Click your desktop. You see a little drop down 
menu appear. Go to the last option, Change Desktop Background, and your 
Control Panel item appears! You can now change your background and 
without drilling through a couple of layers of folders.

Finding a Group of Files/Documents: Let’s say you created a slew of 
documents and or folders one day. They don’t necessarily have to be related. 
Now, it’s two weeks later and you don’t remember where on your Mac you 
left the darn things. Go to Find under the File option on your desktop. Type in 
something all the files have in common, like the date they were created. Or, if 
you only need a few particular files all relating to one subject, type in another 
common characteristic specific to those files, and you should find most, if not 
all, of the files you were looking for. 

Of course, this works best when you’re able to plan ahead and use a common 
characteristic on all related files, like a prefix or a particular phrase, in the title of 
the documents and files. But still a useful tool!

Prevent Those Crashes Before They Happen by doing a little bit of 
prevention. The list below, while not all-inclusive, should help keep crashing to a 
minimum:
1.Rebuild your desktop once a week. This is easily done. You can either press 
Option, Command while starting up or purchase a nifty program like Tech Tool 
Pro to do it for you. (Tech Tool Pro has a freeware version available at their 
site, http://www.micromat.com
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2.Some type of diagnostic and repair software program is always a good 
purchase. The two most popular are the above Tech Tool Pro and Norton 
Utilities http://www.symantec.com. They each do nice little maintenance and 
repairs things to your Mac to keep it running smooth. Again, run through the 
maintenance and repair once a week, minimum.
3.Be careful about what you put on your Mac. Some of the fun stuff, like 
games, put extensions on your hard drive that may conflict with something else. 
I think extension conflicts cause more problems on your Mac than anything 
else. (Extensions are represented by those little icons you see on the bottom of 
your screen during start-up. Extensions are little bits of programming that 
extend the functionality of a piece of software, like scanning software which 
enhances the functionality of Adobe Photoshop http://www.adobe.com.
4.If extensions are a way of life for you, consider purchasing an extension 
manager program. This will allow you to load what you need when you need it, 
thus reducing the probability of conflicts.
5.Virus software is also a must. While Macs don’t have anywhere near the 
scale of problems PCs do, it’s gotten worse with the proliferation of Microsoft 
products. This is a worthwhile investment to keep your hard drive, and all files, 
intact.

Balloon Help Can Be Your Friend: I learned this from ZDNet ZDTips 
http://www.zdnet.com. It’s another one of those “I can’t believe this is so 
stinkin’ easy!”.

This example relates to checking the memory on your Mac. If you go under the 
Apple in the upper left hand corner when on the desktop, the first item that 
comes up is About This Computer. If you choose that option, a dialog box 
comes up showing the open applications and how much memory is allocated to 
them. Well, the status bar next to the memory allocation rarely goes 100%. 
How can you tell exactly how much RAM is being used? Very easily. 

Turn on Show Balloons, under Help. Now go back to About This Computer. 
Put your cursor over the status bars. It now tells you how much memory 
exactly is being used. 

You can monitor this over a specific period of time and use the results to 
determine if you have too much memory allocated to some programs. If so, 
reduce that memory allocation and open up that RAM for other things.
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Internet Site of the Month:

FrightNet Online Magazine, a horror magazine for you horror fans. It’s found 
at http://www.frightnet.com. A nice little magazine, it contains horror stories, 
interviews, and commentaries. Enjoy!

Adam’s Cure for the Nontalking Cable Modem:
•Trash both the AppleTalk and TCP/IP preferences.

•Restart, and as you restart reset the perimeter RAM (Option, Command, P, 
R). You'll hear the start up chime again. Let it chime 5 times.

•If your IP address is static, reenter it along with the subnet and router IP.

•Also, make sure your DNS addresses are entered (order doesn't matter).

•Close and save the TCP/IP control panel. 

•Open the AppleTalk CP, and make sure AppleTalk is back on Ethernet and 
enabled.

•Open TCP/IP again, go under the Edit menu, select user mode and set it to 
advanced.

•Click OK. You will see a button in the bottom right that says options. 
Open that and uncheck the box that says Load only when needed.

•Close and save everything, restart and rebuild the desktop (Option, 
Command)

Websites mentioned:
http://www.mediaone.com
http://www.apple.com
http://www.micromat.com
http://www.symantec.com
http://www.adobe.com
http://www.zdnet.com
http://www.frightnet.com
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Check out our sponsor!
http://www.macbookshop.com/stevebook2.html
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By: Beth Lock
My Mac Magazine
beth@infowest.com

Internet Energetics
As a self described "grown up hippie chick" I still marvel at the woo-woo 
elements of the universe.   I don't even mind anymore when people laugh at 
my notions, or try to debunk them.  After all, I have as much right to my 
beliefs as everyone else has to theirs.  And I believe in love; love for humanity, 
love for computers, love for life itself.  Sometimes I get disappointed in how 
people behave, but then I remember that I've behaved badly on occasion 
myself.  It doesn't lessen my love for people in general.  Even when my 
Macintosh behaves badly, I don't love it any less. :-)

I have found over the course of the past year, from working with my 
Macintosh as a communication device, that there is an underlying force to this 
thing called the World Wide Web.  Even though this way of communicating 
may lack the element of face to face interaction, we still place our thoughts into 
words on a page.  Our thoughts become things.  And by doing this, these 
words become an instant, energetic, electronic form of ourselves.   We evolve 
into something more than three dimensional human beings with  another 
element, another face if you will, to present to the world.
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Beyond chips and wires and phone lines and cable, beyond bus speed and 
RAM, beyond the box and monitor and modem you use to connect to the 
outside world, this Internet energetic force roams the World Wide Web.  
Though it cannot be measured with gauges or proved into existence by any 
other scientific means, I believe it exists.

This energetic force is present in every website, every email, every message 
board, every chat room, everyplace you go on the net.   I am often guilty of 
sending out a message for the want of being funny, or smirky, or snide...and 
there it is, in print for those who read it to experience.  Sometimes it fills me 
with joy and laughter, other times I am ashamed.  But always I must recognize 
it for what it's worth, an attempt at communication, sharing a certain 
energy...and more than just words on a page.

As I delve deeper and deeper into the meaning and purpose of this medium of 
communication I wonder about the connection I have to those with whom I 
correspond...what is it that marks you as a person in my life, who knows little 
of me but many of my secrets.  And why you....or you....how did you come to 
be such an important part of my life?  Without the Internet, it's likely I wouldn't 
even know of your existence, or you of mine.

San Francisco and MacWorld honed this idea for me.  Meeting "In Real Life" 
some of those with whom I have corresponded over the past year helped me 
realize that it's no longer practical to have prejudices or negative notions about 
others.  This medium is the great leveler.    We have become an online 
community of people who have energy to share.  Fat, thin, short, tall, black, 
white, male, female, rich, poor, young, old....these labels no longer matter.  
Behind the modem we are the same.  We are CONNECTED.  The rules have 
changed.  This blows my mind.  

When I first started using the Internet I was astounded at its force and power.  
It exists as an unregulated medium, the first of its kind.  Even though there are 
attempts to regulate it with filters and "Kid Safe" websites and Janet Reno's 
proposed Internet police, I don't think it will ever happen.  It's too big, too 
broad, and it embraces the entire planet.  Any regulations which are put on the 
World Wide Web in its current state will only spawn other ways for us to 
communicate unrestricted and unregulated.  It is an energetic form unto itself.
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The future holds the truths of our past.  The information contained in the World 
Wide Web frees us all to make intelligent choices about where we want to go, 
and what we want to fill our minds.  It arms us with the responsibility to 
become more intelligent, more mature, and to contribute in a positive way to 
the growth of the planet.  The future of the World Wide Web holds promise as 
a key to world peace.  And as it becomes easier and easier to communicate 
with utilities like QuickTime and Voice Chat, there is hope that we will begin to 
use these tools to make a positive difference not only in our own lives, but in 
the lives of others.

I don't deny the negativity on the net.  I just don't go there.  I don't have to.  
There's too much good stuff to waste time with the bad.  In fact, I don't even 
want to talk about it.

So after your daily dose of surfing, take what you have learned and pass it on 
to those who don't have the magic of the modem.  Internet Energetics has 
touched your life, and now your life has changed.

Check out our sponsor!
http://www.macworldexpo.com/mwsf2000/index.html
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Thanks for taking the time to read this issue of My Mac Magazine! We hope 
you enjoyed reading it as much as we did creating it.

My Mac is a FREE magazine dedicated to the users of the Macintosh 
Operating System the world over. If you would like to subscribe to our email 
list to be contacted when the My Mac Online site is updated with each new 
issue, please contact subscribe@mymac.com. You can also visit our web page 
and fill out the subscription form there. 

As a free magazine, we always need help. Help from readers to write in and let 
us know what you think. Help from vendors for review of products. Help from 
anyone looking to advertise products in a magazine with well over 25,000 
subscribers. In short, we need YOU to help keep My Mac Magazine in 
publication! But most importantly, we want you to enjoy this as much as we 
do, so please let us know your thoughts on how we can all make My Mac a 
better magazine.

All information is correct to the best of our knowledge, but we make no 
guarantees, warranties, or promises. Written articles and the My Mac logos 
cannot be reprinted without the express written permission of My Mac 
Productions. All opinions expressed by the writers are not necessarily those of 
My Mac Magazine or My Mac Productions.  My Mac is a registered 
trademark of My Mac Productions. We reserve the right to edit all letters 
received for clarity and length.
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Credits

Tim Robertson publisher@mymac.com is the creator and reigning Publisher 
of My Mac Magazine, at least until the people below rebel and kick him out. 
He also works full time as an IT specialist with one of the world's largest 
graphic studios (working on Macs and PCs all day long) Tim enjoys getting 
tons of email, scouting new writers and artists, and contemplating Mac OS X 
on a new G4...

Russ Walkowich editor@mymac.com is the Editor of My Mac. He also 
works for the government full-time, is a freelance writer, and is My Mac's 
editor for production and submissions.

Adam Karneboge webmaster@mymac.com is My Mac's Webmaster, and a
second-year graphic design major at Dominican University http://www.dom.edu 
in River Forest, Illinois, just 2 miles away from the Chicago city limits. Adam is 
an assistant high school tennis coach, and thoroughly enjoys working with kids. 
When he's not studying or coaching, Adam can be found working on his 
"Wallstreet" PowerBook G3/250, which he was recently reunited with after a 
long trip to Apple repair. It is said that in his spare time, Adam can be spotted 
poking fun at desktop users attempting to use trackpads. Adam has learned to 
always extend his AppleCare warranties, and plans to do so on a new "Pismo" 
PowerBook next year. Just like any road-warrior, Adam loves email, so write to 
him anytime at webmaster@mymac.com

Jim Moravec copyeditor@mymac.com is My Mac's Copy Editor. Jim lives in 
Darien, Illinois, and is the father of two wonderful children.

Barbara Bell pr@mymac.com is My Mac's Public Relations Director. Barbara 
grew up on the Mac and while she struggles with Windows at work, she glides 
on her Bondi Blue iMac at night and on weekends (that is, when she can wrest 
it away from her computer-savvy stepdaughters!). Barbara works as a 
Meeting/Convention Coordinator for an endoscopic device manufacturer 30 
miles north of Boston. What are endoscopic devices? Trust me, unless you're a 
doctor, you don't want to know! She loves email and helping folks work out 
their Mac issues, so don't be shy about emailing questions! She can be reached 
at pr@mymac.com.
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Mike Gorman nycgorman@aol.com is a hard-core Mac fan, lives way up 
north in Waterville, Maine. He's a freelance cartoonist whose work has 
appeared in such prestigious publications as My Mac, the NY Press, the New 
York Times, Entertainment Weekly, Mac Addict, and many others.  Visit 
the Scum Worm—his playground of vices—at 
http://members.aol.com/nycgorman/home.html

Lonnie Houghton lonnie@mymac.com is an art director for an educational 
publisher in Portland, Maine. He and his wife raise their son (2 years old) and 
daughter (6 months) in the lovely countryside of rural Maine, over an hour's 
drive from his office. Lonnie's hobbies are traveling to and from work, 
changing diapers, playing with large Legos, watching children's videos, and 
playing on his Mac whenever he's willing to trade-off sleep. He would love to 
hear from you regarding the Macintosh or any other creative topic.

John Nemerovski nemo@mymac.com is a musician, photographer, 
outdoorsman, Mac consultant, and member of the Bread Bakers Guild of 
America who resides in sunny Tucson, Arizona. John is an enthusiastic 
participant in the local and international Macintosh and Internet communities, 
and welcomes reader comments.

Mick O'Neil mickoneil@mymac.com is a former columnist for PCW 
Magazine in the UK and a freelance writer contributing articles to a number of 
periodicals including Byte Magazine, MacUser and MacWorld (UK and 
Australia), and the Journal of Computing in Higher Education. Mick's has 
a home page at http://www.geocities.com/CollegePark/3423/mick.html

David E. Price david@mymac.com is a Senior Consequence Analyst in the 
Nonproliferation, Arms Control, and International Security Directorate at one 
of the USA's national laboratories. He is also a professional free-lance 
photographer. Hìs favorite pasttimes are photography, long-distance bicycling, 
and roasting Wintel machines. He is the World Without Borders 
host/moderator for My Mac Magazine Presents... and several other 
Macintosh-related conferences, and is the author and host for a weekly 
interactive photograph tutorial. You may sample his photography tutorials on 
his website at http://home.earthlink.net/~davidprice
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Lyn Price lyn@mymac.com is known affectionately to her friends as Normira. 
She is a Program Coordinator for exchange students from all over the world 
(teaching English and American Culture). She is also a full-time student and a 
free-lance photographer. Her favorite pasttimes are distance bicycling, 
photography, and watching her husband "roast Wintel machines. She is the host 
for Kitchen Kapers (a weekly kitchen chat), The Meeting Place, Apple 
Learning Connection, and several other conferences on World Without 
Borders. You may sample some of her photography on her website at 
http://home.earthlink.net/~davidprice.

Mike Wallinga mikew@mymac.com is a Mac-loving Computer Science 
major, and has just returned to college from a fun-filled summer vacation (we 
hope).  Reportedly, he still hasn't beaten Tomb Raider II, which is probably why 
next month's column will be late again...

Fenton Jones manavesh@mymac.com known to his friends as Manavesh, lives 
in beautiful Santa Cruz, California, and works mostly in landscape construction 
with some design work on the side. He wants to do more designing in the 
future to justify spending more money on computer graphics. He's a single 
father with two girls.  

Lysa mysticforest@earthlink.net currently resides in Southern California with 
the writer Del Miller, who has threatened to get out his brushes since she 
started writing. Along with painting she is working on bringing to market her 
latest line of scents. Her short term goals include sleep, and moving to a place 
with an oven so she can abuse Del with culinary creations that border on the 
off beaten path. Her long term goals are avoiding the rat race, enjoying her 
friends, living a highly creative life, and reveling in her relationship with Del. Be 
sure to drop by her home page at: 
http://home.earthlink.net/~mysticforest/index.html

Mark Marcantonio markm@mymac.com is a parochial middle school teacher 
in the Portland, Oregon area.  He spends much of his free class time trying to 
keep the school's Windows machines running. In the meantime, the Macs at the 
school just keep going and going... One day he hopes to have Steve Jobs 
actually buy one of his advertising ideas. In the meantime, he'll keep spending 
his miniscule paycheck five minutes after getting it.
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Daniel Martin dmartin@dom.edu originally picked up the Macintosh 
obsession in the late 80's, while living in his hometown of Santa Cruz, 
California. He's been able to put his addiction to good use for the last few years, 
managing computer labs for Dominican University, in River Forest, Illinois. 
Daily exposure to the joy of the Wintel platform has served to reinforce his 
affinity for the MacOS.  Daniel's interests range from architecture and 
carpentry to studying yoga with his wife, Valerie. dmartin@dom.edu

Ralph J. Luciani ralph@mymac.com is Operations Manager at a 
medium-sized firm in Toronto whose job duties include cleaning toilets, 
removing garbage, graphic design, and invoicing customers—in that order).  
Ralph lives in the quaint and picturesque small town of Oakville, Ontario, where 
he's rabid in his devotion to all things Macintosh, much to the chagrin of his 
long suffering wife, RoseAnne. Other family members are: Christian, a film 
major and mini-Mac fanatic; a G3MT; and an SE/30. He uses his own IIvx at 
work in place of the "other" OS. ("Productivity is important to me!”)

Bob McCormick mccnow@rocketmail.com Born and raised in Oregon, he is a 
"divergent thinker" who used a Mac for the first time in 1985. (If only he had 
used one of those before he purchased his Commodore 64!) While not a techie 
himself, he does work with them in his job as a subcontractor for a major PC 
manufacturer (and yes, they also use Macs!). His first Mac was a PowerBook 
150 (school would have been twice as hard without that!), next came a 
7100/80, and he now uses a MacTell XB Base Series 604E and dreams of 
getting a PowerBook again. (Hmmm... WallStreet II, or wait for the new 101s?)  
Bob recommends Macs, helps friends and family with their Macs, regularly 
haunts the rumor sites, and tends to "Think Different" all on his own.

Jay Timmer can be reached for comment at jtimmer@tuna.net.  He has 
experience using and maintaining both Mac and Linux systems, and is dying to 
get his hands on a copy of OS X Server. 

Roger Born roger@mymac.com Besides writing science fiction for SFF 
Magazine, and Mac Editorials for My Mac Magazine, Roger Born teaches 
Graduate classes in Computer Ethics and Science, 3D animation, Forensics, and 
Web Design at several tech schools and universities in Orange County, 
California. Roger's favorite subject, which ties all his courses together, is Critical 
Thinking. Roger holds an MBA in Information Systems, an MA in Church 
History. Roger and his wife Connie, are currently going for their Doctorate in 
Educational Technology. Roger's website is at 
http://www.borngraphics.com/roger
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Beth Lock, beth@infowest.com Aquarius, Capricorn Rising, Moon in Libra, 
Mercury in Aquarius, Venus in Aries, Mars in Pisces.  Mary uses two 
Macintoshes: a rebuilt PowerMac 7200/75 with 60MB RAM, System 8.5, 56K 
Global Village modem at home; and a PowerMac7200/120 with 96MB RAM, 
System 8.5, a 4 Gig external hard drive, and Sportster modem at work.  She is 
currently writing a book and trying to buy her first house. She's also a Hospice 
volunteer and co-founder of Special FX Lighting, Inc. To quote Mary: "My life: 
I go to work, I go home. I am supremely happy and content. Life has never 
been better, and I'm grateful daily that I was born of this day and age."
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